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ABSTRACT
In the abstract interpretation framework, completeness represents an optimal
simulation by the abstract operators over the behavior of the concrete opera-
tors. This corresponds to an ideal (often rare) feature where there is no loss of
information accumulated in abstract computations with respect to the proper-
ties encoded by the underlying abstract domains. In this thesis, we deal with
the opposite notion of completeness in abstract interpretation, that is, incom-
pleteness, applied to two different contexts: static program analysis and formal
languages over the Chomsky’s hierarchy.
In static program analysis, completeness is a very rare condition to be sat-
isfied in practice and only the straightforward abstractions are complete for all
programs, thus, we usually deal with incompleteness. For this reason, we in-
troduce the notion of partial completeness. Partial completeness is a weaker
notion of completeness which requires the imprecision of the analysis to be lim-
ited. A partially complete abstract interpretation allows some false alarms to
be reported, but their number is bounded by a constant. We collect in partial
completeness classes all the programs whose abstract interpretations share the
same upper bound of imprecision. We then focus on the investigation of the
computational limits of the class of partially complete programs with respect to
a given abstract domain. Moreover, we show that the class of all partially com-
plete programs is non-recursively enumerable, and its complement is productive
whenever we allow an unlimited imprecision in the abstract domain. Finally,
we formalize the local partial completeness class within which we require par-
tial completeness only on some specific inputs. We prove that this last class of
programs is a recursively enumerable set under a structural hypothesis on the
underlying abstract domain, by showing an algorithm capable of proving the
local partial completeness of a program with respect to a given abstract domain
and an upper bound of imprecision.
In formal language theory, we want to study a possible reformulation, by
abstract interpretation, of classes of languages in the Chomsky’s hierarchy, and,
by exploiting the incompleteness of languages abstractions, we want to define
separation results between classes of languages. To this end, we do a first step
into this direction by studying the relation between indexed languages (rec-
ognized by indexed grammars) and context-free languages. Indexed grammars
are a generalization of context-free grammars which recognize a proper sub-
set of context-sensitive languages, the so called indexed languages. For exam-
ple, indexed grammars can recognize the language {anbncn | n ≥ 1} which is
not context-free, but they cannot recognize {(abn)n | n ≥ 1} which is context-
sensitive. Indexed grammars identify a set of languages that are more expressive
than context-free languages, while having decidability results that lie in between
the ones of context-free and context-sensitive languages. We provide a fixpoint
characterization of the languages recognized by an indexed grammar and we
study possible ways to abstract, in the abstract interpretation sense, these lan-
guages and their grammars into context-free and regular languages. We formal-
ize the separation class between indexed and context-free languages, i.e., all the
languages that cannot be generated by a context-free grammar, as an instance
of incompleteness of stack elimination abstraction over indexed grammars.
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The theory of Abstract Interpretation, introduced by Cousot and Cousot [26,27],
is a general theory for the approximation of dynamic systems. It generalizes
most existing methodologies for analyzing the semantic behaviors of a system,
for example, a program, into a unique sound-by-construction framework which
is based on a simple bu striking idea: extracting program properties of a system
is approximating its semantics [26]. That is, the starting semantics, also called
concrete semantics, is approximated by another semantics, called abstract se-
mantics, by substituting the concrete domain of computation and its concrete
semantic operations with, respectively, an abstract domain and abstract seman-
tic operations. The basic intuition is that abstract domains are representations
of some properties of interest about concrete domains’ values, while abstract
operations simulate, over the properties encoded by the abstract domains, the
behavior of their concrete counterparts. The notion of approximation is encoded
by suitable partial orderings ≤ on domains’ objects, where the concrete and ab-
stract domains are assumed to be partial ordered sets. That is, if x and y are two
elements of a generic domain C, then x ≤C y means that x is more precise that
y, or y carries less information than x. Therefore, as a very basic requirement,
concrete and abstract operations preserve the approximation orderings. Two
essential properties about abstract interpretation are correctness and complete-
ness. Correctness is a fundamental condition of any approximation technique,
and this holds also for abstract interpretation: if a concrete value is approxi-
mated by an abstract value, then a concrete computation step of that concrete
value is still approximated by an abstract computation step of its abstract value
with a possible loss of information that may occurred in simulating the behav-
ior of the concrete operator by the abstract operator. Conversely, Completeness,
also known in the literature with the terms exactness or faithfulness or opti-
mality, is a stronger property which means that, relatively to the semantics
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properties encoded by the abstract domains, such losses of information never
occur. While soundness is the basic requirement for any abstract interpretation,
the completeness property of an abstract semantic operator is not guaranteed by
the abstract interpretation framework because it is a domain property, namely,
it can be reached by refining the abstract domain considered [43]. Indeed, com-
pleteness is an ideal (and uncommon) situation where, informally, the abstract
semantics is able to take full advantage of the expressive power of the underlying
abstract domains. That is why completeness plays a central role in the abstract
interpretation framework and many works devoted their attention to it. It has
been first considered by Cousot and Cousot [27] who studied the basic properties
of complete abstract interpretations and gave some examples in data-flow anal-
ysis. Although in some topics concerning abstract interpretation, completeness
is typically recurrent, e.g., in comparative semantics [24,25] where the studying
of formal semantics at different levels of abstraction the corresponding compu-
tational domains are sufficiently rich of information so that completeness holds,
there are some areas where completeness is highly desirable, for example in ab-
stract model-checking [16, 34, 57] and static program analysis [8, 44], while in
other areas its contribution is still unclear, for example with the purpose of
separating known classes of formal languages in Chomsky’s hierarchy [11].
1.1 Motivation
Static Program Analysis
Static program analysis allows us to reason on the behavior of programs without
actually running them. Indeed, the aim of static analysis is to provide answers
to queries on the concrete program behavior by reasoning on an abstract pro-
gram behavior. Abstraction is needed in order to design sound-by-construction
static analyzers that provide an approximated answer to queries that deal with
arbitrary extensional properties of programs (e.g. absence of runtime errors,
variables values that do not overflow, etc.). The static analysis of a program P
begins with the design of an abstract analyzer, i.e., an abstract domain A that
expresses some behavioral property of interest, and an interpreter for our lan-
guage, defined on that abstract domain [26, 38]. Programs are associated with
abstract denotations on the abstract domain A, which is a partially ordered set
where the partial order ≤A encodes the relative precision of its elements. Given
a program P and an abstract domain A, a static analyzer can verify any query q
that can be precisely expressed on the abstract domain A, namely an element of
A. Static analyzers establish whether the behavior of program P interpreted on
the abstract domain A, denoted JP KA, satisfies a certain query q ∈ A, namely
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whether JP KA ≤A q. By abstract interpretation, the static analysis is always
sound: if program P satisfies the abstract check JP KA ≤A q then the concrete
behavior of P , denoted by JP K, also satisfies the query q. However, the converse
does not hold in general and it may happen that the abstract interpretation
of the behavior of P does not satisfy the query q, i.e., JP KA ̸≤A q while the
concrete program behavior JP K satisfies q. This happens when the imprecision
implicit in the abstract program behavior JP KA gives rise to false alarms.
A major part (and cost) of this design is the tuning of the efficiency/pre-
cision trade-off—the analysis should deliver the expected answer on a set of
programs of interest T without costing too much computational time and/or
space resources. To achieve this, the designer gives up some of the precision for
programs outside T . The rationale for this design choice is that T represents
programs of interest for the designer/user and for which the analysis has to be
precise. Widening T may represent a problem as uncontrolled imprecision may
arise. The tension between precision and scalability is clear here: As all alarm-
ing systems, a program analysis tool is credible—therefore usable—when few
false-alarms are reported.
Formal Languages
Abstract interpretation was originally developed as a unifying framework for
designing and validating static (i.e., at compile time) program analysis, but
it gained popularity as a general methodology for describing and formalizing
approximate computations in many different areas of computer science, for
example, in model checking [16, 34, 57], type inference [19, 60], malware de-
tection [33], dynamic analysis [66], grammar structures [5, 25, 28], formal lan-
guages [11,17,36,40].
We want to exploit this latter line of research by establishing a relation,
formalized by abstract interpretation, between indexed grammars, which are a
formalism describing indexed languages, with the aim of relating languages in
Chomsky’s hierarchy [15]. Chomsky’s hierarchy drove most of the research in
theoretical computer science for decades. Its structure, and its inner separation
results between formal languages, represent the corner stone to understand the
expressive power of symbolic structures. The three well-known recursive fami-
lies of formal languages in the Chomsky’s hierarchy are (ordered by strict in-
clusion): regular languages, generated by type-3 grammars (left and right-linear
grammars) and accepted by finite state automata, context-free languages, gen-
erated by type-2 grammars (also called context-free grammars) and accepted by
non-deterministic pushdown automata, and context-sensitive languages, gener-
ated by type-1 grammars (also called context-sensitive grammars) and accepted
by linear-bounded non-deterministic Turing machines. Indexed languages have
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been introduced in [2] as an extension of context-free languages in order to in-
clude languages such as {anbncn | n ≥ 1}. It is known that indexed languages
are strictly less expressive than context-sensitive languages, e.g., the language
{(abn)n | n ≥ 1} is context-sensitive but not indexed. This intermediate class
between context-free and context-sensitive has interesting properties, e.g., decid-
able emptiness test and NP-complete membership check, where the first is un-
decidable and the latter is PSPACE-complete in the family of context-sensitive
languages. Indexed languages are recognized by nested stack automata [3] and
they are described by indexed grammars which differ from context-free gram-
mars in that each non-terminal is equipped with a stack on which push and
pop instructions can be performed. Moreover, the stack can be copied to all
non-terminals on the right side of each production.
For our purposes, indexed languages represent an ideal concrete semantics for
rebuilding part of Chomsky’s hierarchy by abstract interpretation, in particular
for the case of regular and context-free languages. This is due to two reasons:
(1) they lack, to the best of our knowledge, of a fixpoint semantics and (2) they
represent an intermediate family of languages between context-free and context-
sensitive, therefore including context-free and regular languages as subclasses.
1.2 The Problem
Static Program Analysis
Completeness in static program analysis by abstract interpretation means preci-
sion. It represents the ideal situation where no false alarms are produced when
answering queries on program behavior by means of an abstract interpreter.
Completeness, however, is a very rare condition to be satisfied in practice. Al-
though we can refine our abstract domain in order to reach completeness for
the analysis of a given program [43], abstraction refinement techniques do not
solve the problem since they often lead to very concrete abstract domains that
are too costly to use, therefore breaking efficiency. However, experience tells
us that there are results that are “more incomplete” than others. Consider for
example the two programs P and Q defined, respectively, in Figures 1.1, 1.2.
These programs are equivalent: they both manipulate the value of variable x
that at the end of the computation holds the value 0. Let us consider a query
q that checks whether the value of variable x at the end of computation is 0,
denoted as q : x
?
= 0. It is clear that the concrete program behavior of P and Q,
denoted as JP K and JQK, satisfy the query q. However, it is easy to observe that
we have incompleteness when we verify the query q for programs P and Q on
the abstract domain P⊓S shown in Figure 1.3, which is obtained as the reduced
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x := 0;
x := x+ 1;
x := x− 1
// q : x
?
= 0
Figure 1.1: The program P
x := 2;
x := x− 1;
if x ≥ 1 then x := x− 1
else skip
// q : x
?
= 0
Figure 1.2: The program Q
product between Sign [21] and Parity [21] abstract domains, both shown in Fig-
ure 3.1. Let αP⊓S : ℘(Z) → P⊓S be the abstraction function that maps the sets
of integer values in the element in P⊓ S that better approximates it. So, for ex-
ample, αP⊓S({−3,−7}) = (odd ,−), αP⊓S({−3, 7}) = odd and so on. The query
is correctly represented by the abstract domain P⊓S since 0 is an element of this
domain that precisely expresses the value 0 assumed by variable x. Indeed, if we
interpret the result of the concrete computation on the abstract domain P⊓S, we
obtain αP⊓S(JP K) = αP⊓S(JQK) = 0, while if we interpret their behavior on the
abstract domain P⊓S we obtain JP KP⊓S = even, and JQKP⊓S = Z. Thus, in both
cases we have incompleteness since αP⊓S(JP K) ̸= JP KP⊓S and αP⊓S(JP K) ≤P⊓S 0
while JP KP⊓S ̸≤P⊓S 0, and the same for program Q where αP⊓S(JQK) ̸= JQKP⊓S
and αP⊓S(JQK) ≤P⊓S 0 while JQKP⊓S ̸≤P⊓S 0. In the considered example, the
computation of program Q on P⊓S is “more incomplete” than the computation
of P on P ⊓ S, since the result that we obtain is “more far from precision”:
JP KP⊓S = even is closer to 0 on the domain P ⊓ S than JQKP⊓S = Z.
This difference among incompleteness results is what we would like to express
and measure. The standard abstract interpretation framework does not allow
us to reason and compare the degree of imprecision of the results of incom-
plete analyses. There are some related preliminary results in this direction as
for example the definition of a domain-specific measure of imprecision of static
analysis [13, 56, 71] or the new formalization of the classical abstract interpre-
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Figure 1.3: P ⊓ S abstract domain
tation framework [31,37] in order to somehow embody the concept of closeness
between approximations. Moreover, there are recent works that study the recur-
sive properties of the classes of programs that are complete for a given abstract
interpreter [44] in order to better understand the boundaries of (im)precision of
the abstract interpreter. However, there is no general definition for the concept
of bounded imprecision in abstract interpretation, i.e., where we can limit the
amount of false alarms in the result of the analysis.
Formal Languages
Although in the literature there are some works that approximate grammar
structures by abstract interpretation [5] and apply specific language abstractions
for specific purposes, like the design of static analyzers [25, 28], formal verifica-
tion [36], and for the language inclusion problem [40], no approaches considered
the more general problem of correlating languages in Chomsky’s hierarchy by
the theory of fixpoint abstraction by abstract interpretation. Furthermore, the
classes of regular, context-free and context-sensitive languages are not closed
under intersection. This implies that it is not possible to specify Galois inser-
tions between the domains of languages in the Chomsky’s hierarchy. However,
this does not exclude approximation strategies on the fixpoint semantics on the
underlying grammar generating the considered languages, by acting on the pro-
ductions, which can be considered as abstracting the concrete semantics (i.e., the
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productions) of the starting grammar in order to get an approximated seman-
tics (namely, a grammar with new productions) that generates a less expressive
language including the former respect to the standard set inclusion. We will see
that, in our settings, we need incomplete abstractions in order to get a strict
approximation of grammars that generates a less expressive formal languages,
because otherwise, a complete abstraction means no modification on the under-
lying grammar structure. This means that incompleteness plays a special rule
in our grammar abstractions and can be exploited in order to form separation
results between family of formal languages.
1.3 Contribution
Static Program Analysis
Our aim is to weaken the notion of completeness in static program analysis by
abstract interpretation, into a less strong requirement, i.e., by letting imprecision
but by a limited amount. In order to face this problem, we need to introduce
a notion of distance A-compatible on the elements of an abstract domain A.
We use a weaker form of metric function that is specific for the elements of an
abstract domain, namely it is compatible with the underlying ordering relation
and it takes into account the presence of uncomparable elements. Referring to
the previous example, we can consider the distance in P ⊓ S to be the length
of the minimum path between two comparable abstract elements, for example,
the distance between even and 0 is 2. This means that, the distance between
the abstract computation of JP KP⊓S = even and the concrete one JP K = 0 is
2 (the blue arrows in Figure 1.3), while the distance between JQKP⊓S = Z and
JQK = 0 is 3 (the red arrows in Figure 1.3). This formalizes the intuition that
the abstract computation of Q is “way more far from precision” then the one
of P . This allows us to formalize the notion of ε-partial completeness of an
abstract domain A endowed with a A-compatible distance, with respect to a
given program, where the imprecision in the abstract analysis is bounded by
ε, namely, the distance between the results of the concrete and abstract anal-
ysis on the considered program is at most ε. Given an abstract domain A, we
collect the set of all programs whose analysis on A is ε-partial complete, and
we call this set the ε-partial completeness class of the abstract domain A. This
is a generalization of the completeness class of programs whose analysis on A
is complete introduced in [44]. Indeed, the completeness classes correspond to
the special case of 0-partial completeness. We investigate the properties of the
ε-partial completeness classes. Firstly, we highlight that partial completeness
shares some simple properties with the completeness class: they are both infi-
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nite sets and in general non-extensional sets, i.e., not an index set of partial
recursive functions. For the latter property, it is enough to consider the example
above as a witness. Then, we show that the distance we choose for measuring
the relative imprecision between abstract elements, plays an important role in
the considered class of partial completeness. Indeed, we prove that, if for all
n ∈ Q≥0 we can always find an element whose distance from ⊥A is strictly
greater than n, then we can always build a program that is not in the n-partial
completeness class. An abstract domain satisfying the above condition will be
said holding unlimited imprecision. Then, we prove that under non restrictive
hypothesis for abstract interpretations, such as employing non trivial abstract
domains (i.e., the abstract domain is different from the concrete domain) with
unlimited imprecision, then for all bound ε we fix to the allowed imprecision,
the ε-partial completeness class and its complement are both non recursively
enumerable sets. This means that we cannot automate the procedure of decid-
ing whether an input program satisfies a given precision bound. Moreover, we
show that the ε-partial incompleteness class where the abstract domains have
unlimited imprecision, is a special non-recursively enumerable set and shares a
structure that is similar to the set of Gödel numbers of true sentences in first-
order arithmetic: it is a productive set. Finally, we weaken also the ε-partial
completeness requirement with the aim to obtain a semi-decidable procedure
to prove that property: we introduce the notion of local ε-partial completeness
admitting ε-partial completeness only to a fixed set of inputs. This corresponds
to a further weakening to the notion of completeness and, specifically, to lo-
cal completeness which has been recently introduced by Bruni et al. in [9]. We
prove that, under structural hypothesis on the considered abstract domain, there
exists a semi-decidable procedure that proves if a program is locally ε-partial
complete.
Formal Languages
We have seen that completeness in static analysis by abstract interpretation
means no loss of information on the underlying abstract domain chosen. Con-
versely, incompleteness represents an, although correct, imperfect analysis in
terms of precision due to either how the program code is written (the intensional
properties of the program) or the chosen store abstraction or the fixed abstract
semantics used. We study the counterpart consequences of incompleteness in
language abstractions. We show how incompleteness of language abstractions
can be interpreted in terms of classes of formal languages in the Chomsky’s hi-
erarchy. Our intention is to generalize known separation results between classes
of languages, e.g., the Pumping Lemmata, as instances of incompleteness of
language abstractions. The idea is that, if a family of languages corresponds
to a suitable abstraction of the fixpoint semantics of a more concrete family of
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languages, then languages not expressible in one family should correspond to
witnesses of the incompleteness of this abstraction. The interest in this perspec-
tive over Chomsky’s hierarchy is in the fact that we would be able to reformulate
most of this hierarchy, including separation results, in terms of abstract interpre-
tation, providing powerful tools for comparing symbolic abstract domains with
respect to their expressive power. We provide a first step into this direction,
by constructing the separation class of languages between indexed and context-
free languages using incompleteness of stack elimination abstraction, that is, the
abstraction that over approximates each stack of a non-terminal symbol to all
possible stack configurations in an indexed grammar.
In order to reach our goal, we first construct a fixpoint semantics for indexed
languages. The construction follows the one known for CS languages, and derives
a system of equations associated with each indexed grammar. We prove that the
fixpoint solution of this system of equations corresponds precisely to the lan-
guage generated by the grammar. This will provide the base fixpoint semantics
for making abstract interpretation. We show that no best abstraction, which in
abstract interpretation are represented by Galois Insertions, is possible between
indexed languages and respectively context-free and regular languages, w.r.t. set
inclusion. This means that we need to act at the level of grammar structures
(i.e., on the way languages are generated and represented in grammatical form)
in order to generate languages as abstract interpretations of an indexed gram-
mar. We introduce several abstractions of grammatical structures in such a way
that the abstract language transformer associated with the system of equations
of the indexed language generates the desired language. We show that certain
simplifications of the productions of indexed grammars can be specified as ab-
stractions, now in the standard Galois insertion based framework, and that the
corresponding abstract semantics coincides precisely to classes of languages in
Chomsky’s hierarchy, in our case the class of context-free languages. The main
advantage is that known fixpoint characterization and algorithms for context-
free languages can be extracted in a calculational way by abstract interpretation
of the fixpoint semantics of the more concrete indexed grammars. This shows
that standard methods for the design of static program analyses and hierarchy
of semantics (e.g., see [20,28,29]) can be applied to systematically derive fixpoint
presentations for families of formal languages and to let abstract interpretation
methods to be applicable to Chomsky’s hierarchy. Finally, we show that we can
build the separation class between context-free and indexed languages by ex-
ploiting the incompleteness of stack elimination abstraction, thus providing a
first step towards reformulating Chomsky’s hierarchy by abstract interpretation.
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1.4 Structure of the Thesis
This thesis is structured as follows. In the first two chapters, we aim to provide
the reader with all the necessary background for reading this thesis. Moreover,
we will highlight the major assumptions that will affect the main results of this
thesis. Chapter 2 provides notation and the basic algebraic notions that we are
going to use in the following of the thesis. We define a collecting denotational
program semantics over a standard deterministic while-language Prog with inte-
ger and Boolean expressions and no runtime errors. We then recall computability
notions applied to (sets of) programs and stores defined in the previous section.
Finally, we recall the definitions of the three most common formal languages in
the Chomsky’s hierarchy: regular, context-free and context-sensitive language
families.
In Chapter 3 we give a brief introduction to the abstract interpretation frame-
work. In particular, in the context of static program analysis, we define store
abstractions and the abstract semantics of while programs in Prog. We rigorously
define trivial and recursive abstract domains of stores and the completeness class
of programs induced by an abstract domain of stores.
In Chapter 4 we present the first main contribution of the thesis. We define
our distance model for partial completeness classes. We outline the definition of
quasi-metric A-compatible, that is, a quasi-metric that satisfies specific axioms
in order to be connected to the structure of any recursive abstract domains.
We introduce the concept of ε-partial completeness of a program with respect
to a given abstract domain A and a quasi-metric A-compatible. We then study
the computational limits of this new framework by proving that the set of all
ε-partial complete programs is non-recursively enumerable and the complement
set is productive under some assumptions on the underlying abstract domain of
stores. Finally, with the aim of finding a decidable partial completeness class,
we define the local ε-partial completeness and we show that it is recursively
enumerable if the abstract domain of stores A satisfies a specific structural
property.
Chapter 5 shows how abstract interpretation framework can be applied to
formal languages in order to characterize the separation classes between families
of languages. Indexed grammars and languages are defined as an intermediate
formal language between context-free and contest-sensitive languages. We pro-
vide a fixpoint characterization of indexed languages by deriving a system of
equations from the underlying indexed grammars. We then provide some in-
dexed grammar abstractions by acting on the grammar productions in order to
obtain a less expressive formal language. Finally we show how we can use in-
completeness of indexed grammar abstractions in order to build the separation
class between indexed and context-free languages.
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Chapter 6 compares our results to prior results, while Chapter 7 sums up
the major contributions of this thesis and briefly describes future works that we




Before starting with the main results of this thesis, in this and the next chapter
we recall some basic concepts and fix notation. We start with functions and
lattices definitions in Section 2.1, then we move to the collecting denotational
semantics of a simple imperative while-language in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3,
we recall some computability notions using the enumerable set of stores S as
an equivalent substitute to the set of natural numbers N for the domain of par-
tial recursive functions. Finally, in Section 2.4 we review some formal language
theory.
2.1 Order Theory
Sets and relations. Given two sets S and T , ℘(S) denotes the powerset of S,
S∖T denotes the set-difference between S and T , S denotes the complement of S
with respect to some universe set determined by the context, S ⊆ T denotes sets
inclusion while S ⊂ T (or S ⊊ T ) denotes strict sets inclusion, |S| denotes the
cardinality where S is finite if |S| < ω, countably infinite if |S| = ω, countable
if |S| ≤ ω. A binary relation ∼ over sets S and T is a subset of the Cartesian
product ∼⊆ S×T , that is, it is a set of ordered pairs (x, y) consisting of elements
x ∈ S and y ∈ T . A binary relation ∼ on a set S is said to be an equivalent
relation if and only if, for all x, y, z ∈ S, it is reflexive (x ∼ x), symmetric
(x ∼ y ⇔ y ∼ x) and transitive (x ∼ y and y ∼ z implies x ∼ z). Given a set S
and an equivalence relation ∼⊆ S ×S on it, the equivalence class of an element
a ∈ S, denoted [a]∼, is the set [a]∼ ≜ {x ∈ S | x ∼ a} of elements which are
equivalent to a. The equivalence classes form a partition of S called the quotient
set of S by ∼ and is denoted by S/∼. From now on, we will emphasize the set
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S on which a binary relation ∼ is defined by the subscript ∼S except for the
straightforward equivalence relation = unless it has a different definition.
Functions. A function f : S → T , where S is the domain and T the codomain
of f , is injective if for all x, y ∈ S, f(x) = f(y) implies x = y, is surjective
if for every y ∈ T there exists x ∈ S such that f(x) = y, is a bijection if f
is both injective and surjective. We denote with f : S → T a totally defined
function and with f : S ↦→ T a partially defined function. If f : S ↦→ T then
f(x) ↓ denotes that f(x) is defined, dom(f)≜ {x ∈ S | f(x) ↓} denotes the
domain of f , given a subset X ⊆ S, f(X)≜ {f(x) ∈ T | x ∈ X ∩ dom(f)}
denotes the image of f on X, where f is defined, while if X = S then we
call range(f)≜ f(S) the range of f . Two partial functions f, g : S ↦→ T are
extensionally equivalent, denoted by f ∼= g, if dom(f) = dom(g) and for all
x ∈ dom(f) = dom(g), f(x) = g(x). Sometimes we use a λ-notation λx.f(x) to
emphasize the arguments of a function f . Given f : S ↦→ T and g : T ↦→ U ,
g ◦ f : S ↦→ U denotes their composition, where g ◦ f(x) = g(f(x)) when f(x)↓
and g(f(x))↓, otherwise g ◦ f is not defined on x.
Metric spaces. We denote with N, Q and R the sets of all, respectively,
natural, rational and real numbers. We will use subscripts in order to limit their
scope, e.g., Q≥0 denotes the set of all non-negative rational numbers. A metric
is a function that defines a distance between each pair of elements of a set S.
Formally, a metric on a non-empty set S is a mapping d : S × S → R≥0 such
that for every x, y, z ∈ S:
(i) d(x, y) = 0 ⇔ x = y (identity of indiscernibles)
(ii) d(x, y) = d(y, x) (symmetry)
(iii) d(x, y) + d(y, z) ≥ d(x, z) (triangle inequality)
where here and in the following, relations, functions and operations with no
subscript are interpreted in the standard way depending on the context of ap-
plication (in this case, real numbers). A set provided with a metric is called
metric space. For example, the real numbers R with the distance function d
between some x, y ∈ R such that d(x, y) = |x−y|Abs where | · |Abs is the absolute
difference, is a metric space.
Partial order sets. A partial order is a binary relation ≤L over a set L
satisfying for every x, y, z ∈ L: reflexivity (x ≤L x), antisymmetry (x ≤L y and
y ≤L x implies x = y), transitivity (x ≤L y and y ≤L z implies x ≤L z). A
set L endowed with a partial order relation ≤L is called a partially ordered set,
or briefly poset, and it is denoted by ⟨L,≤L⟩. We will use also the strict poset
relation <L such that for any x, y ∈ L, x <L y iff x ≤L y and x ̸= y. We say
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that y covers x, written x⋖L y, if x < y and there is no element z ∈ L such that
x < z < y. Let ⟨L,≤L⟩ be a poset and S ⊆ L be an arbitrary subset. a ∈ S is a
maximal element of S if for all x ∈ S: a ≤L x ⇒ a = x, while a is maximum of
S if for all x ∈ S, x ≤L a. If L has maximum this is the top element and it will
be denoted with ⊤L. The bottom element is defined dually and denoted ⊥L. An
element u ∈ L is said to be an upper bound of S if s ≤L u for each s ∈ S. A set
may have many upper bounds, or none at all. An upper bound u of S is said to
be its least upper bound (lub), or join, or supremum, if u ≤L x for each upper
bound x of S. The least upper bound of a set, when it exists, is unique. Dually,
l ∈ L is said to be a lower bound of S if l ≤L s for each s ∈ S. A lower bound l
of S is said to be its greatest lower bound (glb), or meet, or infimum, if x ≤L l
for each lower bound x of S. A set may have many lower bounds, or none at all,
but can have at most one greatest lower bound.
Chains. A subset Y ⊆ L of a poset L = ⟨L,≤L⟩ is a chain if for every
y1, y2 ∈ Y , y1 ≤L y2 or y2 ≤L y1. Thus a chain is a (possibly empty) subset of L
that is totally ordered. It is a finite chain if it is a finite subset of L. A sequence
(ln)n∈N = {ln | n ∈ N} of elements in L is an ascending chain if n ≤ m implies
ln ≤L lm. Similarly, a sequence (ln)n is a descending chain if n ≤ m implies
lm ≤L ln. Clearly, both ascending chains and descending chains are chains. A
sequence (ln)n∈N eventually stabilizes if and only if there exists n0 ∈ N such that
for all n ∈ N: n ≥ n0 implies ln = ln0 . A poset L has finite height if and only if all
chains are finite. L satisfies the Ascending Chain Condition (ACC) if and only
if all ascending chains eventually stabilize. Similarly, it satisfies the Descending
Chain Condition (DCC) if and only if all descending chains eventually stabilize.
L satisfies both the ACC and DCC if and only if it has finite height.
Lattices. A poset ⟨L,≤L⟩ is called a join-semilattice if each two-element subset
{a, b} ⊆ L has a join (i.e. least upper bound), and is called a meet-semilattice
if each two-element subset has a meet (i.e. greatest lower bound), denoted by
a∨L b and a∧L b respectively. ⟨L,≤L⟩ is called a lattice if it is both a join- and
a meet-semilattice. This definition makes ∨L and ∧L binary operations. Both
operations are monotone with respect to the given order: a1 ≤L a2 and b1 ≤L b2
implies that a1 ∨L b1 ≤L a2 ∨L b2 and a1 ∧L b1 ≤L a2 ∧L b2. A lattice ⟨L,≤L⟩





exist in L (empty subset included). A complete lattice L with partial order ≤L,
lub ∨L, glb ∧L, greatest element (top) ⊤L, and least element (bottom) ⊥L is
denoted by ⟨L,≤L,∨L,∧L,⊤L,⊥L⟩. A lattice ⟨L,≤L,∨L,∧L⟩ is distributive if
and only if for every x, y, z ∈ L one of the following equivalent conditions is
satisfied:
(i) (x ∧L y) ∨L (x ∧L z) = x ∧L (y ∨L z);
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(ii) (x ∨L y) ∧L (x ∨L z) = x ∨L (y ∧L z);
(iii) (x ∨L y) ∧L z ≤L x ∨L (y ∧L z).
Let ⟨L,≤L,⊥L,⊤L⟩ be a poset with infimum ⊥L and supremum ⊤L. We say that
x ∈ L has a complement y ∈ L if and only if x∧L y = ⊥L and x∨L y = ⊤L. Note
that in general the complement may not be unique. A complemented lattice is a
lattice ⟨L,≤L,∨L,∧L,⊤L,⊥L⟩ in which every element x ∈ L has a complement
in L. A Boolean lattice is a complemented distributive lattice. A Boolean algebra
⟨L,≤L,∨L,∧L,¬L,⊤L,⊥L⟩ is a Boolean lattice in which ≤L,⊤L,⊥L and ¬L are
also considered as operations:
(i) ⟨L,≤L,∨L,∧L⟩ is a distributive lattice;
(ii) for every x, y ∈ L: x ≤L y ≜ x ∨L y = y ⇔ x ∧L y = x;
(iii) for all x ∈ L: x ∨L ⊥L = x and x ∧L ⊤L = x;
(iv) x ∨L ¬Lx = ⊤L and x ∧L ¬Lx = ⊥L.
For example, for each set S, let ¬A≜ S ∖ A then ⟨℘(S),⊆,∪,∩,¬, S,∅⟩ is a
Boolean algebra called the powerset algebra.
Functions over posets. A function f : L → L over a poset ⟨L,≤L⟩ is
monotone if for all x, y ∈ L such that x ≤L y, f preserves the order, i.e.,
f(x) ≤L f(y). Moreover, f is idempotent if for all x ∈ L, f(f(x)) = f(x), in-
creasing if x ≤L f(x). If f, g : S → L and ⟨L,≤L⟩ is a poset then the pointwise
partial order relation is defined by: f ⊑ g when for all x ∈ S, f(x) ≤L g(x).
If L is a (complete) lattice then ⟨S → ⟨L,≤L⟩⟩ is a (complete) lattice. A func-
tion f : L1 → L2 between complete lattices is additive (co-additive) if for all
Y ⊆ L1, f(∨L1Y ) = ∨L2f(Y ) (f(∧L1Y ) = ∧L2f(Y )). Also, f is continuous
(co-continuous) when f preserves lubs (glbs) of chains in L1.
Fixpoints. In mathematics, a fixpoint of a function is an element of the func-
tion’s domain that is mapped to itself by the function, that is, x ∈ L is a fixpoint
of the function f : L→ L if f(x) = x. The Knaster–Tarski theorem guarantees
that if L is a complete lattice and f : L → L a monotone function, then the
set of fixpoints of f in L is also a complete lattice. As a consequence, since
complete lattices cannot be empty (they must contain supremum of empty set),
the theorem in particular guarantees the existence of at least one fixpoint of
f , and even the existence of a least (or greatest) fixpoint, denoted lfp(f) (resp.




where, for all n ∈ N and x ∈ L, fn is inductively defined by: f0(x)≜ x and
fn+1(x)≜ f(fn(x)).
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AExp ∋ a ::= v ∈ Z | xi ∈ Var | a + a | a − a | a ∗ a
BExp ∋ b ::= t | f | a = a | a > a | b ∧ b | ¬b
Prog ∋ C ::= skip | x := a | C;C | if b then C else C | while b do C
Figure 2.1: Syntax of a while-language Prog
2.2 Semantics of While Programs
We consider a standard deterministic while-language Prog with integer and
Boolean expressions and no runtime errors, as defined, e.g., in [75], whose syntax
is defined in Figure 2.1. The finite set of variables occurring in some syntactic
object c is denoted by vars(c) ⊆ Var . Var is assumed to be a denumerable set
of variables and, without loss of generality, we define Var ≜ {xi | i ∈ N>0}, i.e.,
variables are indexed by positive integers. The index of variables is omitted in
programs that have only one variable x. A program store for the variables in
Var is a partial function s ∈ S ≜Var ↦→ Z, which can be equivalently specified
by a tuple of its defined values ⟨x1 ↦→ v1, . . . , xn ↦→ vn⟩. That is, the set of all
stores is S ≜
⋃︁
n∈N Zn. Store update is written s[xi ↦→ v]. As usual, for some




The semantics of arithmetic expressions is defined by the function L ·M :
AExp×S → Z. This semantic function L ·M defines the standard inductive eval-
uation of arithmetic expressions:
Lv Ms≜ v
Lxi Ms≜ s(xi)
La+ a′ Ms≜ LaMs+ La′ Ms
La− a′ Ms≜ LaMs− La′ Ms
La ∗ a′ Ms≜ LaMs ∗ La′ Ms
Analogously, the semantics of Boolean expressions is given by the function L ·M :
BExp×S → {t, f} whose definition is straightforward and therefore omitted.
The collecting (or strongest postcondition) semantics of arithmetic expres-
sions is modeled by the function JaK : ℘(S) → ℘(Z) defined by
JaKS ≜ {La Ms ∈ Z | s ∈ S}
which collects all the possible semantic evaluations of a ∈ AExp for stores
ranging in S ∈ ℘(S). Also, the collecting semantics of Boolean expressions is the
function JbK : ℘(S) → ℘(S) defined by
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JskipKS ≜ S
Jxi := aKS ≜ {s[xi ↦→ La Ms] | s ∈ S}
JC1;C2KS ≜ JC2KJC1KS
Jif b then C1 else C2KS ≜ JC1KJbKS ∪ JC2KJ¬bKS
Jwhile b do CKS ≜ J¬bK
(︁
lfp(λT. S ∪ JCKJbKT )
)︁
Figure 2.2: Collecting denotational semantics of Prog
JbKS ≜ {s ∈ S | Lb Ms = t}
so that JbKS ⊆ S filters the stores of S which make b true.
The collecting denotational program semantics is given by the function
JCK : ℘(S) → ℘(S) and it is defined in Fig. 2.2. This is the standard predi-
cate transformer semantics (also called strongest postcondition semantics) since
JP KS ∈ ℘(S) turns out to be the strongest store predicate for the store precon-
dition S ∈ ℘(S). The terminology “collecting semantics” comes from the fact
that for all C ∈ Prog, JCK : ℘(S) → ℘(S) is an additive function on the com-
plete lattice ⟨℘(S),⊆⟩, so that JCKS = ∪s∈S JCK{s} holds. Let P ∈ Prog be
some while-program. In this case λs ∈ S .JP K{s} is the partial recursive function
computed by P , where JP K{s} = ∅ means non-termination of program P when
evaluated in the store s. Conversely, when a program terminates on a store s we
have JP K{s} = {s′} for a suitable store s′. Note that, when P does not contain
any assignment to a variable xi, if JP K{s} = {s′} then s′(xi) = s(xi). When JP K
is applied to a singleton {s} ∈ ℘(S), we use the simpler notation JP Ks in place
of JP K{s}. We will often abuse notation and represent with JP K both the above
mentioned collecting semantics (i.e., a total function from set of stores to set
of stores) and the ordinary denotational semantics of P (i.e., a partial function
λs.JP K{s} from stores to stores where ∅ corresponds to non-termination). The
collecting semantics is typically used as reference semantics for designing static
program analyses, for example, the definition in Figure 2.2 can be found in [59].
Example 2.1. Consider the following program R:
x := 9;
while x > 1 do
x := x− 2
It is easy to observe that this program ends with output ⟨x ↦→ 1⟩. Obviously,
this result is also achieved by the collecting semantics of R by considering the
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set of stores over one variable x, that is Z. Let S ≜ {⟨x ↦→ 9⟩} = Jx := 9KZ. The
Kleene iterates of
λT. S ∪ Jx := x− 2KJx > 1KT
in ℘(Z) converge in a finite number of steps:
∅ ⇒ {⟨x ↦→ 9⟩}
⇒ {⟨x ↦→ 9⟩, ⟨x ↦→ 7⟩}
⇒ {⟨x ↦→ 9⟩, ⟨x ↦→ 7⟩, ⟨x ↦→ 5⟩}
⇒ {⟨x ↦→ 9⟩, ⟨x ↦→ 7⟩, ⟨x ↦→ 5⟩, ⟨x ↦→ 3⟩}
⇒ {⟨x ↦→ 9⟩, ⟨x ↦→ 7⟩, ⟨x ↦→ 5⟩, ⟨x ↦→ 3⟩, ⟨x ↦→ 1⟩}.
Therefore, the collecting semantics of program R over any set of stores S ∈ ℘(Z)
is JRKS = {⟨x ↦→ 1⟩}. ■
2.3 Elements of Computability
Let us recall some basic notions in computability theory (the reader is referred
to standard textbooks such as [39,62,68,70] for a comprehensive coverage).
Partial recursive functions. We will consider n-ary partial recursive func-
tions (or Turing machines) over infinite denumerable domains such as N, Z and
S ≜ ∪n∈N Zn. Let us remark that Prog is a deterministic language and this is
modeled by the following property (whose easy proof is omitted) of the collect-
ing denotational semantics defined in Figure 2.2 : for all P ∈ Prog, sin ∈ S,
if JP Ksin ̸= ∅ then there exists a unique sout ∈ S such that JP Ksin = {sout}.
If JP Ksin ̸= ∅ then JP Ksin will denote this unique output store sout ∈ S. For
all programs P ∈ Prog, this allows us to define the partial recursive function
φP : S ↦→ S computed by P as follows:
φP (s)≜
®
JP Ks if JP Ks ∈ S,
↑ otherwise
where ↑ denotes that φP is undefined (e.g., the execution of P does not termi-
nate). φP is well-defined because Prog is deterministic.
Example 2.2. Consider the program R in Example 2.1 and the corresponding
recursive function φR computed by R. Then φR is a totally defined function
over Z, indeed, for all i ∈ Z, φR(i) = 1.
Let us define the following program Z:
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if x > 0 then x := 0
else while true do skip
then, clearly, φZ is a partial recursive function because for all i ∈ Z>0, φZ(i) = 0
while for all j ∈ Z≤0, φZ(j) = ↑. ■
Recursively enumerable sets. Prog is Turing complete, so that a set of stores
S ⊆ S is recursively enumerable (r.e. for short) if there exists P ∈ Prog such that
S = dom(φP ) or, equivalently, S = range(φP ), while S ⊆ S is recursive when
both S and S are recursively enumerable [70]. A r.e. set is said to be strictly r.e.
if it is r.e. but not recursive. We use the following notations: given P ∈ Prog,
WP ≜ dom(φP ) ∈ ℘(S), and, in turn, ℘re(S)≜ {WP ∈ ℘(S) | P ∈ Prog}. It is
known [70] that ⟨℘re(S),⊆⟩ is a distributive lattice with ∅ and S as, respectively,
bottom and top elements and that the set of recursive sets ℘rec(S)≜ {S ∈ ℘(S) |
S, S ∈ ℘re(S)} defines a Boolean algebra ⟨℘rec(S),⊆,∪,∩,¬, S,∅⟩. Both ℘re(S)
and ℘rec(S) are denumerable and ℘rec(S) ⊂ ℘re(S) ⊂ ℘(S).
Despite the definition of collecting semantics applies to all subsets of S, in the
following we consider only sets of stores S ∈ ℘(S) such that (i) S is r.e., namely,
S ∈ ℘re(S), and (ii) S predicates over a finite set of variables, namely |vars(S)| <
ω, as is always the case in abstract interpretation. This still allows any variable
xi ∈ |vars(S)| to be assigned infinitely many different values by the stores in a set
S ∈ ℘re(S). Because any input set of stores must have a constructive computable
way for building it and programs always manipulate a finite set of variables, the
concrete collecting semantics of arithmetic, boolean and command expressions
defined in the previous section, can be seen as restricted to r.e. variable finite
sets of stores only. We highlight the previous hypothesis in the following:
Assumption 1. In the following, unless specified, we consider as inputs to
semantic functions only sets of stores that are r.e. and that predicate over a
finite set of variables.
This is an acceptable assumption since our focus is on recursive-theoretic proper-
ties of false alarm removal and injection, therefore we consider here the simplest
possible Turing complete language Prog where programs manipulate a finite set
of variables. Richer languages manipulating an unbounded number of variables,
e.g., by recursion, can be considered at the price of complicating the model and
replacing variable finiteness with abstract domains defined as functions from
natural numbers n ∈ N to Galois connections on a concrete domain with n
variables (e.g., see [73]).
Extensional properties. Since JP K is an additive function, it turns out that
for all S ∈ ℘re(S), JP KS = {φP (s) ∈ S | s ∈ S ∧ φP (s) ↓}. We will consider
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properties of programs, i.e., sets in ℘(Prog). A program property Π ∈ ℘(Prog)
is extensional if whenever P ∈ Π, Q ∈ Prog and φP ∼= φQ then Q ∈ Π.
Any property about computable functions induces an extensional property of
programs, namely those programs P whose computed function φP satisfies the
given property. In this case Rice’s Theorem [67] holds: a property of partial
recursive functions (i.e., an extensional property of programs) is recursive if and
only if it is trivial (i.e., satisfied by all partial recursive functions or by none).
Example 2.3. Let us define the following set of programs:
Lines≥100 ≜ {P ∈ Prog | |P | ≥ 100} ⊂ ℘(Prog)
such that |P | returns the number of lines of code of program P . Then all pro-
grams in Lines≥100 hold the property of having at least 100 lines of instructions
code. This programs property is an intensional set because it considers only how
programs are written, i.e., their syntax, instead of their semantics. Conversely,
consider the following set:
Outid ≜ {P ∈ Prog | ∀s ∈ S . φP (s) = s} ⊂ ℘(Prog)
which is constituted by all programs that terminate with an output state that
corresponds to the input state. This property is extensional intuitively because
it “speaks” about the output of all programs in Outid , therefore, it considers
the programs semantics only. ■
Specializers and Interpreters. By Gödel numbering, we can associate a
unique natural number with any program in Prog and conversely a unique pro-
gram with any natural number by a pair of total recursive functions which
forms a bijection: g : Prog → N and g−1 : N → Prog. Since Prog is a Turing
complete language, we have that I ≜ λn ∈ N. φg−1(n) provides an acceptable
numbering for all partial recursive functions, called standard enumeration. By
assuming this standard enumeration I, in the following we denote either by φn
the partial recursive function corresponding to the program g−1(n) or directly
by φP . It is known that if I is an acceptable numbering system of partial recur-
sive functions, then there exist two indexes u, t ∈ N of total recursive functions
φu, φt : N× S → N such that:
• φu(n, s) = φn(s), that is, u is the index of a universal Turing machine for
partial recursive functions in S ↦→ S, while
• if z ≜ ⟨x1, ..., xi, ..., xj⟩, x≜ ⟨x1, ..., xi⟩ and y ≜ ⟨xi+1, ..., xj⟩ with 1 < i ≤ j,
then φφt(n,x)(y) = φn(z), that is, t is the index of a Turing machine that
specializes the program with index n with input x.
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This means that there exists programs Interp,Spec ∈ Prog, respectively, the
interpreter and the specialiser, that are an implementation in Prog of the total
recursive functions, respectively, φu and φt. Interp is called an enumeration and
Spec is called a parametrisation or the s-m-n theorem.
Creative and Productive sets. We have seen that not all elements in ℘(S) are
recursively enumerable. A set S ∈ ℘(S) is creative if it is r.e. and its complement
S = S∖S is productive, i.e., there exists a total recursive function f : Prog → S
such that
∀P ∈ Prog . WP ⊆ S =⇒ f(P ) ∈ S ∖WP .
It is clear that all productive sets are not r.e. while creative sets are strictly r.e.,
thus not recursive. It is also known that, while the complement of a creative set is
always productive, the complement of a productive set may be productive [61,
65]. This is the case, e.g., for the set H ≜ {P ∈ Prog | WP is recursive} [35].
For all A ∈ ℘re(S) and S ∈ ℘(S), we denote with A ⪯f S the many-to-one
reducibility, where f : S → S is a total recursive function such that for all s ∈ S,
s ∈ A ⇔ f(s) ∈ S. In some books, the reduction ⪯f is also denoted by ⪯m,
e.g., in [68]. Let us observe that this definition allows reductions between sets
of tuples of different sizes. Moreover, recall that if S is productive and S ⪯f X
then also X is productive. It is also known that creative sets are complete in
℘re(S), i.e., S ∈ ℘(S) is creative iff it is r.e. and for every A ∈ ℘re(S), A ⪯f S.
Creative sets play a special role (maximal) in the class of r.e. sets. The overall
hierarchy is shown in Figure 2.3.
Example 2.4. A classical example of, respectively, creative set (therefore r.e.)
and productive set (therefore non-r.e.) are the representations in Prog of the
halting problem of Turing machine (cf. [68]):
K ≜ {P ∈ Prog | g(P ) ∈WP }
and its complement set K, where here, with a slight abuse of notation, WP is
the set of indices corresponding to each individual input of dom(φP ), namely
WP ≜ {gS(s) | s ∈ S ∧ s ∈ dom(φP )} with gS : S → N the Gödel number
associated to each store in S. ■
Arithmetical hierarchy. The Kleene arithmetical hierarchy [51] is particu-
larly important to compare properties of programs. We denote by Σ0 = Π0 = ∆0
the set of all recursive sets, i.e., Σ0 = Π0 = ∆0 ≜ ℘rec(S). For n ≥ 1 we define
when a set A ∈ ℘rec(S) is arithmetical as follows:
• A ∈ Σn if there exists a recursive predicate R(x, y1, . . . , yn) ⊆ S such that
x ∈ A ⇔ ∃y1. ∀y2. . . . Qyn. R(x, y1, . . . , yn)










Figure 2.3: Hierarchy of recursive sets
where Q = ∃ if n is odd, while Q = ∀ if n is even.
• A ∈ Πn if there exists a recursive predicate R(x, y1, . . . , yn) ⊆ S such that
x ∈ A ⇔ ∀y1. ∃y2. . . . Qyn. R(x, y1, . . . , yn)
where Q = ∀ if n is odd, while Q = ∃ if n is even.
• A ∈ ∆n if A ∈ Σn ∩Πn.
Because redundant quantifiers can be added to any formula, once a formula is
assigned the classification Σn or Πn it will be assigned the classifications Σr and
Πr for every r > n. The most important classification assigned to a formula is
thus the one with the least n, because this is enough to determine all the other
classifications. The following results are known to be true [68] :
(i) A ∈ Σn ⇔ A ∈ Πn;
(ii) A ∈ Σn ∪Πn ⇒ ∀m > n. A ∈ ∆m = Σm ∩Πm;
(iii) B ⪯f A ∧ A ∈ Σn ⇒ B ∈ Σn;
(iv) R ∈ Σn>0 ∧ A≜ {x | ∃y. R(x, y)} ⇒ A ∈ Σn.
Example 2.5. The set Σ1 corresponds exactly to the set of all r.e. sets. In fact,
those sets can be defined by a recursive predicate of the form
∃y1 . . . ∃yn. R(y1, . . . , yn, x).
The set H ≜ {P ∈ Prog |WP is recursive} of all programs whose domain set
forms a recursive set, can be characterized by the following predicate:
P ∈ H ⇔ ∀s ∈ S . ∃i ∈ N. φP (s)↓ in i steps.
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Note that the predicate “φP (s)↓ in i steps” is computable, therefore we can
conlude that H ∈ Π2, i.e., it is non-r.e. . ■
2.4 Formal Language Theory Basics
In this section we recall some notions of formal language theory (for a compre-
hensive coverage, the reader is referred to standard textbooks such as [39,48]).
Alphabet and languages. Let Σ be an alphabet (that is, a finite nonempty
set of symbols). Words are finite sequences of symbols where ϵ denotes the
empty sequence. The length of a word u, denoted |u|, is the number of letters it
is composed of. For every alphabet, there is only one word of length 0, namely
ϵ. A formal language (language briefly) L ⊆ Σ∗ is a set of words, where Σ∗
is the set of all words over the alphabet Σ and ∗ denotes the Kleene closure
operation such that Σ∗ ≜
⋃︁
i≥0Σ
i. Concatenation in Σ∗ is simply denoted by
juxtaposition, both for concatenating words uv, languages L1L2 and words with
languages such as uLv. The positive closure of L is denoted L+ and it is defined
as L+ ≜ LL∗.
Regular languages. The class of regular languages, denoted REG, is the
collection of all languages defined recursively as follows:
(i) the empty language ∅ is a regular language;
(ii) for each symbol a ∈ Σ, the singleton language {a} is a regular language;
(iii) if R is a regular language, R∗ is a regular language (due to this, the empty
string language {ϵ} is also regular);
(iv) if L and R are regular languages, then L ∪ R (union) and LR (concate-
nation) are regular languages;
(v) no other languages over Σ are regular.
Note that all finite languages are regular. Regular languages can be equiva-
lently defined as the languages recognized by nondeterministic finite automaton
(NFA).
Example 2.6. The language consisting of all strings over the alphabet Σ ≜ {a, b}
which contain an even number of a’s, is a regular language.
A classic example of a language that is not regular is the set of strings
{anbn | n ≥ 0}. Intuitively, it cannot be recognized with a finite automaton,
since a finite automaton has finite memory and it cannot remember the exact
number of a’s. ■
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Context-free languages. The class of context-free languages, denoted CF ,
is the collection of all languages that can be generated by a context-free (CF)
grammar. A CF grammar is a quadruple G≜ (N,T, P, S) such that:
(i) N is a finite set of nonterminal symbols (also called variables);
(ii) T is a finite set of terminal symbols such that N ∩ T = ∅;
(iii) P is a finite set of productions having the form A→ β, where A ∈ N and
β ∈ (N ∪ T )∗; multiple productions of the same nonterminal are written
A→ β1 | · · · | βn;
(iv) S ∈ N is the start symbol.
From now on the set of non-terminalsN will range over superscript symbols such
as A,B,C, . . . , while the set of terminals T on symbols a, b, c, d, e. A derivation
in G is a sequence of strings β1, β2, . . . , βn, where βi+1 is derived from βi by
the application of one production in P , written βi →G βi+1. The subscript
G is dropped whenever G is clearly understood. Let →∗G be the reflexive and
transitive closure of →G defined as usual: β →0G β for n ≥ 0, α →
n+1
G γ if
∃β : α →nG β and β →G γ; α →∗G β iff α →iG β for some i ≥ 0. The language
L(G) recognized by a CF grammar G is
L(G)≜ {w ∈ T ∗ | S →∗G w}.
The set of all CF languages is identical to the set of languages accepted by
pushdown automata, which correspond to NFA augmented with an auxiliary
stack memory.
Example 2.7. The syntax of while-programs defined in Figure 2.1 is a CFG whose
generated language is exactly Prog.
The non-regular language {anbn | n ≥ 0} can be generated by the following
CFG: S → aSb | ϵ.
A classical example of non-CF language is {anbncn | n ≥ 1}. ■
Context-sensitive languages. The class of context-sensitive languages, de-
noted CS, is the collection of all languages that can be generated by a context-
sensitive (CS) grammar. CS grammars are similar to CF grammars but all rules
in P are of the form αAβ → αγβ, with A ∈ N , α, β ∈ (N∪T )∗ and γ ∈ (N∪T )+.
The name context-sensitive is explained by the α and β that form the context
of A and determine whether A can be replaced with γ or not. This is different
from a context-free grammar where the context of a nonterminal is not taken into
consideration. Indeed, every production of a CF grammar is of the form V → w
where V is a single nonterminal symbol, and w is a string of terminals and/or
nonterminals; w can be empty. Note that each CF grammar can be written as a
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CS grammar, thus generating all CF languages. The language L(G) recognized
by a CS grammarG is L(G)≜ {w ∈ T ∗ | S →∗G w}. A language can be described
by a CS grammar if and only if it is accepted by some linear bounded automaton
(LBA) which is similar to a nondeterministic Turing machine but the tape has
not unbounded length.
Example 2.8. The non-CF language {anbncn | n ≥ 1} can be generated by the
following CS grammar:
S → aSBC | aBC aB → ab bC → bc
CB → BC bB → bb cC → cc
■
It is worth remarking that if a language L is in REG, CF or CS, then L is
a recursive set. The following is known as the Chomsky’s hierarchy :




In this chapter, we recall some basic concepts about the abstract interpretation
framework, which plays a central role in the results presented in Chapters 4
and 5. Moreover, we start defining some essential notions, like store abstractions
and recursive abstract domains of stores, which will be considered in the context
of static program analysis. We start with Section 3.1 by defining the general
concepts of abstract domains, abstractions and closures. Section 3.2 defines when
an approximation of a concrete operator is correct and complete. In Section 3.3
we define store abstractions which will be considered in Chapter 4. Then, in
Section 3.4 we recall the abstract denotational semantics of while programs. In
Section 3.5, we give the definition of recursive and trivial abstract domains of
stores. Lastly, in Section 3.6 we recall the definition of completeness class of
programs, whose weakening will be the main focus in the next chapter.
3.1 Abstract Domains
Abstract interpretation [26,27] is a theory of sound approximation of the seman-
tics of computer programs. It can be viewed as a partial execution of a computer
program which gains information about its semantics without performing all the
calculations. The underlying idea of program analysis by abstract interpretation
is strikingly simple: extracting a program property means approximating its se-
mantics. The standard abstract interpretation framework [22, 26, 27] is based
on the correspondence between a domain of concrete or exact properties and a
domain of abstract or approximate properties. Abstract domains (also called ab-
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stractions) are specified by Galois connections/insertions (GCs/GIs for short).
In program analysis, concrete and abstract domains are assumed to be com-
plete lattices, resp. ⟨C,≤C⟩ and ⟨A,≤A⟩, which are related by abstraction and
concretization maps αA : C → A and γA : A → C that give rise to a GC
(αA, C,A, γA), that is, for all a ∈ A and c ∈ C:
αA(c) ≤A a⇔ c ≤C γA(a)
where here and in the following we use the subscript to functions αA and γA
in order to emphasize the abstract domain A considered. A GC is a GI when
αA ◦ γA = λx.x. Let us recall some basic properties of a GC (αA, C,A, γA):
(1) αA is additive and γA is co-additive;
(2) γA ◦αA : C → C is a closure operator, namely, it is a monotone, idempo-
tent and increasing function;
(3) if ρ : C → C is a closure operator then (ρ, C, ρ(C), λx.x) is a GI.
Assumption 2. In the rest of the thesis, we will only consider Galois insertion-
based abstract interpretations.
If αA : C → A is an additive function, then it induces a GC (αA, C,A, α+A)
where the concretization α+A : A → C is defined as right-adjoint of αA, i.e.,
α+A(a) ≜ ∨C{c ∈ C | αA(c) ≤A a}. Dually, if γA : C → A is a co-additive
function then (γ−A , C,A, γA) is a GC where γ
−
A ≜ λc.∧A {a ∈ A | c ≤C γA(a)} is
the left-adjoint of γA.
We use A(C) to denote all the possible abstractions of a concrete domain
C, where A ∈ A(C) means that A is an abstract domain of C defined by
some GI which is left unspecified. An abstract domain A ∈ A(C) is called
strict if γA(⊥A) = ⊥C . We say that an element c ∈ C is exactly represented
in A if γA(αA(c)) = c. If A1, A2 ∈ A(C) then A1 is equivalent to A2, de-
noted by A1 ∼A(C) A2, when γA1(A1) = γA2(A2). The quotient A(C)/∼A(C)
is called the lattice of abstractions because it turns out to be a complete
lattice w.r.t. the relative precision ordering: A1 ≤A(C) A2 iff for all c ∈ C,
γA1(αA1(c)) ≤C γA2(αA2(c)). Thus, A1 ≤A(C) A2 means that A1 is a more pre-
cise abstraction than A2, or, equivalently, that A2 abstracts A1. The following
are abstract domain examples of A(℘re(Z)).
Example 3.1. The Sign abstract domain Sign≜ {Z,−, 0,+,∅} depicted in Fig-
ure 3.1, for sign analysis of integer variables, is a straightforward non-relational
abstraction of ⟨℘re(Z),⊆⟩ [21], where the order relation ≤Sign is defined as
∅ <Sign 0 <Sign − <Sign Z and ∅ <Sign 0 <Sign + <Sign Z. The abstraction
map αSign : ℘
re(Z) → Sign is defined by:












∅ if X = ∅,
0 if X = {0},
+ if ∀x ∈ X. x ≥ 0,
− if ∀x ∈ X. x ≤ 0,
Z otherwise.
■
Example 3.2. The Parity abstract domain is defined as Parity ≜ {Z, even, odd ,∅}
and shown in Figure 3.1. It is a straightforward non-relational abstraction of
⟨℘re(Z),⊆⟩ [21] for parity analysis of integer variables. The order relation is
defined as: ∅ <Parity even <Parity Z and ∅ <Parity odd <Parity Z. The abstraction
map is defined by the function αParity : ℘
re(Z) → Parity as:
αParity(X)≜
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∅ if X = ∅,
even if ∀x ∈ X. x mod 2 = 0,
odd if ∀x ∈ X. x mod 2 ̸= 0,
Z otherwise
where mod is the integer modulo operation. ■
Example 3.3. The interval abstraction Int [21] shown in Figure 3.2, is a widely
used non-relational abstraction since it is efficient and yet able to give useful
information to prove, e.g., the absence of arithmetic overflows or out-of-bounds
array accesses. Let Z∗ ≜ Z∪{−∞,+∞} and assume that the standard ordering
≤ on Z is extended to Z∗ in the usual way. Hence:
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⊥Int
[0, 0] [1, 1][−1,−1]. . . . . . [9, 9] . . .
[−1, 0] [0, 1] . . . [1, 9] . . .. . .
[−1, 1] . . . [0, 9] . . .. . .
[−1, 9] . . .. . .
[−∞, 9] . . . [−1,+∞] [0,+∞] . . .. . .[−∞, 1]. . .
. . . . . .. . .. . . . . .
⊤Int
Figure 3.2: The Int abstract domain
Int≜ {[a, b] | a, b ∈ Z∗, a ≤ b} ∪ {⊥Int}
endowed with the standard ordering ≤Int induced by the interval contain-
ment gives rise to a complete lattice, where ⊥Int is the bottom element and
⊤Int ≜ [−∞,+∞] is the top element. Then, consider the functionmin : ℘re(Z) →
Z∗ defined as follows:
min(X)≜
®
x if ∃x ∈ X. ∀y ∈ X. x ≤ y,
−∞ otherwise
while max is dually defined. The abstraction map αInt : ℘




⊥Int if X = ∅,
[min(X),max(X)] otherwise
Note that αInt preserves arbitrary unions in ℘
re(Z) and therefore gives rise to a
GI, i.e., Int ∈ A(℘re(Z)). ■
Abstract domains can be equivalently formulated in terms of closure opera-
tors [27]. An Upper Closure Operator (uco), or simply a closure, ρ ∈ C → C on
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a poset ⟨C,≤C⟩ is an operator that is monotone, idempotent and increasing. A
basic property of closure operators is that each closure ρ ∈ uco(C) is uniquely
determined by the set of its fixpoints, which coincides with its image ρ(C), as
follows: X ⊆ C is the set of fixpoints of a closure operator on C iff X is a Moore-
family of C, that is, X = M(X)≜ {∧CS | S ⊆ X}, where ∧∅ = ⊤C ∈ M(X).
In this case ρX ≜ λy. ∧C {x ∈ X | y ≤C x} is the corresponding closure operator
on C. Given X ⊆ C, M(X) is called the Moore-closure of X in C, that is, M(X)
is the least (with respect to inclusion) subset of C which contains X and is a
Moore-family of C. It turns out that ⟨ρ(C),≤C⟩ is a complete meet subsemi-
lattice of C (i.e., ∧C is its glb), but, in general, it is not a complete sublattice
of C, since the lub in ρ(C), defined by λY ⊆ ρ(C). ρ(∨CY ), might be different
from that in C. In fact, ρ(C) is a complete sublattice of C iff ρ is additive. If
C is a complete lattice, then uco(C) ordered pointwise is a complete lattice as
well. It will be denoted by ⟨uco(C),⊑,⊔,⊓, λx.⊤C , id⟩ where id ≜ λx.x and for
all ρ, η ∈ uco(C), {ρi}i∈I ⊆ uco(C) and x ∈ C:
• ρ ⊑ η iff ∀y ∈ C. ρ(y) ≤C η(y) iff η(C) ⊆C ρ(C);
• (
d
i∈I ρi)(x) = ∧C i∈Iρi(x);
• (
⨆︁
i∈I ρi)(x) = x⇔ ∀i ∈ I. ρi(x) = x;
• λ.⊤C is the top element, whereas λx.x is the bottom element.
Thus, the glb in uco(C) is defined pointwise, while the lub of a set of clo-
sures {ρi}i∈I ⊆ uco(C) is the closure whose set of fixpoints is given by the
set-intersection
⋂︁
i∈Iρi(C). In the following, we will make use of the following
properties: For ρ, η ∈ uco(C) and Y ⊆C C
(i) ρ(∧Cρ(Y )) = ∧Cρ(Y );
(ii) ρ(∨CY ) = ρ(∨Cρ(Y ));
(iii) η ⊑ ρ⇔ η ◦ ρ = ρ⇔ ρ ◦ η = ρ.
3.2 Correctness and Completeness
Let f : C → C be a concrete monotone function—to keep notation simple,
we consider unary functions—and let f ♯ : A→ A be a corresponding monotone
abstract function defined on some abstraction A ∈ A(C). Then, f ♯ is a correct
(or sound) approximation of f on A when αA ◦ f ≤A f ♯ ◦ αA holds (Figure 3.3).
If f ♯ is correct for f then least fixpoint correctness holds, that is, αA(lfp(f)) ≤A
lfp(f ♯) holds. The abstract function fα ≜ αA ◦ f ◦ γA : A→ A is called the best
correct approximation (bca) of f on A, because it turns out that any abstract
monotone function f ♯ is a correct approximation of f iff fα ≤A f ♯. Hence, fα
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plays the role of the best possible correct approximation of f on the abstract
domain A.
An abstract function f ♯ : A→ A is a complete approximation of f on A when
αA ◦ f = f ♯ ◦ αA holds [27]. Figure 3.4 shows the general idea of completeness in
abstract interpretation. Our definition of completeness corresponds to the back-
ward completeness as defined in [43]. When f ♯ is an abstract transfer function
on A used by some static program analysis, completeness intuitively encodes an
optimal precision for f ♯, meaning that the abstract behavior of f ♯ on A exactly
matches the abstraction in A of the concrete behaviour of f . If f ♯ is complete
for f then least fixpoint completeness holds (also called fixpoint transfer), i.e.,
αA(lfp(f)) = lfp(f
♯) holds. It turns out that completeness αA ◦ f = f ♯ ◦ αA holds
iff αA ◦ f = αA ◦ f ◦ γA ◦αA = fα ◦αA holds. Thus, the possibility of defining a
complete approximation f ♯ of f on some A ∈ A(C) only depends on the concrete
function f and on the abstraction A, that is, fα is the only possible option as
complete approximation of f . Let us recall that function composition preserves
completeness, that is, if f and g are complete on A then f ◦ g is complete on A,
as shown by the following equality:
αA ◦ f ◦ g = αA ◦ f ◦ γA ◦ αA ◦ g
= αA ◦ f ◦ γA ◦ αA ◦ g ◦ γA ◦ αA
= αA ◦ f ◦ g ◦ γA ◦ αA
The problem of making abstract domains complete has been solved in [43]. A
constructive characterization of the most abstract refinement, called complete
shell, and of the most concrete simplification, called complete core, of any ab-
stract domain A ∈ A(C), making it complete for a given continuous function
f : C → C, is given as a fixpoint solution of an abstract domain equation derived
from f and A.
3.3 Store Abstractions
An abstraction of stores is specified by an abstraction A ∈ A(℘re(S)) on r.e. sets
of stores. This is formalized by relating abstract domains with a different number
of variables through existential variable quantification, which turns out to be an
abstraction. Given some n ∈ N, let us define the maps α∃n : ℘re(Zn+1) →
℘re(Zn) and γ∃n : ℘re(Zn) → ℘re(Zn+1) as follows:
α∃n(X)≜ {⟨x1, ..., xn⟩ ∈ Zn | ⟨x1, ..., xn, xn+1⟩ ∈ X},
γ∃n(Y )≜ {⟨y1, ..., yn, yn+1⟩ ∈ Zn+1 | ⟨y1, ..., yn⟩ ∈ Y, yn+1 ∈ Z}.






























(b) ∀a ∈ A : f(γA(a)) ≤C γA(f ♯(a))
Figure 3.3: Soundness





f... ... ... ...
αA(c)
⊥A





∀c ∈ C : αA(f(c)) = f ♯(αA(c))
Figure 3.4: (Backward) Completeness
Observe that in the degenerate case n = 0 we have that ℘re(Z0) = {∅, {ϵ}} and
γ∃0(∅) = ∅, γ∃0({ϵ}) = Z, α∃0(∅) = ∅ and α∃0(X) = {ϵ} if X ̸= ∅.
Proposition 3.4. Let X ⊆ Zn+1 and Y ⊆ Zn. If X and Y are recursive (r.e.)
sets then α∃n(X) and γ∃n(Y ) are recursive (r.e.) sets.
Proof. Immediate because α∃n(X) is the range of a recursive (r.e.) set. Analo-
gously, the recursivity (r.e.) of γ∃n(Y ) follows from the recursivity (r.e.) of Y
because for all x ∈ Zn and z ∈ Z: ⟨x, z⟩ ∈ γ∃n(Y ) ⇔ x ∈ Y . ⊓⊔
Moreover, (α∃n , ⟨℘re(Zn+1),⊆⟩,⟨℘re(Zn),⊆⟩,γ∃n) is a GI for all n ∈ N which
we use in our notion of store abstraction to relate abstract domains having a
different number of variables.
Definition 3.5 (Store Abstraction). A store abstraction A ∈ A(℘re(Zn)) is
such that for all n ∈ N, γA ◦ αA = α∃n ◦ γA ◦ αA ◦ γ∃n.
Thus, we can handle abstractions with a different number of variables: any ab-
straction in A(℘re(Zn)) can be seen as the bca of the corresponding abstraction
in A(℘re(Zn+1)) w.r.t. ⟨α∃n , γ∃n⟩. This means that, from now on, we can ignore
the number of variables considered by the different abstract domains. Observe
that in the degenerate case n = 0, since ℘re(Z0) = {∅, {ϵ}}, we have that
A(℘re(Z0)) is necessarily either the identical abstraction or the top abstraction
(both defined in Section 3.5).
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3.4 Abstract Semantics of While Programs
The main source of imprecision in program analysis by abstract interpretation
is due to the non-compositional property of abstract interpretation, namely, the
composition of two best correct abstract semantics may not be the best correct
abstraction of the semantics of the two components. However, we want to define
the abstract semantics for a generic abstract domain of stores A ∈ A(℘re(S))
whose loss of precision is induced only by the inductive composition of com-
mands. Therefore, for arithmetic and boolean expressions, we consider as ab-
stract semantics their best correct approximating semantics in A, assuming that
the bca of arithmetic and boolean expressions is computable in our language
Prog. Although in program analysis this is a recurrent assumption, the recur-
sivity results presented in the next chapter do not depend on it.
Given an abstraction of stores A ∈ A(℘re(S)) and S♯ ∈ A, the best cor-
rect abstract semantics on A of Boolean expressions b ∈ BExp is given by the
function JbKA : A→ A defined by
JbKAS♯ ≜ αA(JbKγA(S♯)).
A Boolean expression is defined to be complete for A if αA(JbKS) = JbKAαA(S).
The best correct abstract semantics for Arithmetic expressions a ∈ AExp is
given by the function JaKA : A→ A defined by
JaKAS♯ ≜ αA(JaKγA(S♯)).
An abstraction of stores A ∈ A(℘re(S)) is complete for an arithmetic expression
when for every set of stores S ∈ ℘re(S): αA(JaKS) = JaKAαA(S).
Let us remark that, in general, the computability of the best correct abstract
semantics of boolean and arithmetic expressions does not hold in static program
analysis by abstract interpretation which rely on the compositional abstract
semantics of arithmetic and boolean expressions.
Example 3.6. Consider the interval abstract domain Int defined in Example 3.3.
Given the expression x−x ∈ AExp, we have the following best correct abstract
evaluation on Int:
Jx− xKInt⟨x ↦→ [1, 2]⟩ = αInt(Jx− xKγInt(⟨x ↦→ [1, 2]⟩))
= αInt(Jx− xK⟨x ↦→ {1, 2}⟩)
= αInt(⟨x ↦→ 0⟩)
= ⟨x ↦→ [0, 0]⟩
so that for a Boolean expression such as (x − x > 0) ∈ BExp trivially we get
Jx− x > 0KInt⟨x ↦→ [1, 2]⟩ = ⊥Int. We can also define a sound compositional
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JskipKAS♯ ≜ S♯
Jxi := aKAS♯ ≜ αA({s[xi ↦→ La Ms] | s ∈ γA(S♯)})
JC1;C2KAS♯ ≜ JC2KAJC1KAS♯
Jif b then C1 else C2KAS♯ ≜ JC1KAJbKAS♯ ⊔A JC2KAJ¬bKAS♯
Jwhile b do CKAS♯ ≜ J¬bKA
(︁
lfp(λX♯. S♯ ⊔A JCKAJbKAX♯)
)︁
Figure 3.5: Abstract denotational program semantics
abstract evaluation Jx− xK♯Int using the abstract sound operators +Int and ∗Int
on Int which do not rely on the bca, such that we have the following sound
compositional abstract evaluations:
Jx− xK♯Int⟨x ↦→ [1, 2]⟩ = [1, 2] +Int ([1, 2] ∗Int [−1,−1]) = [−1, 1] ≥Int [0, 0]
which leads to Jx− x > 0K♯Int⟨x ↦→ [1, 2]⟩ = [1, 1] ≥Int ⊥Int. ■
The compositional abstract semantics of programs JCKA : A → A is shown
in Figure 3.5. It is defined by structural induction on programs and provides a
correct approximation of the concrete collecting semantics. Recall that in a GI,
the abstract join ⊔A is always the best correct approximation of the concrete
join ∪. Let us comment further on the definition of the abstract denotational
program semantics in Figure 3.5:
(i) Jxi := aKA is defined as best correct approximation of λS. Jxi := aKS on
A and does not rely on the best correct abstract semantics JaKA of a.
With reference to the Example 3.6, we have that Jx2 := x1 − x1KInt⟨x1 ↦→
[1, 2], x2 ↦→ ⊤Int⟩ = ⟨x1 ↦→ [1, 2], x2 ↦→ [0, 0]⟩, which is strictly more pre-
cise than Jx2 := x1 − x1K♯Int⟨x1 ↦→ [1, 2], x2 ↦→ ⊤Int⟩ = ⟨x1 ↦→ [1, 2], x2 ↦→
[−1, 1]⟩.
(ii) JC1;C2KA is compositionally defined and, in general, does not coincide
with the best correct approximation of λS. JC1;C2KS, because the com-
position of best correct approximations, in general, does not provide the
best correct approximation. On the other hand, it is worth remarking that
this compositional definition preserves completeness, because, as recalled
in Section 3.2, the composition of complete functions is complete.
(iii) Jif b then C1 else C2KA is compositionally defined and relies on the lub
⊔A of the abstract domain, which is the complete (therefore best correct)
approximation of the concrete lub on ℘re(S) (i.e., set union), because
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the abstraction map of a GC is always additive. Thus, while this defi-
nition of Jif b then C1 else C2KA is not the best correct approximation
of the concrete version λS.Jif b then C1 else C2K, it preserves complete-
ness, meaning that if JbKA, J¬bKA, JC1KA and JC2KA are complete for their
respective concrete counterparts then Jif b then C1 else C2KA is a com-
plete abstraction of the concrete of λS.Jif b then C1 else C2K.
(iv) The definition of Jwhile b do CKAS♯ is based on the least fixpoint of the
abstract function λX♯. S♯ ⊔A JCKAJbKAX♯ : A → A, which is a composi-
tional correct approximation on A of the concrete function λT. γ(S♯) ∪
JCKJbKT used for defining Jwhile b do CK. Similarly to point (iii), in gen-
eral, this is not the best correct approximation, but it preserves complete-
ness: thus, if JbKA and JCKA are complete then λX♯. S♯ ⊔A JCKAJbKAX♯ is
complete, so that by fixpoint transfer, completeness is transferred to the
least fixpoint.
(v) It is easy to check (by structural induction on C) that the abstract se-
mantics in Figure 3.5 is monotonic, namely, for all C ∈ Prog, if S♯1 ≤A S
♯
2
then JCKAS♯1 ≤A JCK
AS♯2.
It is well known that the abstract semantics in Figure 3.5 is correct, that is, for
all C ∈ Prog and S♯ ∈ A,
JCKγA(S♯) ⊆ γA(JCKAS♯).
Example 3.7. Consider the following program Z:
x := 9;
while x > 1 do
x := x− 1
Let us consider the interval abstract domain Int ∈ A(℘re(Z)). Let S♯ ≜ ⟨x ↦→
[9, 9]⟩ = αInt({⟨x ↦→ 9⟩}) = Jx := 9KInt⟨x ↦→ ⊤Int⟩. Here, it turns out that the
Kleene iterates of
λX♯. S♯ ⊔Int Jx := x− 1KIntJx > 1KIntX♯
converge in a finite number of steps:
⟨x ↦→ ⊥Int⟩ ⇒ ⟨x ↦→ [8, 9]⟩
⇒ ⟨x ↦→ [7, 9]⟩
⇒ . . .
⇒ ⟨x ↦→ [2, 9]⟩
⇒ ⟨x ↦→ [1, 9]⟩.
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Therefore, the abstract semantics of program Z of every abstract input S♯ ∈ Int
is JZKIntS♯ = ⟨x ↦→ [1, 1]⟩ which corresponds to γInt(⟨x ↦→ [1, 1]⟩) = {⟨x ↦→ 1⟩}.
Note that, in this case, for all S ∈ ℘re(Z), we have
JZKS = γInt(JZKIntαInt(S)) = {⟨x ↦→ 1⟩}.
■
It is worth noticing that for a given loop while b do C, the finite convergence
of the Kleene iterates of the concrete operator λT. γ(S♯) ∪ JCKJbKT and of the
abstract operator λX♯. S♯⊔A JCKAJbKAX♯ are not logically related, as shown by
the following example.
Example 3.8. Let us first observe that if A is some ACC abstract domain then
we have that lfp(λX♯. S♯ ⊔A JCKAJbKAX♯) always finitely converges, while the
corresponding concrete fixpoint computation lfp(λT.γ(S♯)∪ JCKJbKT ) could not
finitely converge (e.g., Jwhile t do x := x+ 1K for some finite γ(S♯)). It is more
interesting to observe the other way round by considering the following pro-
gram1:
Pcol ≜ x := 4;
while x > 1 do
if (x mod 2 = 0) then x := x/2
else x := x ∗ 3 + 1
where we assume to have the integer modulo operation mod and the division
operator / where the results get rounded up in order to get an integer value. Let
C denote the body of the while-loop of Pcol and let S ≜ {⟨x ↦→ 4⟩} = Jx := 4KZ.
Here, we have that the Kleene iterates of λT.S∪JCKJx > 1KT in ℘re(Z) converge
in a finite number of steps:
∅ ⇒ {⟨x ↦→ 4⟩} ⇒ {⟨x ↦→ 4⟩, ⟨x ↦→ 2⟩} ⇒ {⟨x ↦→ 4⟩, ⟨x ↦→ 2⟩, ⟨x ↦→ 1⟩}.
For the abstract semantics, let us consider the interval abstract domain Int and
let S♯ ≜ ⟨x ↦→ [4, 4]⟩ = Jx := 4KInt⟨x ↦→ ⊤Int⟩. Here, it turns out that the Kleene
iterates of λX♯. S♯ ⊔Int JCKIntJx > 1KIntX♯ do not finitely converge:
⟨x ↦→ ⊥Int⟩ ⇒ ⟨x ↦→ [2, 4]⟩
⇒ ⟨x ↦→ [1, 10]⟩
⇒ ⟨x ↦→ [1, 19]⟩
⇒ ⟨x ↦→ [1, 58]⟩
⇒ · · ·
1 The corresponding function (without the statement x := 4) is also known in the literature as
the Collatz function which forms the Collatz conjecture, also known as the 3n+ 1 problem.
For a comprehensive coverage, the reader is referred to [54]
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Let us explain the step ⟨x ↦→ [1, 10]⟩ ⇒ ⟨x ↦→ [1, 19]⟩, which, by assuming the
best correct approximations of Boolean expressions on intervals, is a consequence
of the following abstract evaluations:
Jx > 1KInt⟨x ↦→ [1, 10]⟩ = ⟨x ↦→ [2, 10]⟩
Jx mod 2 = 0KInt⟨x ↦→ [2, 10]⟩ = ⟨x ↦→ [2, 10]⟩
Jx := x/2KInt⟨x ↦→ [2, 10]⟩ = ⟨x ↦→ [1, 5]⟩
J¬(x mod 2 = 0)KInt⟨x ↦→ [2, 10]⟩ = ⟨x ↦→ [3, 9]⟩
Jx := x ∗ 3 + 1KInt⟨x ↦→ [3, 9]⟩ = ⟨x ↦→ [10, 19]⟩
⟨x ↦→ [1, 5]⟩ ⊔Int ⟨x ↦→ [10, 19]⟩ = ⟨x ↦→ [1, 19]⟩
Hence, on an abstract domain A which is not ACC, such as Int, it may well hap-
pen that the concrete Kleene iterates finitely converge while the corresponding
abstract Kleene iterates on A do not converge in a finite number of steps. ■
By observing the Example 3.8, we can conclude that the abstract semantics
defined in Figure 3.5, in general, does not define a static program analysis.
Indeed, static program analyzers must always terminate on all inputs αA(S) if
the concrete collecting semantics terminates on it (i.e. JP KS ̸= ∅) and therefore
they correctly approximate the least fixpoint of the abstract function λX♯. S♯⊔A
JCKAJbKAX♯. This can be achieved by replacing, at some iteration, the abstract
lub ⊔A of its Kleene iterates with a widening operator ∇. A binary operator
∇ : A × A → A is a widening operator [26] in an abstract domain of stores
A ∈ A(℘re(S)) if: (i) it computes upper bounds, namely ∀a, b ∈ A. a ≤A a∇b
and b ≤A a∇b; (ii) and for all sequences (bi)i∈N in A, the sequence (ai)i∈N
computed as a0 ≜ b0, ai+1 ≜ ai∇bi+1 stabilizes after a finite number of steps,
namely, there exists k ≥ 0 such that ak+1 = ak. Widenings can indeed be used
to approximate least fixpoints in abstract domains. If f is a monotonic operator
in a complete concrete lattice and f ♯ is a sound abstraction of f , then the
following iteration
a0 ≜ ⊥A
ai+1 ≜ ai ∇ f ♯(ai)
converges in finitely many steps, and its limit afix is a sound abstraction of the
least fixpoint lfp(f) : lfp(f) ≤C γA(afix). Therefore, a widening operator is used
to accelerate or force the convergence of Kleene iterates in the abstract domain
A, at the cost of losing the property of having the best correct abstract semantics
of programs. From now on, we will assume the following
Assumption 3. Given an abstract domain of stores A ∈ A(℘re(S)), we only
consider static program analysis JCKA : A → A that terminates in a finite
number of steps on all inputs S♯ ∈ A.
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It is worth to note that the soundness of abstract interpretation and Assump-
tion 3 imply that for every program P ∈ Prog and set of stores S ∈ ℘re(S):
JP KS ̸= ∅ ⇒ JP KAαA(S) ̸= ⊥A.
This assumption is essential in order for the abstract interpreter to soundly
approximate all possible concrete executions. Note that this condition is also
trivially satisfied by abstract domains of stores with a finite number of elements
or that meet the ACC.
It is worth remarking that, the abstract semantics defined in Figure 3.5 is a
correct approximation of the concrete collecting semantics defined in Figure 2.2,
but, in general, not the bca which is defined as: γA(αA(JP KγA(αA(S)))). More-
over, for all A ∈ A(℘re(S)), P ∈ Prog and S ∈ ℘re(S), the following inequalities
hold:
αA(JP KS) ≤A αA(JP KγA(αA(S))) ≤A JP KAαA(S).
3.5 Recursive Abstract Domains of Stores
Static program analysis always relies upon recursive, namely decidable, abstrac-
tions. This is because the analysis of programs requires decidable answers to
undecidable questions such as those expressed as extensional properties of pro-
grams and concerning their dynamic behaviour. The notion of decidable or re-
cursive abstract interpretation has been studied in [30] for the comparison of
the difficulty in analyzing and verifying programs. In the following, we formalize
this notion for a generic GC based abstract interpretation.
Definition 3.9 (Recursive abstract domains of stores). An abstract do-
main of stores A ∈ A(℘re(S)) is recursive if:
(i) for each store s ∈ S, αA({s}) is computable;
(ii) for all S♯ ∈ A, the set of stores γA(S♯) is recursive, namely, γA(S♯) ∈
℘rec(S);
(iii) the partial order relation ≤A is decidable, i.e., there exists an always de-
fined program (total recursive function) for deciding if a1 ≤A a2 holds, for
all a1, a2 ∈ A.
Note that (iii) implies that the equivalence relation between abstract elements
(i.e., recursive sets of stores) is decidable. Indeed, by the antisymmetry property
satisfied by all partial order relations, if a1 ≤A a2 and a2 ≤A a1 then a1 = a2.
The intuition is that the elements of any recursive abstract domain of stores
represent recursive sets of stores, therefore, they are isomorphic to a suitable
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subset of ℘rec(S). Besides recursive abstract domains, we will also consider trivial
abstractions of stores.
Definition 3.10 (Trivial abstractions of stores). The trivial abstractions of
stores in A(℘re(S)) are:
• id ∈ A(℘re(S)) for the (least) identical abstraction of stores such that for
all S ∈ ℘re(S), αid (S) = S = γid (S), and
• ⊤S ∈ A(℘re(S)) for the the greatest abstraction of stores such that for all
S ∈ ℘re(S), α⊤S(S) = S.
Thus, an abstract domain of stores A ∈ A(℘re(S)) is defined to be trivial if
A ∈ {id ,⊤S}.
In the following we will only consider program analyzers as specified by Ga-
lois insertion-based abstract interpreters (Assumption 2) over strict recursive
or trivial abstract domains of stores. This assumption is often left implicit in
program analysis. We emphasize this hypothesis through the following
Assumption 4. In the rest of the thesis, the abstract domains of stores consid-
ered in A(℘re(S)) are assumed either strict recursive or trivial.
As a consequence of Assumption 4, any non-trivial abstract domain is assumed
recursive and strict. Note that ⊤S is a recursive abstract domain but not strict,
while id is strict but not recursive because γid (S) might not be recursive, thus
conditions (ii) and (iii) of Definition 3.9 are not satisfied. The GI-based abstract
interpretations and the strictness conditions allow us to consider non-trivial
abstract domains of stores that exactly represent the empty set ∅.
Proposition 3.11. For every non-trivial A ∈ A(℘re(S)), γA(αA(∅)) = ∅.
Proof. By Assumption 2, we know that (1) αA ◦ γA = id and, by Assumption 4,
(2) γA(⊥A) = ∅. Therefore:
γA(⊥A) = ∅ ⇔ αA(γA(⊥A)) = αA(∅)
⇔ ⊥A = αA(∅) [by (1)]
⇔ γA(⊥A) = γA(αA(∅))
⇔ ∅ = γA(αA(∅)) [by (2)]
⊓⊔
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3.6 Completeness Class of Programs
A program P ∈ Prog is complete for the store abstraction A ∈ A(℘re(S)) when
for all S ∈ ℘re(S):
αA(JP KS) = JP KAαA(S).
The set of all complete programs for a given abstraction of stores, forms the
completeness class and can be represented as a function from abstractions to
programs, namely C : A(℘re(S)) → ℘(Prog).
Definition 3.12 (Completeness class). Given A ∈ A(℘re(S)), its complete-
ness class C(A) ⊆ Prog is defined as:
C(A) ≜ {P ∈ Prog | ∀S ∈ ℘re(S). αA(JP KS) = JP KAαA(S)}.
The set C(A) is an infinite and non-extensional program property. In fact, C(A)
is infinite by a straightforward padding argument, since skip ∈ C(A) for every A
and sequential composition of complete commands is still complete. Also, C(A)
is non-extensional because there always exist programs P and Q such that: P
is complete for A, JP K = JQK, and Q is not complete for A. This phenomenon
is known in static analysis where semantics preserving program transformations
may lose/increase precision of analyses (e.g., see [42,55]).
Example 3.13. Consider the programs R and Z presented respectively in Exam-
ples 2.1 and 3.7. It is easy to observe that programs R and Z are extensionally
equivalent, i.e., for every S ∈ ℘re(Z), JZKS = JRKS = {⟨x ↦→ 1⟩}. However,
interpreted in Int, R and Z exhibit different abstract semantics. We have seen
in Example 3.7 that the integer interval domain Int is complete for abstract in-
terpretation of the program Z because JZKS = γA(JZKIntαInt(S)) = {⟨x ↦→ 1⟩}.
Whereas, it is easy to see that, interpreting R in Int, we get the following Kleene
iterates of λX♯. S♯ ⊔Int Jx := x− 2KIntJx > 1KIntX♯ :
⟨x ↦→ ⊥Int⟩ ⇒ ⟨x ↦→ [7, 9]⟩
⇒ ⟨x ↦→ [5, 9]⟩
⇒ ⟨x ↦→ [3, 9]⟩
⇒ ⟨x ↦→ [1, 9]⟩
⇒ ⟨x ↦→ [0, 9]⟩.
Therefore, for all S ∈ ℘re(Z), we have
γInt(JRKIntαInt(S)) = γInt(⟨x ↦→ [0, 1]⟩) ⊃ {⟨x ↦→ 1⟩} = JRKS.
This shows that the integer interval domain Int is incomplete for abstract inter-
pretation of the program R, namely R ̸∈ C(Int), while it remains complete for
program Z, namely Z ∈ C(Int). ■
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It turns out that the relative precision of abstract domains—encoded by the
ordering ≤A(℘re(S)) on the lattice of abstractions—and the corresponding classes
of completeness are not related. In particular, it may well happen that for an
abstraction of stores A ∈ A(℘re(S)) which is complete for a given program
P ∈ Prog, a refinement Aref ∈ A(℘re(S)) of A, i.e., Aref ≤A(℘re(S)) A, turns
out to be instead incomplete for the same program P . This phenomenon is well
known in static program analysis and it corresponds to the fact that coarse
abstractions may induce a complete static analysis for some program where




In this section, we formalize the notion of partial completeness, a weaker con-
cept of the known completeness in field of abstract interpretation. The notion of
partial completeness is useful for limiting imprecision in abstract interpretation.
More specifically, we present a formal framework that makes use of quasi-metrics
defining a distance model, to compare the elements of the abstract domains of
stores according to their precision (Section 4.1). We formalize ε-partial com-
pleteness of an abstract domain of stores A using a quasi-metric A-compatible,
to describe the ε-bounded level of imprecision. On this basis, in Section 4.2 we
introduce the notion of ε-partial completeness class w.r.t. an abstract quasi-
metric space of stores, to enclose the set of all programs for which the abstract
interpreter never outputs an abstract value whose quasi-metric distance from
the concrete ones exceeds ε. We then focus on the investigation of the computa-
tional limits of the class of partially complete programs with respect to a given
abstract quasi-metric space of stores (Section 4.3). We conclude by formalizing
in Section 4.4 a less restrictive completeness class, called local ε-partial com-
pleteness, which requires ε-partial completeness on a fixed set of inputs only,
making it more “tractable” in terms of computability w.r.t. ε-partial complete-
ness class when A satisfies the ACC condition. This chapter is mainly based
on [10].
4.1 Quasi-metrics on Abstract Domains
Our goal is to introduce a new perspective that allows us to bound the impreci-
sion of an abstract interpreter with respect to a given measure between abstract
outputs. Therefore, first of all, we need a metric in order to compare the elements
of the abstract domain according to their precision. Roughly, a metric allows us
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to measure the distance between elements of a given set. When applied to an ab-
stract domain of stores A ∈ A(℘re(S)), i.e., a set whose elements are related by a
partial order, we would like to have a distance d : A×A→ R≥0 which is somehow
compatible with the underlying order ≤A. For instance, if a1 ≤A a2 ≤A a3 with
a1, a2, a3 ∈ A, then one would expects that d(a1, a2) ≤ d(a1, a3). The classical
definition of distance in measure theory does not work in this situation. This is
because, intuitively, in a metric space one wants to compare any two elements,
while in a poset some of the objects are indeed incomparable. In this section,
we aim at relaxing the classical notion of distance on sets and to conjugate it
with the underlying order of the elements of an abstract domain of stores.
We weaken the notion of metric with the notion of quasi-metric [74]. A quasi-
metric on a generic non-empty set S is a metric function δ : S×S → R≥0 whose
symmetry property may not hold. A set endowed with a quasi-metric is called
quasi-metric space. In the following definition, we adapt the above standard
definition of quasi-metric in order to cope with the structure of any abstract
domain of stores A ∈ A(℘re(S)).
Definition 4.1 (Quasi-metrics A-compatible). Let A ∈ A(℘re(S)) be an
abstract domain of stores ordered according to the relation ≤A. We say that
δA : A×A→ Q≥0∪{⊥,∞} is a quasi-metric A-compatible if for all a1, a2, a3 ∈ A
and ε ∈ Q≥0, it satisfies the following axioms:
(i) δA(a1, a2) ≤ ε is a decidable predicate
(ii) a1 = a2 ⇔ δA(a1, a2) = 0 (identity of indiscernibles)
(iii) a1 ≤A a2 ⇔ δA(a1, a2) ̸= ⊥ (approximation)
(iv) a1 ≤A a2 ≤A a3 ⇒ δA(a1, a3) ≤ δA(a1, a2) + δA(a2, a3) (weak triangle
inequality)
Here, for all ε ∈ Q≥0: ε < ∞. We allow the quasi-metric between two elements
to be ⊥, which represents an undefined distance. It is worth noting that, by
considering only recursive or trivial abstract domains of stores (Assumption 4),
any abstract domain of stores A ∈ A(℘re(S)) contains a finite or countably in-
finite number of r.e. sets. This means that |A| ≤ ω = |N| = |Q≥0|. Therefore,
it is reasonable to consider the range of a quasi-metric A-compatible function
over Q≥0 instead of the positive real numbers as in the original definition of
quasi-metric. Informally, we say that a1 is approximated by a2 if and only if the
quasi-metric A-compatible between a1 and a2 is not ⊥. Therefore, the value of
the distance δA between two elements can be interpreted as the error introduced
by the approximation: the lower is the value of the error δA(a1, a2), the better is
the approximation. The value δA(a1, a2) = ⊥ expresses naturally the fact that
a2 does not approximate a1, i.e., a1 ̸≤A a2, while equal elements will always
have a null quasi-distance. Note that, for every quasi-metric A-compatible, the
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approximation axiom implies δA to embody the underlying poset structure and
therefore ≤A induces the quasi-metric δA. We can now adapt the general def-
inition of quasi-metric space to the definition of abstract quasi-metric space of
stores.
Definition 4.2 (Abstract quasi-metric spaces of stores). An abstract do-
main of stores A ∈ A(℘re(S)) endowed with a quasi-metric A-compatible δA,
forms an abstract quasi-metric space, denoted by A≜ (A, δA). We use A(℘re(S))
to refer to the the set of all abstract quasi-metric spaces of stores.
As an example, we formalize the weighted path-length distance which considers
the lattice A as a weighted directed graph. Let EA ⊆ A × A be the set of all
pairs (a, b) such that a⋖A b. Let a, b ∈ A with a ̸= b, we denote with Cba the set
of all possible chains c ⊆ E such that if (c, d) ∈ c then a ≤A c⋖A d ≤A b. It is
clear that if a ̸≤A b then Cba = ∅.
Definition 4.3 (Weighted path-length). Let w : EA → R>0 be a weight
function. We define δw : A× A→ Q≥0 ∪ {∞,⊥} with A ∈ A(℘re(S)) such that
for every a, b ∈ A:
δw(a, b) ≜
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if a = b,








if ∃c ∈ Cba. |c| < ω,
⊥ if Cba = ∅.
⊓⊔
It is easy to note that the previous definition fulfills axioms (i)-(iv) of Defini-
tion 4.1.
Proposition 4.4. For any A ∈ A(℘re(S)), δwA is a quasi-metric A-compatible.
Intuitively, δwA reflects exactly the underlying abstract domain structure. It
counts the minimum weighted path w.r.t. w of intermediate elements between
two comparable elements of an abstract domain A. Note that δwA does not satisfy
symmetry and it relates only elements that belong to the same chain. It is clear
that δwA refines the standard metric associated with the partial order on A, pro-
viding a quantitative value to the length of chains separating abstract objects
in A. The following are examples of δwA instantiated for A ∈ {Sign,P ⊓ S, Int}.
Example 4.5. Consider the Sign≜ {Z,−, 0,+,∅} abstract domain of stores shown
in Example 3.1. For any (a, b) ∈ ESign, let w(a, b)≜ 1. Then, the weighted path-
length is a quasi-metric Sign-compatible and the couple (Sign, δwSign) ∈ A(℘re(Z))
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forms an abstract quasi-metric space of stores ranging over one variable. The
following are examples of evaluations of δwSign on some elements of Sign:
δwSign(+,+) = 0 δ
w
Sign(∅, 0) = 1 δwSign(0,Z) = 2
δwSign(∅,Z) = 3 δwSign(Z,∅) = ⊥ δwSign(−,+) = ⊥.
Note that δwSign(∅,Z) ̸= δwSign(Z,∅), hence, δwSign does not satisfy the symmetry
axiom. ■
Example 4.6. Consider the Parity ≜ {Z, even, odd ,∅} abstract domain shown in
Figure 3.1. For any (a, b) ∈ EParity, let w(a, b)≜ 1. Then, the weighted path-
length is a quasi-metric Parity-compatible and the couple (Parity, δwParity) ∈
A(℘re(Z)) forms an abstract quasi-metric space of stores ranging over one vari-
able. ■
Example 4.7. Consider the abstract domain P⊓S ∈ A(℘(Z)), shown in Fig. 1.3.
P⊓S is a recursive non-relational store abstraction in A(℘re(Z)) [27], that satis-
fies both the ACC and DCC properties. Let w(∅, (odd ,+)) = w(∅, (odd ,−))≜ 2
while 1 for the remaining pairs in EP⊓S. Then, the weighted path-length δ
w
P⊓S
is a quasi-metric P ⊓ S-compatible and the pair (P ⊓ S, δwP⊓S) ∈ A(℘re(Z)) forms
an abstract quasi-metric space of stores ranging over one variable. ■
Example 4.8. Consider the abstract domain of intervals Int ∈ A(℘(Z)), shown
in Example 3.3. For any (a, b) ∈ EInt, let w(a, b)≜ 1. Then, the weighted path-
length δwInt is a quasi-metric Int-compatible and the pair (Int, δ
w
Int) ∈ A(℘re(Z))
forms an abstract quasi-metric space of stores ranging over one variable. The
intuition of δwInt is to count how many more elements one interval has w.r.t.
another one. That is, if i1, i2 ∈ Int and δwInt(i1, i2) = k for some k ∈ N, then the
interval i2 contains exactly k more elements than i1. ■
Let us fix some notations. From now on, we will use the bold symbol A in-
dicating a pair of abstract domain of stores A ∈ A(℘re(S)) together with a
quasi-metric A-compatible δA : A×A→ Q≥0∪{⊥,∞}, whereas, when we want
to use a specific quasi-metric A-compatible and / or a specific abstract domain
A in (A, δA), we will write explicitly the pair, e.g., (Sign, δ
w
Sign). If δA has no su-
perscript, then it is intended as for every quasi-metric A-compatible, otherwise
the superscript refers to the specific quasi-metric used. For example, δSign refers
to any quasi-metric Sign-compatible, whereas δwSign corresponds to the weighted
path-length quasi-metric Sign-compatible defined in Definition 4.3. In addition,
when we say that A is trivial, non-trivial, ACC or DCC, we always refer to its
abstract domain of stores A defining the pair A = (A, δA).
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4.2 Partially Complete Abstractions of Stores
Standard completeness, e.g., see [26, 27, 43], means that no false positives are
returned by analyzing the program with an abstract interpreter. We introduce
the notion of partial completeness in abstract interpretation. An ε-partially com-
plete abstract interpretation allows some false alarms to be reported, but their
number is bounded by a constant ε ∈ Q≥0. This constant is determined accord-
ing to a quasi-metric which is A-compatible δA.
The notion of ε-closeness between abstract states, according to aA-compatible
quasi-metric δA, specifies the boundaries of allowed imprecision in the abstract
domain.
Definition 4.9 (ε-Closeness w.r.t. δA). Let A ∈ A(℘re(S)) be an abstract
quasi-metric space of stores and consider a constant ε ∈ Q≥0. For all a, b ∈ A
such that a ≤A b, we say that b is ε-close to a w.r.t. δA, denoted a ≈εδA b, if
δA(a, b) ̸= ⊥ and δA(a, b) ≤ ε.
The concept of closeness encapsulates both the approximation and the relative
error, guided by the quasi-metric δA. Therefore, two abstract states that are
ε-close w.r.t. δA differ just for a maximum error quantified as ε.
Definition 4.10 (ε-Partial completeness). Let P ∈ Prog be a program and
ε ∈ Q≥0 a constant. An abstract quasi-metric space of stores A ∈ A(℘re(S)) is
ε-partially complete for P if for all S ∈ ℘re(S):
αA(JP KS) ≈εδA JP K
AαA(S).
The general idea of partial completeness is depicted in Figure 4.1. We have
all the ingredients to introduce the notion of ε-partial completeness class as a
mapping from abstract quasi-metric spaces of stores A and a constant ε ∈ Q≥0,
to the set of all programs for which the abstraction is ε-partially complete, i.e.,
C : A(℘re(S))×Q≥0 → ℘(Prog).
Definition 4.11 (ε-Partial completeness class). The partial completeness
class of an abstract quasi-metric space of stores A ∈ A(℘re(S)) and a constant
ε ∈ Q≥0, denoted C(A, ε) ⊆ Prog, is defined as:
C(A, ε) ≜ {P ∈ Prog | ∀S ∈ ℘re(S). αA(JP KS) ≈εδA JP K
AαA(S)}.
Because recursive and trivial abstract domains of stores are either finite or count-
ably infinite, namely, ∀A ∈ A(℘re(S)). |A| ≤ ω, we can define C(A,∞) ≜
∪ε∈Q≥0C(A, ε). If P ∈ C(A, ε) then, for every input stores, all the possible col-
lecting semantics and abstract semantics produced respectively by the concrete














∀c ∈ C : αA(f(c)) ≈εδA f
♯(αA(c))
Figure 4.1: The general idea of partial completeness
interpreter and the abstract interpreter of P , are ε-close w.r.t. δA in the ab-
stract domain. Roughly, a partial completeness class C(A, ε) is defined to be
the set of all programs whose abstract interpretation on a given store abstrac-
tion A can produce false alarms, but the error introduced is not greater then ε
according to the A-compatible quasi-metric δA. The following Proposition is a
straightforward result from Definitions 3.12 and 4.11 of completeness and partial
completeness classes, and Definition 4.1 of A-compatible quasi-metric.
Proposition 4.12. For all A ∈ A(℘re(S)), the following hold:
(i) C(A, 0) = C(A);
(ii) ∀ε, ξ ∈ Q≥0. ε ≤ ξ ⇒ C(A, ε) ⊆ C(A, ξ);
(iii) C(A,∞) = Prog.
Forcing a zero closeness means requiring no false alarms, i.e., standard com-
pleteness, while each complete abstraction is also partially complete. Moreover,
weakening closeness increases monotonically the set of partially complete pro-
grams.
Example 4.13. Consider the abstract domain for sign analysis Sign≜ {Z,−, 0,+,∅}.
Let us consider the weighted path-length quasi-metric Sign-compatible δwSign and
the partial completeness class C((Sign, δwSign), 1). Consider the following program
P :
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x := 1;
x := x+ 1;
x := x− 1
such that JP K = λS ∈ ℘re(Z).{⟨x ↦→ 1⟩} and αSign(JP KS) = λS ∈ ℘re(Z).⟨x ↦→
+⟩. Let us observe that
Jx := 1KSign⟨x ↦→ Z⟩ = ⟨x ↦→ +⟩,
Jx := x+ 1KSign⟨x ↦→ +⟩ = ⟨x ↦→ +⟩,
Jx := x− 1KSign⟨x ↦→ +⟩ = ⟨x ↦→ Z⟩.
Hence, JP KSignαSign({⟨x ↦→ v⟩ | v ∈ Z}) = ⟨x ↦→ Z⟩. We know that δwSign(+,Z) =
1. Consequently, P ∈ C((Sign, δwSign), 1), while P ̸∈ C(Sign).
■
Similarly to the completeness case, for all ε, the partial completeness property
is infinite and non-extensional. It is infinite because any number of sequential
compositions of the empty command skip ∈ Prog is complete for all A, and,
by Proposition 4.12, we know that they are also partially complete. Therefore,
for all ε ∈ Q≥0: |C(A, ε)| = ω. It is also non-extensional because there always
exist programs P and Q such that: P is partially complete for A, JP K = JQK,
and Q is not partially complete for A. The following example shows the lack of
extensionality in a simple partial completeness class.
Example 4.14. Consider the abstract domain P⊓ S, shown in Figure 1.3. Let us
consider the weighted path-length quasi-metric P ⊓ S-compatible δwP⊓S, and the
partial completeness class C((P⊓S, δwP⊓S), 2). Consider the two programs P and
Q in Figures 1.1, 1.2. As noted in Section 1, JP K = JQK = λS ∈ ℘re(Z).{⟨x ↦→ 0⟩}
and αP⊓S(JP KS) = αP⊓S(JQKS) = ⟨x ↦→ 0⟩. It is easy to observe that
JP KP⊓SαP⊓S({⟨x ↦→ v⟩ | v ∈ Z}) = ⟨x ↦→ even⟩
while
JQKP⊓SαP⊓S({⟨x ↦→ v⟩ | v ∈ Z}) = ⟨x ↦→ Z⟩.
Consequently, P ∈ C((P ⊓ S, δwP⊓S), 2) while Q ̸∈ C((P ⊓ S, δwP⊓S), 2). Note that,
even though P is partially complete w.r.t. C((P⊓S, δwP⊓S), 2), both P and Q are
not complete for P ⊓ S, i.e., P,Q ̸∈ C(P ⊓ S). ■
4.3 Classes of Partial Complete Programs
It is well known that for trivial abstractions the corresponding completeness
class turns out to be the whole set of programs [43]. Moreover, for all non-
trivial abstractions in A(℘re(S)), its completeness class is strictly contained in
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Prog [44]. More has been recently proved along this direction: a completeness
class is an index set of partial recursive function if and only if the abstraction
is trivial [8]. In this section, we study the counterpart of these results for the
case of partial completeness. We first consider the simplest case of abstract
quasi-metric spaces of stores A ∈ A(℘re(S)) satisfying the property of having
a limited imprecision, i.e., complete lattices A such that the quasi-metric δA is
bounded. These include, for instance, the case of finite height lattices with the
weighted path-length quasi-metric—complete lattices which are both ACC and
DCC. Although not very expressive, these abstract domains are widely used
in Galois insertion-based abstract interpretations to enforce termination of the
analysis. We then consider the more general setting of abstract interpretations
over abstract domains where an unlimited imprecision can always be produced
by any terminating program analysis by abstract interpretation, e.g., employing
widening operations to enforce termination [23, 26]. This will include the most
general case of abstract interpretation.
Definition 4.15 (Abstract quasi-metric spaces with limited impreci-
sion). An abstract quasi-metric space of stores A ∈ A(℘re(S)) has imprecision
limited by ε ∈ Q≥0 if for each a ∈ A we have δA(⊥A, a) ≤ ε.
The following result is immediate and helps us to understand the relation be-
tween abstract domains with limited imprecision and the class of partial com-
pleteness properties of programs.
Proposition 4.16. If A ∈ A(℘re(S)) has limited imprecision, then:
∃ε ∈ Q≥0. C(A, ε) = Prog .
Proof. By definition of abstract domain with limited imprecision, there exists
ε ∈ Q≥0 such that if a ∈ A then δA(⊥A, a) ≤ ε. Consider n ∈ Q≥0 such that
n ≥ ε. Then Prog = C(A,∞) = ∪m≤nC(A,m). ⊓⊔
The difference with respect to the case of standard completeness class C(A),
i.e., the set of all programs that are complete for the abstract domain A, is that,
thanks to the possibility of admitting an upper margin to imprecision (i.e.,
possible false alarms), then there always exists a class of partial completeness
with respect to a given bound which includes all programs. This corresponds to
allow the largest possible imprecision, viz., amount of incompleteness, making
the condition of being complete (viz., precise) vacuous.
Example 4.17. Consider the abstract quasi-metric space (Sign, δwSign) ∈ A(℘re(Z)).
(Sign, δwSign) has clearly limited imprecision. Indeed, it is easy to note that for
every n ≥ 3, C((Sign, δwSign), n) = Prog. ■
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The case of abstract domains with unlimited imprecision is less straightforward
and reflects precisely, into the theory of partial completeness, a similar result
holding the completeness case [44]. An abstract quasi-metric space of stores
A ∈ A(℘re(S)) has unlimited imprecision when:
∀ε ∈ Q≥0. ∃a ∈ A. δA(⊥A, a) > ε.
Clearly, the unlimited imprecision property can only be satisfied by abstract
quasi-metric space of stores with a (countably) infinite number of elements.
Proposition 4.18. Let A ∈ A(℘re(S)) be an abstract quasi-metric space of
stores with unlimited imprecision. Then |A| = ω.
Proof. Immediate by definition. ⊓⊔
Theorem 4.19. Let A ∈ A(℘re(S)) be some abstract quasi-metric space of
stores with unlimited imprecision for some A-compatible quasi-metric δA. Then:
∃ε ∈ Q≥0. C(A, ε) = Prog ⇔ A = id .
Proof. (⇐) is straightforward because when A = id then C(A, 0) = C(A) =
Prog.
(⇒) The proof is based on the construction of an opaque predicate [18], i.e., a
predicate that when executed by the concrete interpreter on some set of input
stores S is always false but, when executed by the abstract interpreter on the
abstraction of S it may result true for some stores in S and false for other stores
in S. This generalizes to the case of partial completeness a result in [44] for
standard completeness.
By contradiction, assume that:
(1) A ̸= id and, by Assumption 4, A is a strict abstract domain, i.e., with
abstraction and concretization functions, respectively αA and γA, such
that γA(αA(∅)) = ∅;
(2) A has unlimited imprecision, i.e., ∀ε ∈ Q≥0. ∃a ∈ A. δA(⊥A, a) > ε;
(3) there exists ξ ≥ 0 such that C(A, ξ) = Prog.
By (2) and (3) we have that there exists a ∈ A such that ⊥A ̸= a, otherwise if
⊥A = a then δA(⊥A, a) = 0, while we have δA(⊥A, a) > ξ with ξ ∈ Q≥0. Hence
by (1), ∅ ⊂ γA(a) (recall that in any Galois insertion γA is injective). By (1)
there exists S ∈ ℘re(S) such that S ̸= ∅ (because A is strict) and S ⊂ γA(αA(S))
(because γA ◦ αA ̸= id).
We are now in the position of building a program that does not belong to
C(A, ξ), therefore leading to an absurd. By (1) an opaque predicate can be
built for our abstract domain A. Let z ∈ γA(αA(S))∖ S. Because z is a (finite
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variable) store, then we can build a boolean predicate Is(z) ∈ BExp such that
for all s ∈ S:
LIs(z)Ms = t ⇔ z = s.




Define Pa ∈ Prog as a program such that for every store s ∈ S we have that
JPaKs ∈ γA(a) and in particular JPaKA(JIs(z)KAαA(S)) = a. Turing complete-
ness of Prog ensures that we can compute any finite store in γA(a). Moreover,
being γA(a) and γA(αA(S)) both recursive sets, and J·KA a program, then we
can build Pa in Prog as above. Consider also Pw ≜while t do skip. In this
latter case, we would have that for every store s ∈ S: JPwKs = ∅ and therefore
for all X ⊆ S: JPwKAαA(X) = ⊥A. We prove that if
P ≜ if Is(z) then Pa else Pw
then δA(αA(JP KS), JP KAαA(S)) > ξ hence P ̸∈ C(A, ξ). It is clear that
JP KS =
JPaK(JIs(z)KS) ∪ JPwK(J¬Is(z)KS) =
JPaK(∅) ∪∅ =
∅
and therefore αA(JP KS) = ⊥A. Analogously, because for every set of stores
X ⊆ S: JPwKAαA(X) = ⊥A, we have:
JP KAαA(S) =
JPwKA(J¬Is(z)KAαA(S)) ⊔A JPaKA(JIs(z)KAαA(S)) =
⊥A ⊔A a =
a
Therefore: δA(αA(JP KS), JP KAαA(S)) = δA(⊥A, a) > ξ, hence, P ̸∈ C(A, ξ)
which contradicts assumption (3). We can conclude that A must be the identical
abstraction of stores. ⊓⊔
Informally, if we consider a non-trivial abstract quasi-metric space that has
unlimited imprecision, then independently of how we set a threshold ε of false
alarms acceptance, namely C(A, ε), there always exists a program P for which
the abstract analysis over A, is not ε-partially complete, namely P ̸∈ C(A, ε).
By a straightforward padding argument, any of these programs can be extended
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to an infinite set of programs for which the abstraction is ε-partially incomplete.
The class of ε-partial incomplete programs forA ∈ A(℘re(S)) , is the complement
set of C(A, ε), formally:
C(A, ε) ≜ {P ∈ Prog | ∃S ∈ ℘re(S). αA(JP KS) ̸≈εδA JP K
AαA(S)}.
Corollary 4.20. If A is a non-trivial abstract quasi-metric space with unlimited
imprecision, then for all ε ∈ Q≥0, |C(A, ε)| = ω.
Proof. A is not trivial and has unlimited imprecision therefore, by Theorem 4.19,
for every ε ∈ Q≥0 we have
C(A, ε) ̸= Prog ⇔ C(A, ε) ̸= Prog .
By padding all programs in C(A, ε) with, e.g., skip instructions we get the
expected result |C(A, ε)| = ω. ⊓⊔
This means that, any non-trivial abstract domain of stores endowed with an
unlimited quasi-metric δA, has an infinite set of programs for which the abstract
interpreter is ε-partially incomplete. Conversely, if δA has limited imprecision,
then, trivially, we can always find a certain level of tolerance that makes the
analysis ε-partially complete for all programs.
Example 4.21. Consider the abstract domain of intervals Int ∈ A(℘re(Z)), shown
in Example 3.3, endowed with a quasi-metric Int-compatible δInt, such that δInt
has unlimited imprecision. Recall that Int is not ACC. This means that there
are infinite strictly ascending chains, such as for instance [0, 1] ≤Int [0, 2] ≤Int
· · · ≤Int [0, n], . . . . Hence, a proper widening operator is required in order to
enforce convergence of the abstract Kleene iterates of the abstract interpreter:
λX♯. S♯ ⊔A JCKAJbKAX♯.
The standard interval widening consists in replacing any unstable upper bound
with +∞ and any unstable lower bound with −∞. Let us define in Figure 4.2
the “delayed” widening ∇iInt : Int× Int → Int, where #iter indicates the current
number of iteration in the loop. That is, ∇iInt does not immediately abort un-
stable computations by pushing to infinity, but it delays its application after i
iterations. This is particularly useful when the first few iterates of the loop differ
from the following ones, and it is always a good idea to start extrapolating only
after having accumulated a few iterations. In this way, the widening can make a
more educated guess about the loop behavior. After a finite, fixed number of i
iterations, we revert to widening so that termination of the abstract interpreter
is preserved.
Consider the following program Pn :
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[a, b] ∇iInt [c, d]≜
⎡⎣⎧⎨⎩
a if a ≤ c




b if b ≥ d
d if d > b and #iter ≤ i
+∞ otherwise
⎤⎦
Figure 4.2: The widening operator in Example 4.21
x := n;
while x > 1 do
x := x− (n− 1)
where n ∈ N≥1 is a constant and the expressions n and (n − 1) are assumed
to be resolved before giving the program as input to the concrete and abstract
interpreter (e.g., by running a specializer on the code like the pre-processor
for the C language which replaces all the occurrences of symbols n with the
corresponding constant number). Clearly, for every input store the while-loop of
Pn terminates after one iteration if the condition x > 1 is satisfied. Indeed, for
all n ≥ 1 and S ∈ ℘re(Z), we have JPnKS = {⟨x ↦→ 1⟩}, which corresponds to
αInt(JPnKS) = αInt({⟨x ↦→ 1⟩}) = [1, 1].
This means that all Pn are extensionally equivalent. Consider now the abstract
denotational semantics for Int abstract domain of stores, where we replace the
abstract lub ⊔Int in the loop head with the widening ∇2Int which forces the
convergence after two iterations. If n = 1 we get trivially ⟨x ↦→ [1, 1]⟩. For
n ≥ 2, at the first iteration of the while-loop we have:
Jx > 1KInt⟨x ↦→ [n, n]⟩ = ⟨x ↦→ [n, n]⟩
Jx := x− (n− 1)KInt⟨x ↦→ [n, n]⟩ = ⟨x ↦→ [1, 1]⟩
⟨x ↦→ [n, n]⟩ ∇2Int ⟨x ↦→ [1, 1]⟩ = ⟨x ↦→ [1, n]⟩
while for the second iteration:
Jx > 1KInt⟨x ↦→ [1, n]⟩ = ⟨x ↦→ [2, n]⟩
Jx := x− (n− 1)KInt⟨x ↦→ [2, n]⟩ = ⟨x ↦→ [(3− n), 1]⟩
⟨x ↦→ [1, n]⟩ ∇2Int ⟨x ↦→ [(3− n), 1]⟩ = ⟨x ↦→ [(3− n), n]⟩.
Finally, at the third iteration we get a fixpoint. The final abstract output of the
abstract semantics is given by the lub between
Jx ≤ 1KInt⟨x ↦→ [1, n]⟩ ⊔Int Jx ≤ 1KInt⟨x ↦→ [(3− n), n]⟩
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which is ⟨x ↦→ [(3 − n), 1]⟩. Therefore, the abstract semantics of Pn for every
input S ∈ ℘re(Z) is
JP1KIntαInt(S) = ⟨x ↦→ [1, 1]⟩
JPn≥2KIntαInt(S) = ⟨x ↦→ [(3− n), 1]⟩.
Note that {Pn}n∈{1,2} ⊂ C(Int) while {Pn}n>2∩C(Int) = ∅. That is, all programs
in {Pn}n>2 are incomplete for Int. Moreover, we can arbitrarily worsen the result
of our static analysis on Pn by selecting a larger constant n. This implies that,
since δInt has unlimited imprecision by assumption, if Pn ∈ C((Int, δInt), ε) for
some n > 2 and ε ∈ Q≥0 , then there exists a constant m ∈ N>0 such that, for
all S ∈ ℘re(Z), the output of the abstract interpreter is
JPn+mKIntαInt(S) = ⟨x ↦→ [(3− (n+m)), 1]⟩
and ⟨x ↦→ [(3− n), 1]⟩ is not ε-close to ⟨x ↦→ [(3− (n+m)), 1]⟩, namely
⟨x ↦→ [(3− n), 1]⟩ ̸≈εδInt ⟨x ↦→ [(3− (n+m)), 1]⟩.
This implies that Pn+m ̸∈ C((Int, δInt), ε). Observe that, even though both x > 1
and x ≤ 1 are exactly representable in Int with the intervals, respectively, [2,+∞]
and [−∞, 1], the transfer function for Jx ≤ 1K : ℘re(Z) → ℘re(Z) is incomplete
with respect to Int. This imprecision can be arbitrary widened, without modi-
fying the extensional behavior of the program. This makes possible to foil any
partial complete abstraction with respect to any constant bound ε ∈ Q≥0.
■
We now focus on the investigation of the computational limits of the class
of partially complete and incomplete programs with respect to a given abstract
quasi-metric space and ε bound. We begin with the definition of ε-triviality for
an abstract quasi-metric space of stores.
Definition 4.22 (ε-trivial Abstract quasi-metric spaces). An abstract
quasi-metric space of stores A ∈ A(℘re(S)) is ε-trivial for some ε ∈ Q≥0 if
C(A, ε) = Prog.
Of course ε-trivial abstract domains induce recursive classes of partial complete
programs. Indeed, if A is ε-trivial, then both C(A, ε) = Prog and C(A, ε) = ∅
are recursive sets. The concept of ε-triviality extends naturally the concept of
trivial abstract domain of stores, as highlighted in the following proposition.
Proposition 4.23. For all A ∈ A(℘re(S)) and ε ∈ Q≥0, the following hold:
(i) A ∈ {id ,⊤S} ⇒ A is ε-trivial for all ε ≥ 0;
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(ii) A limited imprecision ⇒ ∃ε ∈ Q≥0. A is ε-trivial;
(iii) A ̸= id and A unlimited imprecision ⇒ A is not ε-trivial for all ε ≥ 0;
Proof. (i) follows by C(id) = C(⊤S) = C((id , δid ), ε) = C((⊤S, δ⊤S), ε) = Prog
for all ε ∈ Q≥0; (ii) immediate by Proposition 4.16; (iii) by Corollary 4.20
A ̸= ⊤S therefore, by Theorem 4.19, A is not ε-trivial for all ε ≥ 0. ⊓⊔
In the following, we show some simple examples of ε-trivial abstract domains.
Example 4.24. (id , δwid ) and (⊤S, δw⊤S) are both n-trivial for all n ∈ Q≥0. The
(Sign, δwSign) abstract quasi-metric space is n-trivial for n ≥ 3. (Parity, δwParity) is
n-trivial for n ≥ 2, while (P ⊓ S, δwP⊓S) is n-trivial for n ≥ 4. ■
The following theorems prove that both C(A, ε) and C(A, ε) are non-recursively
enumerable sets. Moreover, we show that the class of ε-partial incomplete pro-
grams C(A, ε) plays a special role between all the non-r.e. sets: it is a productive
set.
Theorem 4.25. Let A ∈ A(℘re(S)) be an abstract quasi-metric space. If A is
not ε-trivial, then, for all ε ∈ Q≥0, C(A, ε) and C(A, ε) are not recursively
enumerable.
Proof. The proof is made by showing that the first order predicate defining the
class of ε-partially complete (resp. incomplete) programs (which can be seen as
a subset of natural numbers since each program in Prog can be mapped through
the Gödel numbering g : Prog → N to a natural number) is in Π2 (resp. Σ2). Let
φP : S ↦→ S be the partial recursive function associated to program P ∈ Prog
(the concrete interpreter) and, without loss of generality, φA : Prog ×A→ A be
the total recursive function representing the abstract interpreter. We define the
predicate R(A, ε, P, s, n), with s ∈ S and n ∈ N, as follows:
R(A,ε, P, s, n)
⇔
φP (s)↓ in n steps ∧ δA(αA(φP (s)), φA(P, αA(s))) ≤ ε.
Because δA(a, b) ≤ ε is a decidable predicate by definition of δA, the predicate
defining R is recursive, i.e.:
φP (s)↓ in n steps ∧ δA(αA(φP (s)), φA(P, αA(s))) ≤ ε ∈ Σ0 = Π0.
It follows that R is recursive too, i.e., R(A, ε, P, s, n) ∈ Σ0 = Π0. We can
rewrite the decidability of the ε-partial completeness and incompleteness classes
as follows:
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P ∈ C(A, ε) ⇔ ∀s ∈ S . ∃n ∈ N. R(A, ε, P, s, n)
P ∈ C(A, ε) ⇔ ∃s ∈ S . ∀n ∈ N. ¬R(A, ε, P, s, n).
By observing the bounded quantifiers beforeR(A, ε, P, s, n) and ¬R(A, ε, P, s, n),
we can conclude that
∀s ∈ S . ∃n ∈ N. R(A, ε, P, s, n) ∈ Π2
∃s ∈ S . ∀n ∈ N. ¬R(A, ε, P, s, n) ∈ Σ2.
This proves that C(A, ε) and C(A, ε) are both non-r.e. sets. ⊓⊔
Corollary 4.26. For every non-trivial A ∈ A(℘re(S)), the classes of complete
C(A) and incomplete programs C(A) are not recursively enumerable.
Proof. Recall that the equivalence relation in A is decidable by Definition 3.9,
indeed for all a, b ∈ A, a = b ⇔ a ≤A b ∧ b ≤A a. The proof is straightforward
from the proof of Theorem 4.25 by setting
R(A,P, s, n) ⇔ φP (s)↓ in n steps ∧ αA(φP (s)) = φA(P, αA(s)).
⊓⊔
Theorem 4.27. Let A ∈ A(℘re(S)) be some non-trivial abstract quasi-metric
space with unlimited imprecision. Then, for every ε ∈ Q≥0, C(A, ε) is productive.
Proof. In the following, without loss of generality, we assume that programs in
Prog have a single variable ranging over N, so that S = N. Let g : Prog → N
be the Gödel numbering of all programs in Prog. In order to prove that C(A, ε)
is productive, we need a many-to-one reduction from a productive set X to
C(A, ε), namely, X ⪯f C(A, ε), by the application of a total recursive function
f : Prog → Prog (f is a program transformer) such that P ∈ X iff f(P ) ∈
C(A, ε). Consider the representation in Prog of the halting problem of Turing
machines (cf. [68]):
K ≜ {P ∈ Prog | JP K{g(P )} ≠ ∅}.
It is well known that K is r.e. while K is productive [68]. We prove the produc-
tivity of C(A, ε) by showing K ⪯f C(A, ε) for all ε ≥ 0. Recall that
K ⪯f C(A, ε) ⇔ K ⪯f C(A, ε)
we construct a program transformer f : Prog → Prog, i.e., a total recursive
function, such that for all P ∈ Prog :
P ∈ K ⇔ f(P ) ∈ C(A, ε).
By assumptions, we know that:
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(1) A is not trivial, namely, A ̸∈ {id ,⊤N},
(2) by Proposition 3.11, γA(αA(∅)) = ∅, and
(3) A has unlimited imprecision.
We build a predicate Is(q) ∈ BExp with q ∈ N such that, as done in the proof
of Theorem 4.19, for all s ∈ N, LIs(q)Ms = t ⇔ q = s. Let us consider two sets
Q,R ⊆ N and a store z ∈ N such that:
• αA(∅) ̸≈εδA αA(Q) and we know that such set of stores Q exists thanks
to assumption (3);
• R ̸= ∅, R ⊂ γA(αA(R)), z ∈ γA(αA(R)) ∖ R and JIs(z)KAαA(R) = a
such that αA(∅) ̸≈εδA a. The set of stores R exists thanks to assumptions
(1), (2) and (3). Indeed, for non-trivial abstractions of stores, there always
exists an element in c ∈ ℘re(N) that is not perfectly represented in A, i.e.,
c ⊂ γA(αA(c)) and, by assuming that A has unlimited imprecision, we can
choose an element b ∈ A such that the abstraction of c is b and αA(∅) ̸≈εδA
b. This reasoning can be extended w.r.t. the request JIs(z)KAαA(R) = a.
Consider also the never terminating program Pw ≜while t do skip. Let us
assume that we can evaluate (in a “call by value” evaluation) programs in
boolean guards and such calls are denoted by the classical semantic notation
JF K{sin}, where F ∈ Prog and sin ∈ N. A boolean guard having the form
JF K{sin} ̸= ∅ ∈ BExp is true whenever program F terminates on input sin,
namely, for all s, sin ∈ N:
LJP K{sin} ≠ ∅Ms = t ⇔ JP K{sin} ≠ ∅.
We define for any P ∈ Prog the program transformer f : Prog → Prog as follows:
f(P ) ≜ if (Is(z) ∨ JP K{g(P )} ≠ ∅) then skip else Pw
Suppose that P ∈ K. This implies that for every store s ∈ N:
LJP K{g(P )} ≠ ∅Ms = t.
Therefore, for all sets of stores S ∈ ℘re(N):
αA(Jf(P )KS) =
αA(JskipK(JIs(z) ∨ JP K{g(P )} ≠ ∅KS) ∪
JPωK(J¬Is(z) ∧ JP K{g(P )} = ∅KS)) =
αA(JskipKS ∪ JPωK∅) =
αA(S).
By Assumption 3, we have that
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JP K{g(P )} ≠ ∅ ⇒ JP KAαA({g(P )}) ̸= αA(∅)
therefore, for all S ∈ ℘re(N), we have the following abstract evaluations:
Jf(P )KAαA(S) = JskipKAαA(S) = αA(S).
Hence, we can conclude that program f(P ) is complete, thus (by Proposi-
tion 4.12) ε-partially complete for A, that is, f(P ) ∈ C(A) = C(A, 0) ⊆ C(A, ε).
Suppose that P ̸∈ K. We show that there exists a set of stores for which f(P )
is ε-partially incomplete for all ε ≥ 0. Being P not in K, implies that the pro-
gram f(P ) gets stuck on the evaluation of JP K{g(P )} ≠ ∅. This implies that, for
all S ∈ ℘re(N), αA(Jf(P )KS) = αA(∅). By Assumption 3, we know that the ab-
stract interpreter always evaluates in a finite number of steps the boolean guard
JP KAαA({g(P )}) ̸= αA(∅). Therefore, we have two possibilities: the abstract
interpreter is either complete (hence it has caught the non-termination of the
specific program P with input g(P ) although it is not possible for all P ∈ Prog)
on the abstract evaluation of JP KAαA({g(P )}), i.e., for all S ∈ ℘re(N):
αA(JJP K{g(P )} ≠ ∅KS) = JJP KAαA({g(P )}) ̸= αA(∅)K
A
αA(S) = ⊥A
or incomplete. Assume that A is complete for the specific program P on the
check JP K{g(P )} ≠ ∅. This implies that the evaluation of the boolean guard of
f(P ) is reduced to the evaluation of Is(z) only. By using the set of stores R
defined before, we know that γA(JIs(z)KAαA(R)) ̸= ∅. This leads to:
Jf(P )KAαA(R) =
JskipKA(JIs(z) ∨ JP K{g(P )} ≠ ∅KAαA(R)) ⊔A
JPωKA(J¬Is(z) ∧ JP K{g(P )} = ∅KAαA(R)) =
JskipKA(JIs(z)KAαA(R)) ⊔A JPωKAα(∅) =
a ⊔A ⊥A =
a
and since ⊥A ̸≈εδA a we can conclude that f(P ) ̸∈ C(A, ε). Assume that A is
incomplete on the check JP K{g(P )} ̸= ∅. This implies that the evaluation of
the boolean guard of f(P ) is always true. By using the set of stores Q defined
before, we get:
Jf(P )KAαA(Q) = JskipKAαA(Q) = αA(Q).
We know that Q is such that αA(∅) ̸≈εδA αA(Q), therefore f(P ) ̸∈ C(A, ε). In
both cases, we get an ε-partial incomplete program.
We can conclude that P ∈ K ⇔ f(P ) ∈ C(A, ε), thus C(A, ε) is productive.
⊓⊔
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Corollary 4.28. For every non-trivial A ∈ A(℘re(S)), the class of incomplete
programs C(A) is productive.
Proof. The proof coincides with the proof of Theorem 4.27 by replacing the
predicate a ̸≈εδA b with a ̸= b. ⊓⊔
Let us notice that the proofs of Theorems 4.25 and 4.27 provide a further insight
into the structure of C(A, ε) and its complement class C(A, ε). These theorems
prove that, given an abstract quasi-metric space of stores with unlimited im-
precision A, whenever we limit the expected imprecision of our analysis to a
bound ε of possible false alarms, we cannot build a procedure that enumerates
all programs satisfying that bound or that do not respect that bound, unless the
abstract domain is trivial or with limited imprecision. Therefore, automating the
proof that an abstract domain is partially complete or partially incomplete for a
given program— i.e., a static program analysis can produce or cannot produce
some bounded set of false alarms—is in general impossible. The partial com-
pleteness and incompleteness class of an abstraction are therefore a non-trivial
property of programs for which no recursively enumerable procedure may exist
which is able to enumerate all of their elements. Moreover, Theorem 4.27 proves
that the partial incompleteness class C(A, ε) is productive. Recall that a set X
is productive if there exists a general effective method (i.e., a total recursive
function), also called the productivity function, which enables us to find, for
every r.e. subset Y ⊆ X, an element x ∈ X ∖ Y [68]. Therefore, being C(A, ε)
a productive set implies that any attempt to enumerate the set C(A, ε) with
a program P ∈ Prog such that WP ⊆ C(A, ε) (i.e., φP is a computable semi-
characteristic function for C(A, ε)), can be transformed, with an algorithmic
program transformer t : Prog → Prog, to another program t(P ) ∈ Prog that is
not in the enumeration WP but in C(A, ε), namely, t(P ) ∈ C(A, ε) ∖WP . We
show the construction of such program transformer t in the following corollary.
Corollary 4.29. Let A ∈ A(℘re(S)) be some non-trivial abstract quasi-metric
space with unlimited imprecision. Then, there exists a total recursive function
(program transformer) t : Prog → Prog such that, for all P ∈ Prog:
WP ⊆ C(A, ε) ⇒ t(P ) ∈ C(A, ε)∖WP .
Proof. Theorem 4.27 proved that C(A, ε) is a productive set by showing the
many-to-one reduction K ⪯f C(A, ε) by the total recursive function f : Prog →
Prog defined in the proof of Theorem 4.27. Let f−1(X)≜ {x | f(x) ∈ X} for
every set X. Clearly f−1 is monotone, thus
X ⊆ Y ⇒ f−1(X) ⊆ f−1(Y ).
For all P,Q ∈ Prog, we define the partial recursive function ψ(P,Q) as follows
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ψ(P,Q)≜
®
1 if f(Q) ∈WP ,
↑ otherwise.
Since f is recursive, ψ(P,Q) is partial recursive, therefore, by the s-m-n theorem,
there exists a total recursive function g : Prog → Prog that specializes ψ with
P , namely φg(P )(Q) = ψ(P,Q)
1. Note that, for all P ∈ Prog, we have Wg(P ) =
f−1(WP ). Let us suppose that someone gives us a program P̂ claiming that
P̂ enumerates all programs in C(A, ε), i.e., P̂ terminates on Q ∈ Prog if Q ∈
C(A, ε). This means that WP̂ ⊆ C(A, ε). We show that
f(g(P̂ )) ∈ C(A, ε)∖WP̂ .
Because WP̂ ⊆ C(A, ε), by the monotonicity of f
−1, we have that f−1(WP̂ ) ⊆
f−1(C(A, ε)). By the reduction K ⪯f C(A, ε), we know that f−1(C(A, ε)) = K
and also f−1(WP̂ ) = Wg(P̂ ). This means that Wg(P̂ ) ⊆ K. We know that K is
productive and the t function we are looking for in this corollary for K is the
identity function. Therefore g(P̂ ) ∈ K ∖Wg(P̂ ) and by applying the reduction
through f , we obtain f(g(P̂ )) ∈ C(A, ε). This means that f(g(P̂ )) is a partial
incomplete program, therefore the proposed procedure P̂ , by assumption, must
terminate on it, i.e., f(g(P̂ )) ∈WP̂ . By the definition of function ψ, we have
f(g(P̂ )) ∈WP̂ ⇒ ψ(P̂ , g(P̂ ))↓
⇔ φg(P̂ )(g(P̂ ))↓
⇔ g(P̂ ) ∈Wg(P̂ )
⇔ g(P̂ ) ∈ K
but, by the productivity of K, g(P̂ ) ∈ K ∖Wg(P̂ ), therefore we obtain a con-
tradiction. This implies that f(g(P̂ )) can’t be enumerated by P̂ , i.e., f(g(P̂ )) ∈
C(A, ε) ∖WP̂ . By setting t≜ λP ∈ Prog . f(g(P )) we obtain the productivity
function for C(A, ε). ⊓⊔
The existence of a productivity function for the partial incompleteness class
C(A, ε) means that C(A, ε) shares a structure that is similar to the set T of
Gödel numbers of true sentences in an effective axiomatic system, like first-order
arithmetic. Indeed, if W is a r.e. set of true sentences in first-order arithmetic,
then, by the Gödel’s first incompleteness theorem, there is at least one true
sentence that is not in W .
1 Here we assume that the specializer g does not add imprecision to any implementation in
Prog of the partial recursive function ψ, i.e., g preserves completeness. This simply corre-
sponds to syntactically substituting the input P in the program code of ψ without any code
optimization.
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We have seen that partial-completeness classes w.r.t. abstract quasi-metric
spaces, inherit the non-recursive enumerability property from the known com-
pleteness class in abstract interpretation. A question now may arise: is there a
further weakening that would allow us to be able to enumerate all programs in
such new completeness class? That is, is there a “tractable”, in terms of com-
putability, completeness class such that the decidability problem is (at least)
semi-decidable? The answer is yes, and, in the next section, we show a further
requirement weakening on the partial completeness class that leads to r.e. classes
of programs under a structural condition over the abstract domains of stores in
A(℘re(S)).
4.4 Locally Partial Complete Abstractions of Stores
The weaker notion of local completeness has been recently introduced by Bruni
et al. in [9] that requires completeness only with respect to specific inputs. This
new class of programs is formally defined as:
C(A,S) ≜ {P ∈ Prog | αA(JP KS) = JP KAαA(S)}.
It is clear that the global notion of completeness in [27,43] implies local complete-
ness, while the converse does not hold in general. This because local completeness
is relative to a specific input S ∈ ℘re(S), while completeness is relative to the
whole concrete domain ℘re(S). We follow a parallel approach and, by requiring
partial completeness on a fixed set of inputs only, we obtain a further weakening
on the definition of ε-partial completeness defined in the previous sections and
of the notion of local completeness.
Definition 4.30 (Local ε-partial completeness). Consider a program P ∈
Prog, a non-empty set of input stores S ∈ ℘re(S) and a constant bound ε ∈
Q≥0. An abstract quasi-metric space of stores A ∈ A(℘re(S)) is locally ε-partial
complete for P in S if:
αA(JP KS) ≈εδA JP K
AαA(S).
We introduce the notion of local ε-partial completeness which in program anal-
ysis corresponds to consider ε-partial completeness only along certain program
traces, i.e., on a (r.e.) set of inputs.
Definition 4.31 (Local ε-partial completeness class). Given an abstract
quasi-metric space A ∈ A(℘re(S)), a constant ε ∈ Q≥0 and a non-empty set of
inputs F ⊆ ℘re(S), we define C(A,F, ε) ⊆ Prog as the class of programs which
are ε-partially complete for A only along the set of inputs F. Formally:
C(A,F, ε) ≜ {P ∈ Prog | ∀S ∈ F. αA(JP KS) ≈εδA JP K
AαA(S)}.
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Because recursive and trivial abstract domains of stores are either finite or
countably infinite, we can define C(A,F,∞) ≜ ∪ε∈Q≥0C(A,F, ε). The following
proposition is a straightforward consequence of Definition 4.31 of local partial-
completeness.
Proposition 4.32. For all A ∈ A(℘re(S)), S ∈ ℘re(S) and ε ∈ Q≥0 the follow-
ing holds:
(i) C(A) ⊆ C(A,S) = C(A, S, 0) ⊆ C(A, S, ε)
(ii) ∀ε, ξ ∈ Q≥0. ε ≤ ξ ⇒ C(A, S, ε) ⊆ C(A, S, ξ);
(iii) ∀F,F′ ⊆ ℘re(S). F ⊆ F′ ⇒ C(A,F′, ε) ⊆ C(A,F, ε)
(iv) ∀F,F′ ⊆ ℘re(S). C(A,F ∪ F′, ε) = C(A,F, ε) ∩ C(A,F′, ε)
(v) C(A, S,∞) = Prog.
Forcing a zero closeness means requiring no false alarms on input S, i.e., local
completeness, while each complete abstraction is also locally partial complete for
every S. Moreover, weakening closeness increases monotonically the set of locally
partial complete programs, while by increasing the considered set of inputs we
might restrict the local partial completeness class. From now on, we will focus
on classes of local partial completeness with a single input that will be denoted
with S instead of {S}.
Example 4.33. Consider the abstract quasi-metric space (Int, δwInt) ∈ A(℘re(Z)).
Let us consider the class of 0-partial complete programs w.r.t. (Int, δwInt), i.e.,
C((Int, δwInt), S, 0) which does not admit any imprecision on S ∈ ℘re(S), and the
class C((Int, δwInt), S, 1), which admits only one spurious element on the interval
output. We define Pabs ∈ Prog as:
Pabs ≜ if x ≥ 0 then skip
else x := x ∗ (−1)
which, computes the absolute value of integer variables. Consider the input sets
S1 ≜ {0, 2, 5} and S2 ≜ {−1, 3, 7}. We have the following concrete and abstract
evaluations:
αInt(JPabsKS1) = αInt(JskipKS1) = αInt(S1) = [0, 5]
JPabsKIntαInt(S1) = JPabsKInt[0, 5] = JskipKInt[0, 5] = [0, 5]
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αInt(JPabsKS2) = αInt(JskipK{3, 7} ∪ Jx := x ∗ (−1)K{−1})
= αInt({1, 3, 7})
= [1, 7]
JPabsKIntαInt(S2) = JskipKInt[0, 7] ⊔Int Jx := x ∗ (−1)KInt[−1,−1]
= [0, 7] ⊔Int [1, 1]
= [0, 7]
Then, clearly Pabs ∈ C((Int, δwInt), S1, 0), Pabs ̸∈ C((Int, δwInt), S2, 0), while Pabs ∈
C((Int, δwInt), S2, 1). ■
The following theorem shows that the class of programs C(A, S, ε) turns out to
be r.e. if the abstract domain of stores A meets the ACC property.
Theorem 4.34. If A ∈ A(℘re(S)) is ACC, then for all S ∈ ℘re(S) and ε ∈ Q≥0,
C(A, S, ε) is recursively enumerable.
Proof. Clearly, if A = ⊤S then C(A, S, ε) = Prog and therefore r.e. (recursive in
this case). Suppose A ̸= ⊤S and ACC. We write the pseudo-code of a computable
procedure that is able to check whether P ∈ Prog is local ε-partial complete for
A with input S, while it does not terminate on inputs P ̸∈ C(A, S, ε). Therefore,
without loss of generality, let us define ψ as the partial function




P if P ∈ C(A, S, ε),
↑ otherwise
where we use the notation AACC(℘re(S)) to denote the set of all abstract quasi-
metric spaces with A satisfying the ACC. The high level steps of a possible
algorithm P ∈ Prog that implements ψ are the following:
(1) run the abstract interpreter JP KA with input the recursive set of stores
αA(S). Suppose JP KAαA(S) = a;
(2) if a = ⊥A, then return P (i.e., P is locally complete by the soundness
property of abstract interpretation);
(3) otherwise (a ̸= ⊥A), let us consider an enumeration {si}i∈N of all s ∈ S
(recall that S is r.e. by Assumption 1);
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The dovetail algorithm performs the first step of program JP Ks0 on the
first store s0 ∈ S; next, perform the first step on the second store s1 and
the second step on the first store s0; next, perform the first step of the
third store s2, the second step of the second store s1, and the third step
on the first store s0; and so on. When the program JP Ksi terminates (i.e.,
JP Ksi ̸= ∅) on some si ∈ S, then (since αA is total recursive) the element
αA(JP Ksi) is added to b, namely:
b≜ b ⊔A αA(JP Ksi)
(5) if, at some point, there exists si ∈ S such that JP Ksi ̸= ∅, b =
b ⊔A αA(JP Ksi) and δA(b, a) ≤ ε (recall that δA(b, a) ≤ ε is a decidable
predicate by Definition 4.1 of quasi-metric A-compatible) then return P .
If P ∈ C(A, S, ε) then the convergence of the equation b = b ⊔A αA(JP Ksi)
is guaranteed by the ACC property assumption of A. It is easy to note that
the procedure defined above is algorithmic and therefore program P computes
the partial function ψ. Let φP be the partial recursive function associated to
program P (and having index P). Clearly, we have φP ∼= ψ. By the s-m-n
theorem, we can specialize φP with inputs A, S and ε. That is, there exists a
total recursive function s : Prog× AACC(℘re(S)) × ℘re(S) × Q≥0 → Prog such
that for all P ∈ Prog: φs(P,A,S,ε)(P ) = φP(P,A, S, ε). Moreover, we have:
range(φs(P,A,S,ε)(P )) = C(A, S, ε).
This proves that C(A, S, ε) is recursively enumerable. ⊓⊔
The general algorithm proposed in the proof of Theorem 4.34, allows us to
systematically prove the local ε-partial completeness of any program P ∈ Prog
on a single input S ∈ ℘re(S) w.r.t. any ACC abstract quasi-metric space A,
while it does not give an answer to programs P ̸∈ C(A, S, ε).
Example 4.35. Consider the (Sign, δwSign) ∈ A(℘re(Z)) abstract quasi-metric space
and the following program
P ≜ if x ≥ 1 then x := x− 1
else skip
We want to check whether P is in C((Sign, δwSign),Z≥0, 1), i.e., the class of pro-
grams whose concrete and abstract evaluations on the positive integers are 1-
close. Following the algorithm P above, from the abstract interpreter we get:
JP KSignαSign(Z≥0) = Z.
By constructing the set b = b⊔SignαSign(JP Ksi) where si ∈ Z≥0 is an enumeration
of Z≥0, we get:
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b = ∅
b = ∅ ⊔Sign αSign(JP K{0}) = 0 ̸≈1δwSign Z
b = 0 ⊔Sign αSign(JP K{1}) = 0 ⊔Sign 0 = 0 ̸≈1δwSign Z
b = 0 ⊔Sign αSign(JP K{2}) = 0 ⊔Sign + = + ≈1δwSign Z
at this point the algorithm terminates, hence we can conclude that P is locally 1-
partial complete for (Sign, δwSign), namely, P ∈ C((Sign, δwSign),Z≥0, 1). Note that,
if we check whether P is in C((Sign, δwSign),Z≥0, 0), then the algorithm keeps
running the check
b = + ⊔Sign αSign(JP K{n}) = + ⊔Sign + = + ̸≈0δwSign Z
for all n ∈ Z≥0. This because P ̸∈ C((Sign, δwSign),Z≥0, 0), indeed P ̸∈ C(Sign).
■
We can trivially extend the use of the algorithm proposed in Theorem 4.34 to
the class of programs which are complete with respect to ACC abstract domains
of stores and a set of input stores, i.e., the local completeness class.
Corollary 4.36. For all A ∈ A(℘re(S)) and S ∈ ℘re(S), if A is ACC, then the
class of programs C(A,S) is recursively enumerable.
Proof. The proof follows from the proof of Theorem 4.34 by substituting the
check δ(b, a) ≤ ε with b = a. ⊓⊔
The following theorem proves that both C(A, S, ε) and C(A, S, ε) are non-r.e.
sets when A is not ε-trivial and not ACC.
Theorem 4.37. If A ∈ A(℘re(S)) is not ε-trivial, then C(A, S, ε) is non-r.e..
Moreover, if A is also not ACC, then C(A, S, ε) is non-r.e..
Proof. The proof follows immediately by Theorem 4.25, as the class can be
characterized by the first order predicate R(A, ε, P, s, n) where:
P ∈ C(A, S, ε) ⇔ ∃s ∈ S. ∀n ∈ N. ¬R(A, ε, P, s, n) ∈ Σ2.
⊓⊔
Corollary 4.38. If A ̸∈ {id ,⊤S} then the local incompleteness class C(A,S) is
non-r.e..
We conclude by showing in Table 4.1 all the recursive properties of each
completeness, partial, local and local partial completeness classes presented in
this chapter. Let us stress the reader about the three important assumptions
we made that are the foundation for the recursivity results presented in this
chapter and summarized in Table 4.1:






C(A) non-r.e. Corollary 4.26 A non-trivial
C(A) productive Corollary 4.28 A non-trivial
Partial
Completeness
C(A, ε) non-r.e. Theorem 4.25 A non-ε-trivial




C(A,S) r.e. Corollary 4.36 A ACC




C(A, S, ε) r.e. Theorem 4.34 A ACC
C(A, S, ε) non-r.e. Theorem 4.37 A non-trivial,
unlimited error
Table 4.1: Recursive properties of completeness, partial completeness, local com-
pleteness and local partial completeness classes of programs and their respective
complements classes
(i) the non-trivial abstract domains of stores are recursive abstractions (As-
sumption 4), i.e., abstract domains A ∈ A(℘re(S)) for which it is decidable
to check whether a concrete (finite) state s ∈ S holds an abstract property
a ∈ A. This hypothesis is satisfied in all frameworks for static program
analysis of course. Indeed, weakening recursivity of the abstract domain
would mean that it may be impossible to check whether the computed
store satisfies a property at any given program point, making it impossible
to check alarms;
(ii) we considered a fixed, inductively defined, concrete and abstract deno-
tational semantics of while-programs defined respectively in Figure 2.2
and 3.5. This means that all the completeness classes considered in this
chapter do not quantify over all the possible concrete and abstract pro-
gram semantics;
(iii) the abstract interpreter is specified by a GI (Assumption 2) and every non-
trivial abstract domain of stores in A(℘re(S)) is strict (Assumption 4). As
a consequence of this assumption and the previous point (ii), every non-
trivial abstract domain of stores both exactly represents the empty set,
i.e., γA(αA(∅)) = ∅, and it is complete respect to the non-terminating
program Pw ≜while t do skip. This observation can be formalized as
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follows:
∀A ∈ A(℘re(S)). A ̸∈ {id ,⊤S} ⇒ Pw ∈ C(A) ⊆ C(A, ε) ⊆ C(A, S, ε).
Although the non-recursive enumerability property establishes that automating
the proof that an abstraction is ε-partial complete or incomplete for a given
program, is impossible, this does not exclude the possibility to provide r.e. under-




The scope of the abstract interpretation framework is not limited only to static
program analysis. Furthermore, the (in)completeness property of an abstract
function on a generic abstract domain may encode different meanings besides
the optimal precision in static program analysis. In this section, we aim to show
that Chomsky’s hierarchy of formal languages can be understood by abstract
interpretation between grammars. Moreover, known separation results between
classes of formal languages can be generalized as instances of incompleteness of
grammars abstractions. In particular, we demonstrate one such step between
indexed grammars and CF grammars. Indexed grammars are a generalization
of CF grammars and recognize a proper subset of CS languages. We formally
define the structure of indexed grammars in Section 5.1 and their recognized
languages which form the family of indexed languages. We then characterize
in Section 5.2 indexed languages with a fixpoint of an equation system over
“indexed states” (a vector of suitable languages). The equation system is con-
structed in the form of π-functions consisting of a substitution function and a
regular language. Building on the equational fixpoint characterization, in Sec-
tion 5.3 we present three abstractions of indexed grammars. These come in the
form of closure operators over the fixpoint’s underlying indexed states: stack
elimination (Section 5.3.1), stack bounding by k-limiting (Section 5.3.2), and
stack-copy limiting (Section 5.3.3). Overall the three abstractions are proven
sound and are characterized by approximate fixpoints. Finally, in Section 5.4 we
show that the indexed languages not expressible through a CF grammar, corre-
spond to witnesses of the incompleteness of stack elimination abstraction, thus
providing a new point of view of the (in)completeness class for the grammars
abstractions. This chapter is mainly based on [11].
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5.1 Indexed Languages
Indexed grammars were introduced by Aho in the late 1960s to model a nat-
ural subclass of context-sensitive languages, more expressive than context-free
grammars with interesting closure properties [2]. In the following, we use the
definition of indexed grammar provided in [1].
Definition 5.1. An Indexed Grammar is a 5-tuple G≜ (N,T, I, P, S) such that:
(1) N , T and I are three mutually disjoint finite sets of symbols: the set N
of non-terminals, the set T of terminals and the set I of indices, where ϵ
is a designated symbol for the empty sequence;
(2) S ∈ N is a distinguished symbol in N , namely the start symbol;
(3) P is a finite set of productions, each having the form of one of the follow-
ing:
(a) A→ α (Stack copy)
(b) A→ Bf (Push)
(c) Af → β (Pop)
where A,B ∈ N are non-terminal symbols, f ∈ I is an index symbol and
α, β ∈ (N ∪ T )∗.
Observe the similarity to context-free grammars which are only defined by pro-
duction rules of type (3a). The above definition is a finite representation of rules
that rewrite pairs of non-terminal and sequences of index symbols that we call
stacks. A key feature of indexed grammars is that their productions in P expand
non-terminal/stack pairs of the form (A, σ), where A ∈ N and σ ∈ I∗. So each
non-terminal symbol A ∈ N together with its stack σ ∈ I∗, can be viewed as a
pair (A, σ) and the start symbol S is shorthand for the pair (S, ϵ). Therefore,
with a slight abuse of notation, in the rest of this chapter we use α, β, γ to denote
strings of terminal symbols and non-terminals symbols with its stack, namely,
α, β, γ ∈ ((N × I∗) ∪ T )∗. A string β ∈ ((N × I∗) ∪ T )∗ is often referred to as
a sentential form. Given some non-empty stack σ ∈ I+, the top symbol is the
left-most index. The stack is implicit and is copied, to all non-terminals only,
when the production is applied. So, for example, the type (3a) production rule
A → aBC is a shorthand for (A, σ) → a(B, σ)(C, σ) with A,B,C ∈ N , a ∈ T
and σ ∈ I∗. A production rule of the form (3b) implements a push onto the
stack while a production rule of the form (3c) encodes a pop off of the stack.
For example, the production rule A→ Bf applied to (A, σ) expands to (B, fσ)
where fσ is the stack with the index f ∈ I pushed on. Likewise, Af → β can
only be applied to (A, σ) if the top of the stack string σ is f . The result is β such
that any non-terminal B ∈ β is of the form (B, σ′), where σ′ is the stack with








{ww | w ∈ {a, b}∗}






{w ∈ {a, b, c}∗ | #a = #b = #c}
an!
Figure 5.1: Chomsky hierarchy
the top character f popped off. We will use the symbols f, g to denote index
symbols in I, i.e., f, g ∈ I. Push and Pop productions differ from the original
definition given by Aho [2] in which, by Definition 5.1, at most one index symbol
is loaded or unloaded in any production.
The language L(G) recognized by an indexed grammar G is
L(G)≜ {w ∈ T ∗ | (S, ϵ) →∗G w} .
We denote with IL ⊂ ℘(T ∗) the set of indexed languages.
Example 5.2. The language L≜ {anbncn | n ≥ 1} is generated by the indexed
grammar G≜ ({S, T,A,B,C}, {a, b, c}, {f}, P, S), with productions in P :
S → T Af → aA Bϵ → b
T → Tf Aϵ → a Cf → cC
T → ABC Bf → bB Cϵ → c
For example, the word “aabbcc” can be generated by the following derivations:
(S, ϵ) → (T, ϵ)
→ (T, f)
→ (A, f)(B, f)(C, f)
→ a(A, ϵ)(B, f)(C, f)
→ aa(B, f)(C, f)
→∗ aabbcc.
■
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Class Emptiness Membership Equivalence
Regular P (O(n)) P (O(n)) NL-complete
Context-free P (O(n3)) P (O(n3)) Undecidable
Indexed EXP-complete NP-complete Undecidable
Context-sensitive Undecidable PSPACE-complete Undecidable
Table 5.1: Decidability and complexity results of known classes of formal lan-
guages
Indexed languages are recognized by nested stack automata [3]. A nested stack
automaton is a finite automaton that can make use of a stack containing data
which can be additional stacks. Like a stack automaton, a nested stack automa-
ton may step up or down in the stack, and read the current symbol; in addition,
it may at any place create a new stack, operate on that one, eventually destroy
it, and continue operating on the old stack. In this way, stacks can be nested
recursively to an arbitrary depth; however, the automaton always operates on
the innermost stack only. For more details on nested stack automata see [3].
As argued above, the class of indexed languages properly includes the one of
CF languages, while being properly included in the one of CS languages. Fig-
ure 5.1 represents these different classes and highlights some of the languages
that characterize the different classes [64]. Table 5.1 reports some decidability
and computational complexity properties of indexed languages and of some of
the most known formal languages in the Chomsky hierarchy, where P denotes
the polynomial time complexity class. As expected, the decidability results of
indexed languages lay in between the ones of CS and CF languages.
Another characterization of indexed languages was given by Maslov [58] as
the set of strings accepted by order-2 pushdown automata which are part of the
higher-order pushdown automata or, equivalently, by higher-order grammars,
i.e., extension of context-free grammars where non-terminals are functions tak-
ing parameters as inputs. Higher-order grammars, such as indexed grammars,
are natural models used for analysis and verification of higher-order programs,
e.g., functional [52,53,63] and logic [6] programs. We can also mention their use
in natural language analysis [41].
5.2 Fixpoint Characterization of Indexed Languages
In order to study the existence of abstraction functions between context-
sensitive, indexed and context-free languages, we need to provide a fixpoint
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characterization of indexed languages. The fixpoint characterizations of CF lan-
guages, well known as the ALGOL-like theorem, and CS languages are already
constructed and proved in [47,50].
The fixpoint characterization that we present is mainly derived from the
one of CS languages [50]. Essentially it consists of two elements: a substitution
function that simulates a context-free rule for the pair non-terminal/stack (pro-
ductions of type (3a) and (3b)) and a regular expression to verify the context of
the stack in case of a pop production (3c). Before showing the theorem, let us
give some notations and definitions. We denote with X ≜ (X1, . . . , Xn) a tuple
X of n ∈ N>0 elements. Let V be the set of variables of an indexed grammar:
an element of V is either a pair of non-terminal/stack or a terminal symbol,
namely, V ≜ (N × I∗) ∪ T . Therefore, if β is a sentential form of an indexed
grammar, then β ∈ V ∗.
Definition 5.3 (Indexed state). An indexed state is a n-tuple X ≜ (X1, . . . , Xn)
of sets of sentential forms Xi ∈ ℘(V ∗) with i ∈ [1, n].
Thus, the set of possible n-tuples of indexed states is ℘(V ∗)× · · · × ℘(V ∗)⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
n
.
Definition 5.4 (Substitution function). A substitution function h is a map
of sets of sentential forms: h : ℘(V ∗) → ℘(V ∗).
Functions h will be defined in the proof of Theorem 5.7 and will be used to
simulate an application of a CF-like production.
Regular sets over V are denoted by regular expressions R ∈ ℘(V ∗) and will
be used to verify the top character of the stack for pop productions.
Definition 5.5 (π-function). Given a substitution function h and a regular
set R, we define a pair π ≜ (h,R) called a π-function. A π-function is a map









X ≜X1 ∪ X2 ∪ · · · ∪ Xn is the set corresponding to the union of all
components of the indexed state X.
Definition 5.6 (Vector of π-functions). We denote with the bold symbol
π : ℘(V ∗)× · · · × ℘(V ∗)⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
n
→ ℘(V ∗)× · · · × ℘(V ∗)⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
n
a vector function of π-functions π ≜ (π1, . . . , πn) such that
π(X)≜ (π1(X), . . . , πn(X)).
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As we will see in the proof of Theorem 5.7, a π-function allows us to simulate an
application of an indexed production, while a vector of π-functions π collects all
the π-functions associated to each production in P plus two more π-functions
to handle terminal words and sentential forms.
We can now prove the following:
Theorem 5.7. Let G be an indexed grammar with m productions in P . Then





where XG has n≜m+ 2 components and
X0G ≜ ({(S, ϵ)},∅, . . . ,∅)⏞ ⏟⏟ ⏞
n
is the initial indexed state, while the vector function of π-functions induced by
G is
πG ≜ (πG,1, . . . , πG,n).
Proof. The proof considers an indexed grammar G≜ (N,T, I, P, S) with m pro-
ductions in P . Let [ τ ]i ∈ P be an enumeration of all productions in P with i ∈
[1,m], where τ ∈ P could be in one of the three forms of Definition 5.1. We build
a system of equations having the form (5.1) where each indexed state XG has
n≜m+ 2 components: one for each production in P , namely, XG,1, . . . , XG,m,
and two additional components XG,0 and XG,t, where t is a variable symbol
denoting the “terminals” set and it is always at position m + 1 of XG. So the
components of each indexed state are XG ≜ (XG,0, XG,1, . . . , XG,m, XG,t). The
least fixpoint computation of the so obtained system of equations is calculated by
the iterative application of the vector function πG ≜ (πG,0, πG,1, . . . , πG,m, πG,t)
associated to the grammar G. The sets from XG,1 to XG,m are associated to
the m productions in P while XG,t contains only terminal symbols and XG,0
initialize a sentential form. In particular, given the initial indexed state X0G, the
language is iteratively built in the last element XG,t of XG such that at fixpoint
XfixG,t = L(G). From now on, the subscript G is dropped whenever it is clearly
understood.
We introduce a barred version of the set of non-terminals N : N̄ ≜ {Ā | A ∈
N} where Ā is the corresponding “marked” non-terminal to A. We also extend
the set of variables V in order to contain marked non-terminals: V ≜ (N ∪
N̄ , I∗) ∪ T . Marked non-terminals are the only symbols which can be rewritten
by an indexed production.
By the previous reasoning, we know that each indexed grammar G induces a
vector of π-functions πG ≜ (π0, π1, . . . , πm, πt). For i ∈ [1,m], we associate the
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πi-function πi ≜ (hi, Ri) with the i-th production in the enumeration of P . For
all α, β ∈ V ∗ and σ ∈ I∗, each substitution function h : ℘(V ∗) → ℘(V ∗) is
defined inductively as follows:
hi(∅)≜∅
hi({ϵ})≜ {ϵ}
hi({a})≜ {a} if a ∈ T
hi({(Ā, σ)})≜
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
{α} if (Ā, σ) ∈ V and [A→ α ]i ∈ P (Stack copy rule)
{(B, fσ)} if (Ā, σ) ∈ V and [A→ Bf ]i ∈ P (Push rule)
{β} if (Ā, σ) ∈ V and [Af → β ]i ∈ P (Pop rule)
{(Ā, σ)} otherwise




hi({α}) if Q ∈ ℘(V ∗) and Q ̸= ∅.
Intuitively, the substitution function hi will apply the i-th production to the
marked non-terminal corresponding to the non-terminal of the associated pro-
duction, without checking the stack symbols, i.e., in a context-free way. The
other non-terminals remain untouched.




V ∗(Ā, fσ)V ∗ if [Af → β ]i ∈ P (Pop rule)
V ∗ otherwise.
Intuitively, if the i-th indexed production Af → β associated to Ri is of type
(3c), then only the sentential forms containing the signed non-terminal Ā and
having f as the top symbol of its stack, will be selected from intersection.
Now, for i ∈ [1,m], an application of πi ≜ (hi, Ri) to an indexed state corre-
sponds to an application of the i-th indexed production.
We define the π-function π0: its role is to mark the leftmost non-terminal
of each sentential form. This marked non-terminal is the one used in the next
iteration. Formally, π0 ≜ (h0, R0) is inductively defined as follows , where here
α ∈ V +:





Y h0({α}) if Y ∈ T
(Ā, σ) unmark({α}) if Y = (A, σ) and A ∈ N




h0({α}), if Q ∈ ℘(V ∗) and Q ̸= ∅.
and function unmark : ℘(V ∗) → ℘(V ∗) differs from h0 in:
unmark({Y α})≜
®
(A, σ) unmark({α}) if Y = (Ā, σ) and Ā ∈ N̄
Y unmark({α}) otherwise.
Intuitively, function h0 marks the leftmost unmarked non-terminal while it un-
marks every previously marked ones. The regular expression associated to h0 is
R0 ≜ V ∗.
We define the π-function πt to be applied to the last element of the state X
that collects in Xt all the terminal words. Formally, πt ≜ (ht, Rt) where ht is the
identity function, namely, ht ≜ id , and Rt ≜ T ∗.
This leads us to the following system of equations, where i ∈ [0,m] and j ≥ 1:⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩





Let (S, ϵ) →n w , with w ∈ T ∗ and n ≥ 1, be a derivation of G after n steps.
We can construct a sequence of π-functions starting from the initial indexed
state X0 that exactly simulate the derivations in G such that the word w ∈
X2n+1G,t . Indeed, an application of the i-th production in P is exactly simulated
by an application of two π-functions: πG,0 to mark the non-terminal used in
the production and πG,i to apply the i-th index production. After 2n steps, an
application of the π-function πG,t at step 2n+ 1 yields w ∈ X2n+1G,t . Conversely,
it is straightforward to show by induction on n that, for all w ∈ T ∗, if w ∈ XnG,t,
with n ≥ 1, then there exists a derivation in G yielding w after (n− 1)/2 steps,
namely (S, ϵ) →(n−1)/2 w.
In order to prove that L(G) corresponds to the last component of the
least solution of the equation XG = πG(XG), it is sufficient to observe that
each π-function is monotone because of
⋃︁
X and, furthermore, if X1,X2, . . .
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⋃︁∞
i=1(πG(X
i). This means that the Kleene iterates X0, πG(X
0), πG(πG(X
0)),
. . . , starting fromX0 ≜ ({(S, ϵ)},∅, . . . ,∅), lead to the least fixpointXfix whose
corresponding last component is L(G).
⊓⊔
In the following, we denote the least solution of the system of equations X =
πG(X) with either lfp(πG) or X
fix.
Example 5.8. Consider the indexed language L≜ {anbncn | n ≥ 1} and the in-
dexed grammar G≜ ({S, T,A,B,C}, {a, b, c}, {f}, P, S) generating it presented
in Example 5.2. Let the productions in P be enumerated as follows:
[S → T ]1 [Af → aA ]4 [Bϵ → b ]7
[T → Tf ]2 [Aϵ → a ]5 [Cf → cC ]8
[T → ABC ]3 [Bf → bB ]6 [Cϵ → c ]9
We denote a substitution as a list of replacements, e.g., {(S̄, σ) → (T, σ)} denotes
the substitution h1 defined by h1({(S̄, σ)})≜ {(T, σ)} and identity otherwise.
Following the proof of Theorem 5.7, the fixpoint characterization of the indexed
grammar of Example 5.2 is:




Xj+11 = π1(h1, R1) = {(S̄, σ) → (T, σ)}(V ∗ ∩
⋃︁
Xj)
Xj+12 = π2(h2, R2) = {(T̄ , σ) → (T, fσ)}(V ∗ ∩
⋃︁
Xj)
Xj+13 = π3(h3, R3) = {(T̄ , σ) → (A, σ)(B, σ)(C, σ)}(V ∗ ∩
⋃︁
Xj)
Xj+14 = π4(h4, R4) = {(Ā, fσ) → a(A, σ)}(V ∗(Ā, fσ)V ∗ ∩
⋃︁
Xj)
Xj+15 = π5(h5, R5) = {(Ā, ϵ) → a}(V ∗(Ā, ϵ)V ∗ ∩
⋃︁
Xj)
Xj+16 = π6(h6, R6) = {(B̄, fσ) → b(B, σ)}(V ∗(B̄, fσ)V ∗ ∩
⋃︁
Xj)
Xj+17 = π7(h7, R7) = {(B̄, ϵ) → b}(V ∗(B̄, ϵ)V ∗ ∩
⋃︁
Xj)
Xj+18 = π8(h8, R8) = {(C̄, fσ) → c(C, σ)}(V ∗(C̄, fσ)V ∗ ∩
⋃︁
Xj)
Xj+19 = π9(h9, R9) = {(C̄, ϵ) → c}(V ∗(C̄, ϵ)V ∗ ∩
⋃︁
Xj)




where σ ∈ I∗, X0 = ({(S, ϵ)},∅,∅,∅,∅,∅,∅,∅,∅,∅,∅) and the union of all




{Xjy | y ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, t}}. We
have Xfixt = L(G) = {anbncn | n ≥ 1}. For example, the word “aabbcc” can be
generated in Xt after 19 steps by the following derivations:
aabbcc ∈ πtπ9π0π8π0π7π0π6π0π5π0π4π0π3π0π2π0π1π0(X0).
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Note that each π-function associated to a production i ∈ [1, 9] is always preceded
by the marking function π0, while the final application of πt extracts the final
terminal word generated by the previous substitution functions. ■
5.3 Abstract Indexed Grammars
In this section, we want to investigate if the relation that exists between regular,
CF, indexed and CS languages can be expressed as Galois insertions, namely, if
less expressive languages can be seen as abstractions of more expressive ones.
Given a finite set of alphabet symbols Σ, we consider the complete lattice of
all possible languages on Σ, namely:
⟨℘(Σ∗),⊆,∪,∩, Σ∗,∅⟩.
Suppose that we want to model the relation between Indexed and CF languages
as a GI. This means that we want to abstract an indexed language into the
best (w.r.t. set inclusion) CF language that includes it. However, this is not
possible since CF languages are not closed under intersection, and, therefore,
the abstract domain of CF languages ⟨CF ,⊆⟩ is not a Moore family. The same
holds when analyzing the relation between CS and indexed languages, and the
one between CF and regular languages: the families of indexed languages and
of regular languages do not form a Moore family of ⟨℘(Σ∗),⊆⟩, as shown in the
following three examples.
Example 5.9. Consider the following family of languages:
∀i ≥ 0. Li ≜ {aibi}.
Each set Li is a regular language since its complement language Li = {aibi} is
a finite set and regular languages are closed under complement operation. This





Li = {anbn | n ≥ 0}.
The language L is CF, L ∈ CF , since it can be created from the union of several
simpler languages:
L≜ {aibj | i > j} ∪ {aibj | i < j} ∪ (a ∪ b)∗b(a ∪ b)∗a(a ∪ b)∗
that is, all strings of “a” followed by “b” in which the number of “a” and “b”
differ, joined with all strings not of the form aibj . The language {aibj | i > j} ∈
CF and a CF grammar generating is the following:
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S → aSb | aS | a.
Similarly {aibj | i < j} ∈ CF , while (a ∪ b)∗b(a ∪ b)∗a(a ∪ b)∗ ∈ REG since it is
a regular expression. Note that we have obtained a strict CF language from an
(infinite) intersection of regular languages, i.e., L ∈ CF ∖REG. ■
Example 5.10. Consider the following two CF languages and their corresponding
CF grammars:
L1 ≜ {anbncm | n,m ≥ 0} L2 ≜ {anbmcm | n,m ≥ 0}
S → AC S → AB
A→ aAb | ϵ A→ aA | ϵ
C → cC | ϵ B → bBc | ϵ
It is easy to see that their intersection corresponds to the language
L≜ L1 ∩ L2 = {anbncn | n ≥ 0}.
It is well known that L is not CF, indeed it is a classical example for the
Pumping Lemmata of CF languages [48], while, as we have seen in Example 5.2,
L is can be described by an indexed grammar. Therefore, we can conclude that
L ∈ IL∖ CF . ■
Example 5.11. Consider the following indexed languages:
L1 ≜ {w ∈ {a, b, c}∗ | #a = #b}
L2 ≜ {w ∈ {a, b, c}∗ | #b = #c}
where #ameans the number of symbols a in a word w ∈ Σ∗. L1 can be generated
by the following CF grammar:
S → SS S → aSb S → bSa S → c S → ϵ
and similarly for L2, therefore, both L1 and L2 are also indexed languages
because CF ⊂ IL. Consider the language
L≜ L1 ∩ L2 = {w ∈ {a, b, c}∗ | #a = #b = #c}.
L is a contest-sensitive language but not indexed, namely, L ∈ CS ∖ IL. An
example of a CS grammar generating L is:
S → ABC AC → CA CA→ AC C → c
S → ABCS BC → CB CB → BC B → b
AB → BA BA→ AB A→ a
Observe that we have obtained a CS language from an intersection of two in-
dexed languages. ■
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The examples above show that it is not possible to specify GIs between the
domains of languages in the Chomsky hierarchy. However, this does not exclude
the possibility of approximating the fixpoint semantics of indexed grammars by
acting on the productions of the grammars. This corresponds to constraining
the structures of productions or the way the memory (stack) of the productions
of indexed grammars are used, by acting on the indexed states of the equa-
tional characterization associated. We provide abstractions of indexed gram-
mars, namely of the mechanism used to generate the indexed languages, with
the aim of transforming an indexed language into a more abstract (namely a less
expressive) language in Chomsky’s hierarchy, such as CF or REG languages.
Before showing the abstractions, let us formalize our concrete domain and
the concrete transition function on it. We first define the set of possible indexed
states.
Definition 5.12 (Set of possible indexed states). Let G≜ (N,T, I, P, S) be
an indexed grammar, i.e., L(G) ∈ IL , with m productions in P . We define
ΦG ≜ ℘(V
∗)n
as the domain of possible indexed states of G, having n≜m+ 2 components.
This means that, for every indexed state X ∈ ΦG of the indexed grammar G,
we have X ≜ (X1, . . . , Xn). We define a projection function on the elements of
X.
Definition 5.13 (Projection function). Let X ≜ (X1, . . . , Xn) be an indexed
state of G. We define with projGi : ΦG → X the projection function of the i-th
element of X ∈ ΦG, with i ∈ [1, n], such that projGi (X)≜Xi.
Note that, following the fixpoint characterization given in Theorem 5.7, for all
X ∈ ΦG we have X ≜ (X0, X1, . . . , Xm, Xt), therefore projGn (X) = Xt , i.e.,
the set of all terminal words Xt ⊆ T ∗. We will omit the superscript symbol G
on proj whenever is clearly understood.
Definition 5.14 (Concrete domain of indexed states). We define the poset
⟨ΦG,≤Φ⟩ as our concrete domain of indexed states, where the partial order ≤Φ
over ΦG is defined as follows: ∀X,Y ∈ ΦG : X ≤Φ Y ⇔ ∀i ∈ [1, n]. Xi ⊆ Yi.
It is possible to define a function on the concrete domain ⟨ΦG,≤Φ⟩ that itera-
tively computes the language of the indexed grammar G. Thus, we define the
concrete function on ⟨ΦG,≤Φ⟩ called transition relation.
Definition 5.15 (Transition relation). The transition relation between two
indexed states Xi,Xi+1 ∈ ΦG , with i ≥ 0, corresponds to the application of
the vector function induced by the indexed grammar G defined πG : ΦG → ΦG,
namely, Xi+1 = πG(X
i).
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In the following sections, we formalize indexed grammars abstractions as closure
operators on ⟨ΦG,≤Φ⟩. We start in Section 5.3.1 with a simple abstraction, stack
elimination, which eliminates completely the stack of all non-terminals. Then,
with the purpose of refining the abstraction, we present two other abstractions:
stack limitation (Section 5.3.2), which limits the stack capacity, and stack copy
limitation (Section 5.3.3), which limits stack copy productions.
5.3.1 Stack Elimination
This abstraction removes the stack of each non-terminal in a sentential form of
an indexed grammar. Given a sentential form β ∈ V ∗, each pair (A, σ) in β,
with A ∈ N and σ ∈ I∗, is replaced by (A, I∗). The idea of stack elimination
is to abstract away from the stack, namely, to replace the stack with the set
of all possible stacks. In other words, this corresponds to a set of sentential
forms one for each possible stack value. A major consequence of applying stack
elimination is that the three kinds of indexed productions (stack copy, push and
pop) in an indexed grammar are turned into a single context-free production,
i.e., of type (3a) by Definition 5.1. We formalize this notion through an upper
closure operator ρE .
Definition 5.16 (Stack elimination abstraction). We formalize the ab-
stract domain as a closure ρE : ΦG → ΦG on ⟨ΦG,≤Φ⟩, as follows:
ρE(X)≜ (ρE(X1), . . . , ρ
E(Xn))
and, with a slight abuse of notation, ρE(Xi)≜ {ρE(si) | si ∈ Xi} where for
si ≜ λi1 . . . λiw with λij ∈ V we have:
ρE(λi1)ρ
E(λi2 . . . λiw)≜
ß
(A, I∗) if λi1 = (A, σ)
λi1 otherwise.
Intuitively, the stack of all non-terminal symbols is set to I∗. This means that
there is no restrictions on the symbol on the top of the stack when performing
a pop operation, turning push and pop productions to stack copy productions.
Thus, for all i ∈ [1, n], each sentential form in Xi containing at least one pair of
non-terminal/stack symbol(s) is substituted by all the sentential forms covering
all the possible combination of stack symbols, i.e., I∗.
We want to demonstrate that stack elimination is a sound abstraction of
indexed grammars, i.e., by applying stack elimination to any indexed grammar,
we get a new grammar whose generated language is still in IL.
Lemma 5.17. The function ρE : ΦG → ΦG on the poset ⟨ΦG,≤Φ⟩ is an uco.
Moreover, the following holds:
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(i) ρE(lfp(πG)) =Φ lfp(πG) ;
(ii) lfp(πG) ≤Φ lfp(πG ◦ ρE) .
Proof. ρE is trivially increasing (X ≤Φ ρE(X)), monotone (X ≤Φ Y ⇒
ρE(X) ≤Φ ρE(Y )) and idempotent (ρE(ρE(X)) =Φ ρE(X)) because the re-
sulting sentiential forms obtained by eliminating the stack of each non-terminal
of the input sentential form, include the latter. Thus, it is a closure operator
on ⟨ΦG,≤Φ⟩. This proves also (i). To prove (ii) it is sufficient to observe that
by applying ρE on Xj for each iteration j ∈ N, i.e., setting the stack of each
non-terminal to I∗, is equivalent to transforming each rule in the set of pro-
ductions P of the indexed grammar G to a stack copy rule, thus ignoring the
stack. Namely, rules of type (3b) A → Bf turn into A → B while rules of type
(3c) Af → β into A → β. This means that each pair of non-terminal/stack
will have an empty stack ϵ. Let G♯ be this newly CF grammar obtained from
G by stack elimination. The fixpoint characterization presented in Theorem 5.7
works also for CF grammars. Indeed, each CF grammar can be viewed as an
indexed grammar having only rules of type (3a). Let lfp(πG♯) be the fixpoint
characterization of G♯. We have lfp(πG) ≤Φ lfp(πG♯) = lfp(πG ◦ ρE). ⊓⊔
Lemmas 5.17 allows us to prove the soundness of the stack elimination abstrac-
tion by showing that all languages obtained by stack elimination from an indexed
grammar are an over approximation of their original indexed languages.
Theorem 5.18. Let L ∈ IL and G be an indexed grammar such that L(G) = L.
Let L♯ ≜ projn(lfp(πG ◦ρE)) and G♯ be an indexed grammar such that L(G♯) =
L♯. Then L ⊆ L♯.
Proof.
L = L(G) = projn(lfp(πG)) [by Theorem 5.7]
⊆ projn(lfp(πG ◦ ρE)) [by Lemma 5.17]
= L(G♯) = L♯.
⊓⊔
The loss of precision, i.e., the less expressive language w.r.t. subset inclusion,
obtained thorough ρE , is due to the fact that, when eliminating the stack, an
indexed grammar can no longer count or store occurrences of an index symbol,
thus it is reduced to a CF grammar. Moreover, it turns out that if the original
indexed grammar G is such that L(G) ∈ IL but L(G) ̸∈ CF then L(G♯) is a
CF language but not indexed.
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Proposition 5.19. Let G be any indexed grammar such that L(G) ∈ IL ∖
CF . Let G♯ be the indexed grammar obtained from G by the stack elimination
abstraction ρE. Then L(G♯) ̸∈ IL∖ CF .
Proof. The proof is straightforward by observing that L(G) ∈ IL∖CF implies
that G uses at least one stack memory of a non-terminal in order to generate
the terminal symbols, i.e., G has at least one production rule of type (3b) and
one of type (3c), otherwise it is a CF grammar. Then, clearly by applying ρE ,
all the productions in G turns into productions rules of type (3a). Therefore,
the obtained grammar G♯ is CF and its generated language L(G♯) is CF. ⊓⊔
Example 5.20. We have seen in Example 5.2 that the language L≜ {anbncn |
n ≥ 1} is an indexed language but not CF, namely, L ∈ IL ∖ CF . If we apply
stack elimination abstraction on the induced vector function πG at fixpoint we
obtain a new language projn(lfp(πG ◦ ρE)) which can be generated by a new
grammar G♯ with the following productions:
S → T A→ aA B → b
T → T A→ a C → cC
T → ABC B → bB C → c
Note that this grammar corresponds exactly to the indexed grammar in Exam-
ple 5.2 by “manually” removing the stack from the productions. It is easy to
note that the language generated from G♯ is
L(G♯) = projn(lfp(πG ◦ ρE)) = {a∗b∗c∗}
which is a regular expression, thus, a regular language, L(G♯) ∈ REG which
means also that L(G♯) ∈ CF . Moreover, since {anbncn | n ≥ 1} ⊂ {a∗b∗c∗}, we
have L(G) ⊂ L(G♯). ■
Although some examples may be deceiving, in general it is not true that all
indexed languages become regular by stack elimination. Indeed, indexed gram-
mars could contain context-free characteristic rules that do not affect stacks
hence, after stack elimination, still remain strict CF, turning the language to a
CF language and not regular. The following is an example of such an indexed
grammar.
Example 5.21. The language L≜ {anbncn | n ≥ 1} can be also generated by a
new indexed grammar Ĝ having the following productions in P̂ :
S → aSfc Tf → Tb
S → T Tϵ → ϵ
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If we apply stack elimination on πĜ , at fixpoint we obtain the language
L♯ ≜ projn(lfp(πĜ ◦ ρ
E)) = {anb∗cn | n ≥ 1}
and, clearly, L ⊂ L♯, L♯ ∈ CF but L♯ ̸∈ REG. Note that, in this case, the
stack elimination abstraction acts on the stack of b’s symbol only, since a’s and
c’s symbols are handled by CF-like production in S → aSfc. This explains the
transition from bn to b∗ and not the same for an and cn. ■
It is indeed obvious to observe that stack elimination produces precisely the
class of CF languages.
Proposition 5.22. Given any language L♯ ∈ CF and a CF grammar G♯ gen-
erating it, there exists an indexed grammar G such that:
lfp(πG♯) =Φ lfp(πG ◦ ρE) =Φ lfp(πG).
Proof. Let G♯ ≜ (N,T, P, S ∈ N). Then, define G≜ (N,T, P,∅, S). Because G
does not use stacks, ρE corresponds to the identity function on it. Then, clearly
we have lfp(πG♯) =Φ lfp(πG ◦ ρE) =Φ lfp(πG). ⊓⊔
One possible application of stack elimination abstraction concerns the prob-
lem of checking whether two given indexed languages L1 ∈ IL and L2 ∈ IL are
disjoint, i.e., L1 ∩ L2
?
= ∅. This is a fundamental language theoretical prob-
lem derived from the more common problem of CF disjointess. It is of interest
in many practical tasks that call for some kind of automated reasoning about
programs. This can be because program behavior is modeled using indexed or
CF languages, as in software verification approaches that try to capture a pro-
gram’s control flow as a (nested pushdown-system) path language. The problem
of indexed and CF disjointness is in general undecidable [49]. However, if we
can compute a regular abstraction L♯1 ∈ REG of L1 (resp. L
♯
2 ∈ REG of L2)




1 ∩ L2 = ∅ (resp. L1 ∩ L
♯
2 = ∅),
then the answer is true, they are disjoint. Indeed, the language representing the
intersection between an indexed (resp. CF) language and a regular language, is
indexed (resp. CF), and the emptiness problem in IL (resp. CF ) is decidable.
Example 5.23. Consider the following two languages L1 ≜ {anbncn | n ≥ 1} and
L2 ≜ {(ac)n(ba)n | n ≥ 1}. We want to check whether L1 ∩ L2
?
= ∅. Clearly
L1 ∈ IL∖CF and L2 ∈ CF ∖REG. This means that the problem is in general
undecidable. However, given the indexed grammar G1 of Example 5.2 generating
L1, we can apply the stack elimination abstraction ρ
E on its fixpoint character-
ization in order to get an over approximation of it. Indeed, we know that
L♯1 ≜ projn(lfp(πG1 ◦ ρ
E)) = {a∗b∗c∗}
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= ∅ is decidable since L♯1 is a regular
language and the answer is true. Hence, we can conclude that L1 and L2 are
disjoint, i.e., L1 ∩ L2 = ∅. ■
5.3.2 Stack Limitation
The idea of stack limitation abstraction is to limit the number of symbols on the
stack of each non-terminal by a constant k ≥ 0. This means that each stack can
contain at most k symbols and all others k + 1 symbols pushed on to the stack
will be discarded. We want to formalize this new abstraction and checking if it
is a sound abstraction of indexed grammars.
Definition 5.24 (Stack limitation abstraction). We formalize the abstract
domain as an upper closure operator ρLk , with k ≥ 0, on the concrete domain
⟨ΦG,≤Φ⟩. We define ρLk : ΦG → ΦG as follows:
ρLk (X)≜ (ρ
L
k (X1), . . . , ρ
L
k (Xn))
and, with a slight abuse of notation, ρLk (Xi)≜ {ρLk (si) | si ∈ Xi} where for
si ≜ λi1 . . . λiw with λij ∈ V we have:
ρLk (λi1)ρ
L
k (λi2 . . . λiw)≜
ß
(A, σ̂) if λi1 ≜ (A, σ) and |σ| > k
λi1 otherwise
where |σ| = z ∈ N if σ = qz . . . qk+1qk . . . q1 (the empty stack has zero cardinality,
i.e., |ϵ| = 0) with σ ∈ I∗, and for 1 ≤ i ≤ z, qi ∈ I, qz top symbol and
σ̂ = qk . . . q1.
Intuitively, by function ρLk , the stack of each non-terminal is limited to k symbols
and each additional push of others symbols will be discarded. Observe that this
technique corresponds to limiting push productions only.
Lemma 5.25. The function ρLk on the poset ⟨ΦG,≤Φ⟩ is an uco. Moreover, we
have ρLk (lfp(πG)) =Φ lfp(πG).
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 5.17. ⊓⊔
In the following theorem we prove that stack limitation, as defined by the uco
ρLk , is not a sound abstraction, namely, at fixpoint, the language generated is
not always an over approximation of the original concrete language.
Theorem 5.26. lfp(πG) ̸≤Φ lfp(πG ◦ ρLk ).
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Proof. The proof is made by providing a counterexample. Consider the language
L≜ {anbncn | n ≥ 1} in Example 5.2. It has only one push production: T → Tf .
Therefore, after stack limitation, each stack can contain at most k index symbols
of f . This corresponds to the following family of languages:
∀k ≥ 0. Lk ≜ {anbncn | 1 ≤ n ≤ k + 1}.
For all k ≥ 0, the language Lk is a regular language since each family contains
a finite number of words: for k = 0 then {abc}, k = 1 then {abc, aabbcc}, . . . .
Moreover, each Lk is not an over approximation of the original language since
L ̸⊆ Lk, this leads to lfp(πG) ̸≤Φ lfp(πG ◦ ρLk ). ⊓⊔
Observe that the infinite intersection of all family of languages Lk obtained by
stack limitation from a language L, corresponds to L0, namely
⋂︁∞
k=0 Lk = L0,
while the infinite union of all Lk is a superset of the original language L, namely
L ⊆
⋃︁∞
k=0 Lk. At first glance, the family of languages generated from a language
non-stack-limited is regular, as the previous example showed but, in general,
this is not always true: the next example shows a counterexample, similar to
Example 5.21:
Example 5.27. The language L≜ {anbncn | n ≥ 1} could be generated also by
the following indexed grammar:
S → aSfc Tf → Tb
S → T Tϵ → ϵ
If we apply stack limitation we get the following family of languages:
∀k ≥ 1. Lk ≜ {anbmcn | n ≥ 1 ∧ m ≤ k}
Note that for all k ≥ 1, Lk ∈ CF while for k = 0, L0 ≜ {ϵ} and the empty word
ϵ is not accepted by L. ■
We can force the soundness of the stack limitation abstraction by modifying
the uco ρLk as follows, obtaining the new uco ρ
LE
k .
Definition 5.28 (Sound stack limitation abstraction). We define ρLEk :
ΦG → ΦG as follows:
ρLEk (X)≜ · · · = ρLEk (λij) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
(A, I∗) if λi1 = (A, σ) and k = 0
(A, σ̂I∗) if λi1 = (A, σ) and 0 < k < |σ|
λi1 otherwise
where if |σ| = z ∈ N then σ = q1 . . . qkqk+1 . . . qz where q1 top symbol and
σ̂ = q1 . . . qk.
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Intuitively, ρLEk keeps the first k symbols on the top of the stack of each non-
terminal and it removes the remaining symbols after the k-index. This means
that, after popping out of the stack the first k symbols, we obtain the same result
of the stack elimination abstraction. This abstraction is a refinement of the stack
elimination abstraction since, in the worst case (k = 0), it produces exactly the
same language as ρE , namely ρLE0 = ρ
E . We now prove the soundness of this
new abstraction.
Lemma 5.29. lfp(πG) ≤Φ lfp(πG ◦ ρLEk ).
Proof. The proof is a straightforward consequence of the proof of Lemma 5.17.
⊓⊔
Theorem 5.30. Let L ∈ IL and G be an indexed grammar such that L(G) = L.
Let L♯ ≜ projn(lfp(πG◦ρLEk )) and G♯ be an indexed grammar such that L(G♯) =
L♯. Then L ⊆ L♯.
Proof. Immediate by Lemma 5.29. ⊓⊔
Example 5.31. Consider the indexed language L≜ {anbncn | n ≥ 1} and the
indexed grammar generating it presented in Example 5.2. If we apply the sound
stack limitation abstraction for some k > 0 on the induced vector function πG,
we obtain the following language:
projn(lfp(πG ◦ ρLEk )) = {aka∗bkb∗ckc∗}
which is clearly a regular language since k is fixed. However, this new language
is slightly better, in terms of language inclusion, than the language obtained in
Example 5.20, indeed:
projn(lfp(πG ◦ ρLEk )) = {aka∗bkb∗ckc∗} ⊂ {a∗b∗c∗} = projn(lfp(πG ◦ ρE)).
■
5.3.3 Stack Copy Limitation
Stack copy limitation limits the copy of the stack, from the right-side of a pro-
duction, to a finite number of non-terminals symbols in a given set H ⊆ N
where N is the set of all non-terminal symbols of G. The contents of the other
stacks are set to I∗ meaning that you can do push and pop operations with no
limits, similarly to ρE . For example, if H = {A} then a production T → ABC
corresponds to the derivation (T, σ) → (A, σ)(B, I∗)(C, I∗). Note that only the
stack of A ∈ H has been copied, while for B,C ̸∈ H the stack has been re-
moved. As done in the previous sections, we define a new uco ρCH for the stack
copy abstraction.
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Definition 5.32 (Stack copy limitation abstraction). Given an indexed
grammar G = (N,T, I, P, S), we formalize the abstract domain as an upper
closure operator ρCH on the concrete domain ⟨ΦG,≤Φ⟩ with H ⊆ N . We define
ρCH : ΦG → ΦG as:
ρCH(X)≜ (ρ
C
H(X1), . . . , ρ
C
H(Xn))
and, with a slight abuse of notation, ρCH(Xi)≜ {ρCH(si) | si ∈ Xi} where for
si ≜ λi1 . . . λiw with λij ∈ V we have:
ρCH(λi1)ρ
C
H(λi2 . . . λiw)≜
ß
(A, I∗) if λi1 = (A, σ) and A ̸∈ H
λi1 otherwise.
Intuitively, the function ρCH eliminates the stack of only a restricted set of non-
terminals, namely those not in the set H, while for all non-terminals in H
the stack will be copied and so all the indices symbols on it still remain. The
following proposition is a straightforward consequence of Definition 5.32 of ρCH .
Proposition 5.33. For every indexed grammar G = (N,T, I, P, S) and H ⊆ N ,
if H = N then ρCH = id , while if H = ∅ then ρCH = ρE.
By allowing no stack copy limitation, which means H = N , then the abstraction
has no effect, while by rejecting all the stack copy, which means H = ∅, then
we obtain stack elimination.
We show that ρCH is a sound abstraction of indexed grammars.
Lemma 5.34. Given H ⊆ N , the function ρCH : ΦG → ΦG on the poset ⟨ΦG,≤Φ⟩
is an uco. Moreover, the following holds:
(i) ρCH(lfp(πG)) =Φ lfp(πG) ;
(ii) lfp(πG) ≤Φ lfp(πG ◦ ρCH) .
Proof. Follows trivially by the definition of ρCH . ⊓⊔
Theorem 5.35. Let L ∈ IL and G be an indexed grammar such that L(G) = L.
Let L♯ = projn(lfp(πG◦ρCH)) and G♯ be an indexed grammar such that L(G♯) =
L♯. Then L ⊆ L♯.
As expected, the quality of this abstraction, in terms of subset inclusion between
languages, may be better than stack elimination and stack limitation, depending
on which non-terminals form the set H ⊆ N , as shown in the following example.
Example 5.36. Consider the language L≜ {anbncn | n ≥ 1} and let H ≜ {A}.
Then, we obtain:
L♯1 ≜ projn(lfp(πG ◦ ρ
C
H)) = {anb∗c∗ | n ≥ 1}.














Figure 5.2: Three sound abstractions of indexed grammars presented in Sec-
tion 5.3 and applied to the indexed language {anbncn | n ≥ 1}
Observe that L♯1 ∈ REG and L ⊂ L
♯
1, indeed, if H contains one of the three
non-terminals then stack copy limitation is equivalent eliminate the stack of all
non-terminals inH. However, if we setH ≜ {A,B}, then by stack copy limitation
we obtain
L♯2 ≜ projn(lfp(πG ◦ ρ
C
H)) = {anbnc∗ | n ≥ 1}.




2 ∈ CF and L
♯
2 ̸∈ REG. ■
We conclude by showing in Figure 5.2 the three sound abstractions presented
in this section applied to the indexed language {anbncn | n ≥ 1}.
5.4 (In)Completeness of Abstractions of Indexed
Grammars
The importance of completeness in static program analysis is evident: a pro-
gram complete for a store abstraction means that no imprecision will arise in
the output of the static analysis using that specific store abstraction. Conversely,
incompleteness represents an, although correct, imperfect analysis in terms of
precision. In this section, we study the counterpart consequences of incomplete-
ness in language abstractions. We provide a first step into this direction, by con-
structing the separation class of languages between indexed and CF languages
using incompleteness of the stack elimination abstraction ρE . In particular, we
have seen in Section 5.3.1 that the class of all CF languages CF corresponds to
the stack elimination abstraction ρE over indexed languages IL, namely, stack
elimination abstraction over the fixpoint characterization of indexed grammars
generating the indexed languages in IL. We want to define the separation result
between IL and CF as the set of all indexed languages such that, for every
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indexed grammar describing them, its fixpoint stack elimination abstraction is
incomplete.
Let IG be the set of all possible indexed grammars, such that, for all G =
(N,T, I, P, S) ∈ IG , L(G) ∈ IL. We start with the definition of completeness of
an abstraction of indexed grammars.
Definition 5.37 (Completeness of an indexed grammar). An indexed
grammar G ∈ IG is complete for an abstraction of indexed states ρ ∈ uco(ΦG)
when
ρ(lfp(πG)) =Φ lfp(πG ◦ ρ).
The collection of all indexed grammars complete for a given abstraction ρ forms
the completeness class C : uco(ΦG) → ℘(IG).
Definition 5.38 (The class of complete indexed grammars). Given an
abstraction of indexed grammars ρ ∈ uco(ΦG), its completeness class C(ρ) ⊆ IG
is defined as:
C(ρ)≜ {G ∈ IG | ρ(lfp(πG)) =Φ lfp(πG ◦ ρ)}.
Let us recall that for all L ∈ CF there exists an (countable) infinite number
of possible indexed grammar G ∈ IG generating it. Moreover, G could either
use stacks, i.e., all the three rules in Definition 5.1, to generate terminal sym-
bols, or only production rules of type (3a). This means that abstractions of
indexed grammars could have different outputs depending on G and, therefore,
completeness is strictly related to the structure of G, as shown in the following
example.
Example 5.39. Consider the language L≜ {anbn | n ≥ 1}. Clearly L ∈ CF
since it can be generated by the following CF grammar G1 ≜ ({S}, {a, b}, P1, S)
having the following two productions in P1:
S → aSb
S → ϵ.
Note that G1 can be considered as an indexed grammar with no indexed sym-
bols, i.e., G1 ≜ ({S}, {a, b},∅, P1, S) thus maintaining the stack of S empty. Let
G2 ≜ ({S,A,B}, {a, b}, {f}, P2, S) be an indexed grammar where P2 contains
the following productions:
S → Sf S → AB
Af → aA Aϵ → a
Bf → bB Bϵ → b
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G2 is another grammar generating L, indeed L(G2) = L(G1) = {anbn | n ≥ 1}.
However, the stack elimination abstraction ρE on the fixpoint characterizations
of G1 and G2 gives different results:
projn(lfp(πG1 ◦ ρE)) = {anbn | n ≥ 1}
projn(lfp(πG2 ◦ ρE)) = {a∗b∗}.
Note that ρE is complete for G1 because
{anbn | n ≥ 1} = projn(lfp(πG1 ◦ ρE))
= projn(ρ
E(lfp(πG1)))
= projn(lfp(πG1)) [by Lemma 5.17]
= {anbn | n ≥ 1}
while it is incomplete for G2:
{anbn | n ≥ 1} = projn(lfp(πG2)) ⊂ projn(lfp(πG2 ◦ ρE)) = {a∗b∗}.
Therefore, we can conclude that G1 ∈ C(ρE) and G2 ̸∈ C(ρE). Intuitively, this
incompleteness originates from the use of a stack memory in G2 in order to
generate terminal symbols, although the language is in CF . Conversely, G1 uses
only rules of type (3a), therefore, in this case, stack elimination abstraction is
useless because it corresponds to the identity function. ■
The strong influence of the structure of an indexed grammar G on the com-
pleteness of the abstraction ρ, remarks the intensional aspects of G, i.e., the
way the productions in G compute the language, namely, its semantics. This
means that the calculational way of any indexed grammar is concerned with
intensional properties not just because semantically equivalent grammars (i.e.,
generating the same language) may exhibit different properties, but also be-
cause semantically different grammars may appear identical when abstracted.
This phenomenon is very common in program analysis where the way a program
is written plays a central role for the completeness of an abstraction of stores,
as are the productions in an indexed grammar.
Example 5.40. Let Σ ≜ {a, b}. Consider the following two languages
L1 ≜ {ww | w ∈ Σ∗}
L2 ≜ {www | w ∈ Σ∗}.
Intuitively, L1 contains all words w ∈ Σ∗ repeated two times, while repeated
three times in L2. Both L1 and L2 are indexed languages, L1, L2 ∈ IL. Indeed,
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a possible indexed grammar generating L1 is G1 ≜ ({S, T}, {a, b}, {f, g}, P1, S)
having the following productions in P1:
S → Sg Tf → aT
S → Sf Tg → bT
S → TT Tϵ → ϵ
while G2 ≜ ({S, T}, {a, b}, {f, g}, P2, S) is a possible indexed grammar for L2
with the following productions in P2:
S → Sg Tf → aT
S → Sf Tg → bT
S → TTT Tϵ → ϵ
The stack elimination abstraction on the fixpoint characterization of G1 and G2
gives the following result:
projn(lfp(πG1 ◦ ρE)) = projn(lfp(πG2 ◦ ρE)) = Σ∗.
which proves that G1, G2 ̸∈ C(ρE). Note that G1 and G2 exhibit different se-
mantics, indeed they generate two different languages
L(G1) = {ww | w ∈ Σ∗} ≠ {www | w ∈ Σ∗} = L(G2)
although the stack elimination abstraction produces the same (regular) lan-
guage. ■
We can now define the separation class between indexed languages and CF
languages as instances of the incompleteness of stack elimination abstraction,
i.e., the complement set of C(ρE):
C(ρE) = {G ∈ IG | ρE(lfp(πG)) ̸=Φ lfp(πG ◦ ρE)}.
Definition 5.41 (Separation class between IL and CF ). We define SepIL−CF
ρE
as the separation class between the class of all indexed languages IL and the class
of all CF languages CF , as:
SepIL−CF
ρE
≜ {L ∈ IL | ∀G ∈ IG . L(G) = L ⇒ G ∈ C(ρE)}.
Intuitively, SepIL−CF
ρE
is the set of all indexed languages L ∈ IL such that, the
fixpoint abstraction by stack elimination ρE of each indexed grammar G ∈ IG
such that L(G) = L, is incomplete for ρE .
Theorem 5.42. L ∈ IL∖ CF ⇔ L ∈ SepIL−CF
ρE
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Proof. (⇒) Suppose that L ∈ IL∖CF and let G ∈ IG be an indexed grammar
such that L(G) = L. Then we have:
L(G) = projn(lfp(πG)) [by Theorem 5.7]
= projn(ρ
E(lfp(πG))) [by Lemma 5.17]
⊂ projn(lfp(πG ◦ ρE)) [by Theorem 5.18 and Proposition 5.19]
Since by definition of ρE :
projn(ρ
E(lfp(πG))) ⊂ projn(lfp(πG ◦ ρE)) ⇒ ρE(lfp(πG)) ̸=Φ lfp(πG ◦ ρE)
this implies that G ∈ C(ρE). Therefore, we can conclude L ∈ SepIL−CF
ρE
.
(⇐) By contradiction, suppose that L ∈ SepIL−CF
ρE
and L ̸∈ IL∖CF . Because
L ∈ SepIL−CF
ρE
then L cannot be outside IL otherwise L ̸∈ SepIL−CF
ρE
. Therefore,
L must be a CF language, i.e., L ∈ CF . This implies that there exists a CF
grammar GCF such that L(GCF) = L. By Proposition 5.22, there exists an
indexed grammar G ∈ IL such that lfp(πGCF) =Φ lfp(πG ◦ ρE) =Φ lfp(πG).
But this implies that L(G) = L and G ∈ C(ρE), hence L ̸∈ SepIL−CF
ρE
which
contradicts the assumption. We can conclude that L must be in IL∖ CF . ⊓⊔
Theorem 5.42 provides a further insight into the structure of Chomsky’s hi-
erarchy of formal languages. It establishes the equivalence between the set of
all indexed languages not representable with a CF grammar, and the set of all
indexed languages for which no indexed grammar generating them is complete
for the stack elimination abstraction. Therefore, this equivalence formalizes the
separation result IL∖CF as an instance of the incompleteness of ρE . This means
that, in order to prove that L ̸∈ CF but L ∈ IL, it is sufficient to show that
L ∈ SepIL−CF
ρE
. Toward showing that Chomsky’s hierarchy can be understood
by abstract interpretation between grammars, this result demonstrates one such




Completeness is a well known notion in static program analysis by abstract in-
terpretation and the classes of complete programs for a given abstraction have
been recently studied [8,9,44]. In [44] the authors introduce the notion of com-
pleteness class as the set of all programs that are complete with regard to a given
abstract domain, together with a sound stratified deductive system for proving
the completeness of program analysis over an abstract domain. Bruni et al. [8]
introduced the concept of completeness cliques as the set of equivalent programs
that are complete with regard to an abstract domain. In particular, they prove
that there exists a total recursive function that transforms any complete pro-
gram into a semantically equivalent but incomplete one for a given abstraction.
This formalization resembles the definition of complexity clique defined by As-
perti in [4]. The first attempt to weaken the notion of completeness in abstract
interpretation has been recently introduced by Bruni et al. in [9]. Here the au-
thors introduced the notion of local completeness, that is, completeness among
certain program traces. They provided a logical proof system that combines
over and under-approximations of programs behaviors. However, these works
do not distinguish among incompleteness results: an analysis is either complete
or incomplete but no further formalization is available for reasoning about the
level of imprecision associated to an incomplete analysis. Our approach can be
considered as a further weakening of local completeness, as our aim is to be able
to measure and reason about the imprecision induced by program analysis.
Some papers have addressed the problem of measuring the imprecision of
abstract interpretation and static analysis. Among the earliest, Crazzolara [31]
proposes the use of quasi-metric spaces, instead of partial orders, as an al-
ternative to define a new framework for abstract interpretation of programs,
by applying the Banach’s contraction principle as an alternative for Knaster-
Tarsky’s fixpoint theorem. Conversely, our approach considers quasi-metrics as
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external measures and we follow the classical framework of abstract interpreta-
tion in [26] and [27] for the concrete collecting and abstract semantics. Other
notions of distance have been employed as a measure of imprecision in program
analysis. In [13] the authors propose distances in logic programming domains
for measuring the precision of analysis, while in [56] the authors introduce the
notion of pseudo-distance, a weaker form of metric similar to quasi-metric defini-
tion, as an external measure function to quantifying the relative loss of precision
induced by numerical abstract domains. Sotin in [71] defines measures in Rn that
allow us to quantify the difference in precision between two abstract values of
a numeric domain, by comparing the size of their concretizations. This is ap-
plied to guessing the most appropriate domain to analyze a program, by under-
approximating the potentially visited states via random testing and comparing
the precision with which different domains would approximate those states. Di
Pierro et al. [37] propose a notion of probabilistic abstract interpretation, which
allows us to measure the precision of an abstract domain and its operators by
using vector spaces instead of partially order sets. However, the above mentioned
works, do not define a general class of programs satisfying a bounded impreci-
sion distance from all the possible concrete executions. It is worth remarking
that, instead of defining domain-specific measures of the imprecision injected by
program analysis, we define a general formal framework based on quasi-metric
spaces and a weaker notion of completeness, called partial completeness, that
allow us to control the amount of imprecision that we tolerate in the analysis.
In fact, our work can be considered as a first step towards the extension of the
results in [8, 44] to the case of partial completeness.
The approximation of grammar structures by abstract interpretation is not
new. In [25] and [28] the authors introduced the idea of abstracting formal
languages by abstract interpretation for the design of static analysers that ma-
nipulate symbolic structures. This provided both the source for new symbolic
abstract domains for program analysis and the possibility of formalising known
algorithms, such as parsers, as abstract interpreters. Abstractions into regular
languages have been used in formal verification (e.g., see [17]). Moreover, in [40]
Ganty et al. studied the language inclusion problem L1 ⊆ L2, where L1 is regu-
lar, by relying on abstract interpretation. The authors approach checks whether
an overapproximating abstraction of L1, obtained by successively overapproxi-
mating the Kleene iterates of its least fixpoint characterization, is included in
L2. In program analysis non-regular approximations of formal languages have
been used in aliasing analysis [36]. The idea of grammar abstraction as a rela-
tion between CF grammars has been also used for relating concrete and abstract
syntax in [5]. None of the above mentioned approaches considered the more gen-
eral problem of correlating languages in Chomsky’s hierarchy by the theory of
fixpoint abstraction by abstract interpretation.
Chapter 7
CONCLUSION
This thesis has investigated two parallel problems concerning the completeness
property in abstract interpretation. In static program analysis, completeness is
a desirable property but, unfortunately, it is very rare to acquire, while in ab-
stracting indexed grammars, it is not helpful since it corresponds to the identity
abstraction over the domain of indexed states. These two observations highlight
two opposite interpretations about the completeness of abstractions in the ab-
stract interpretation framework. We faced the two problems and we ended with
the following results and new future perspectives.
Static Program Analysis
Because static analysis is incomplete by design, we weakened the notion of com-
pleteness into partial completeness. That is, we introduced a theoretical frame-
work for defining the set of programs whose analysis on a given abstract domain
has an ε-bounded level of imprecision, namely, the set of programs that are ε-
partial complete for the considered abstract domain. This formal framework is
based on a quasi-metric distance function on the elements of the abstract domain
that respects the underlying structure of the domain. Among the other standard
properties of quasi-metrics, we required a weak form of triangle inequality and
the decidability of asking whether two abstract objects satisfy the quasi-metric
over a fixed constant. We defined an abstract quasi-metric space as an abstract
domain equipped with a compatible quasi-metric. We introduced the notion of
ε-partial completeness class with respect to an abstract quasi-metric space as the
set of all programs for which the abstract interpreter never outputs an abstract
state whose (quasi-metric) distance from the concrete one exceeds ε. Interest-
ingly, this class obeys similar properties as for the completeness case, indeed, it
is an infinite non-extensional set for all ε-bound. We proved that, under the as-
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sumption of unbounded imprecision, we can always find a program that exceeds
a given ε-partial completeness class. This is a property of the quasi-metric that
we use on our abstract domains of stores. Indeed, quasi-metrics A-compatible
that always output the same constant value for every comparable elements, do
not help us in quantifying the precision of an analysis. Then, we showed that
the ε-partial completeness and incompleteness classes of a given non-ε trivial
abstract domain are both non recursively enumerable. Moreover, the class of ε-
partial incompleteness is productive. Therefore, it is possible to build a program
that is able to enumerate all the programs in the ε-partial completeness (resp.
incompleteness) class only if it coincides with the whole set of programs (resp.
the empty set). Finally, we introduced a weaker class of partial completeness
that admits limited imprecision only on a set of input traces. We proved that
this new defined local ε-partial completeness class is r.e. if the abstract quasi-
metric space of stores is ACC, therefore, there exists a (semi-decidable) program
that can decide if a program is local ε-partial complete.
Partial completeness opens a new perspective in the field of static program
analysis by abstract interpretation. As future work, we plan to (i) define a sound
proof system that is able to prove whether a program satisfies the ε-partial com-
pleteness on a given abstract domain, and (ii) define the notion of partial com-
pleteness cliques, following the first definition in complexity theory [4], hence
extending the results in [8] to the case of partial completeness cliques. As in the
case of complete abstractions for a given program, also in the case of partial com-
plete abstract domains the underlying lattice structure plays a central role. For
this reason, we plan to study the existence of minimal domain transformers that
can ensure the ε-partial completeness of the analysis with regard to a given pro-
gram and constant ε, as done in [43] for standard completeness. Our work has a
strong connection to code obfuscation. Code obfuscations are program transfor-
mations explicitly designed to degrade the results of program analysis, namely
to induce imprecision, and therefore incompleteness in the analysis [42, 45, 46].
Being able to control or formalize the amount of imprecision induced by a code
obfuscation technique in the results of a given analysis, could allow us to mea-
sure the efficiency of the obfuscation technique in confusing such analysis. This
would be a very important way to quantify the efficiency of these techniques,
which is still one of the main open challenges in software protection [14,72]. Al-
though the decidability requirement of the predicate δA(a, b) ≤ ε resembles the
decidability of a Blum complexity measure [7], our definition of quasi-metrics
A-compatible as a measure of imprecision, is not a Blum complexity measure.
We plan to deepen our study in order to formalize a measure of imprecision for




We reformulated the Chomsky’s hierarchy between indexed and CF languages
by using standard interpretation methods: we provided a fixpoint semantics for
indexed languages and we characterized classes of less expressive languages in
terms of fixpoint abstractions of this semantics. In our case, the approximation of
indexed languages shows how it is possible to systematically and constructively
derive all fixpoint descriptions for CF languages as abstract interpretations.
Moreover, we showed how we can exploit incompleteness of the stack elimination
abstraction on the indexed grammars, in order to construct the separation class
between indexed and CF languages, namely, the set of all indexed languages
which are not generated by a CF grammar.
We plan to generalize the above fixpoint abstraction by abstract interpreta-
tion over all the Chomsky’s hierarchy and to formalize the known separation
results between classes of languages as instances of incompleteness of language
abstractions. We believe that a systematic reconstruction of Chomsky’s hierar-
chy by fixpoint abstract interpretation may provide both new insights into a fun-
damental field of computer science and new algorithms and methods for approx-
imating structures described by grammars. Indeed, the current work originated
from the desire of finding suitable abstract domains for expressing the invariant
properties among obfuscated malware variants [12, 32, 33]. Moreover, we plan
to instantiate the partial completeness framework into the revised Chomsky’s
hierarchy by abstract interpretation, by using distances among, e.g., regular lan-
guages [69] as a measure for the incompleteness of the abstractions between the
class of CF and regular languages.
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